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RELIEF CLAIMED 

Adopting the terms defined in the Pleadings and Particulars below, the plaintiffs and 

the Group Members claim: 

1 A declaration that the first defendant Anthony Samuel Famularo (Mr Famu-

laro) operated an unregistered managed investment scheme in contravention of 

s 601ED of the Corporations Act 2001 (Cth) (Corporations Act). 

2 A declaration that the second defendant was ‘involved in’, within the meaning 

of s 1325(2) of the Corporations Act, the first respondent’s Mr Famularo’s contra-

vention of s 601ED of the Corporations Act.  

3 A declaration that the second defendant was “knowingly concerned in, or party 

to”, within the meaning of s 1324(1) of the Corporations Act, the first respond-

ent’sMr Famularo’s contravention of s 601ED of the Corporations Act. 

4 A declaration that the first defendantMr Famularo operated a managed invest-

ment scheme which was not operated by a responsible entity which was a pub-

lic company that held an Australian Financial Services Licence authorising it to 

operate a managed investment scheme, in contravention of s 601FA of the Cor-

porations Act. 

5 A declaration that the second defendant was ‘involved in’, within the meaning 

of s 1325(2) of the Corporations Act, the first respondent’sMr Famularo’s contra-

vention of s 601FA of the Corporations Act. 

6 A declaration that the second defendant was “knowingly concerned in, or party 

to”, within the meaning of s 1324(1) of the Corporations Act, the first respond-

ent’sMr Famularo’s contravention of s 601FA of the Corporations Act. 

7 A declaration that the first defendantMr Famularo carried on a business of 

providing financial services without an Australian Financial Services Licence, in 

contravention of section 911A of the Corporations Act. 

8 A declaration that the second defendant was “knowingly concerned in, or party 

to”, within the meaning of s 1324(1) of the Corporations Act, the first respond-

ent’sMr Famularo’s contravention of s 911A of the Corporations Act. 

9 A declaration that the first defendant did not, at any time, offer to the plaintiffs 

or to any Group Member a Product Disclosure Statement in relation to the 

Famularo Scheme which was compliant with Part 7.9 of the Corporations Act, in 

contravention of the requirements of Division 2 of Part 7.9 of the Corporations 

Act.[Intentionally left blank]  
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Adopting the terms defined in the Pleadings and Particulars below, the plaintiffs claim: 

Plaintiffs’ relief pursuant to section 1325(2) of the Corporations Act 

10 An order that the first defendant compensate the plaintiffs for the loss or dam-

age that they have suffered because of the contravention of s 601ED of the Cor-

porations Act, pursuant to s 1325(2) of the Corporations Act. 

11 [Intentionally left blank]  

12 [Intentionally left blank]  

11 An order that the second defendant compensate the plaintiffs for the 

loss or damage that they have suffered because of the contravention of s 

601ED of the Corporations Act, pursuant to s 1325(2) of the Corporations 

Act. 

12 An order that the first defendant compensate the plaintiffs for the loss or 

damage that they have suffered because of the contravention of s 601FA 

of the Corporations Act, pursuant to s 1325(2) of the Corporations Act. 

13 An order that the second defendant compensate the plaintiffs for the loss or 

damage that they have suffered because of the contravention of s 601FA of the 

Corporations Act, pursuant to s 1325(2) of the Corporations Act. 

14 In the event that the Court finds that the plaintiffs’ applications for compensa-

tion under s 1325(2) of the Corporations Act have not been made within the 6 

year period provided for in s 1325(4) of the Corporations Act, an order pursuant 

to s 1322(4) of the Corporations Act extending the period for making such appli-

cations.  

Plaintiffs’ relief pursuant to section 1324 of the Corporations Act 

15 An order that an injunction be granted restraining SGBthe defendant from en-

forcing the Barrack Point Mortgage and, or alternatively, the Kangaroo Island 

Mortgage, pursuant to s 1324(1) of the Corporations Act. 

16 An order that an injunction be granted requiring SGBthe defendant to restore to 

the plaintiffs the proceeds of the sale of the Plaintiffs’ Shares, pursuant to s 

1324(1) of the Corporations Act. 

17 An order that SGB the defendant pay damages to the plaintiffs, pursuant to s 

1324(10) of the Corporations Act. 

18 [Intentionally left blank]  
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19 [Intentionally left blank]  

20 [Intentionally left blank]  

21 [Intentionally left blank]  

22 [Intentionally left blank]  

23 [Intentionally left blank]  

24 [Intentionally left blank]  

Plaintiffs’ relief pursuant to section 1022B of the Corporations Act 

18 An order that the first defendant compensate the plaintiffs for the loss or 

damage that they have suffered because of the contravention of the re-

quirements of Part 7.9 of the Corporations Act, pursuant to s 1022B(2) of 

the Corporations Act. 

19 In the event that the Court finds that the plaintiffs’ claim for compensa-

tion under s 1022B(2) of the Corporations Act has not been made within 

the 6 year period provided for in s 1022B(6) of the Corporations Act, an 

order pursuant to s 1322(4) of the Corporations Act extending the period 

for making such a claim.  

Plaintiffs’ misleading and deceptive conduct relief 

20 A declaration that, in making some or all of the Plaintiff Initial Repre-

sentations, the Plaintiff Repeated Representations, the June 2006 Repre-

sentations, the Plaintiff Financial Statements Representations, the Share-

quity Letter Representations and/or the Plaintiff Implied Representa-

tions, the first defendant acted in contravention of s 1041H of the Corpo-

rations Act. 

21 An order that the first defendant compensate the plaintiffs for the loss 

and damage they have suffered by the contravention of s 1041H of the 

Corporations Act, for the purposes of s 1041I(1). 

22 In the event that the Court finds that the plaintiffs’ claim for compensa-

tion under s 1041I(1) of the Corporations Act has not been made within 

the 6 year period provided for in s 1041I(2) of the Corporations Act, an 

order pursuant to s 1322(4) of the Corporations Act extending the period 

for making such a claim.  

23 A declaration that, in making some or all of the Plaintiff Initial Repre-

sentations, the Plaintiff Repeated Representations, the June 2006 Repre-
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sentations, the Plaintiff Financial Statements Representations, the Share-

quity Letter Representations and/or the Plaintiff Implied Representa-

tions, the first defendant acted in contravention of s 12DA of the Austral-

ian Securities and Investments Commission Act (ASIC Act). 

24 An order that the first defendant compensate the plaintiffs for the loss 

and damage they have suffered by the contravention of s 12DA of the 

ASIC Act, for the purposes of s 12GF of the ASIC Act. 

Plaintiffs’ trust relief  

Declarations 

25 A declaration that the first defendantMr Famularo dishonestly and fraudulently 

converted to his own use the Plaintiffs’ Shares. 

26 A declaration that the first defendant holdsMr Famularo held the proceeds of 

the sale of the Plaintiffs’ Shares on constructive trust for the benefit of the plain-

tiffs. 

27 A declaration that the first defendantMr Famularo dishonestly and fraudulently 

converted to his own use the Kangaroo Island Investment. 

28 A declaration that the first defendant holdsMr Famularo held the Kangaroo Is-

land Investment on constructive trust for the benefit of the second plaintiff. 

29 A declaration that the second defendant received the proceeds of the Plaintiffs’ 

Shares from the first defendantMr Famularo to reduce the balance of the Share-

quity Margin Loan, with knowledge that such conduct by the first defendantMr 

Famularo was in breach of his fiduciary duty to the plaintiffs. 

30 A declaration that the second defendant knowingly participated in a dishonest 

and fraudulent design by the first defendantMr Famularo. 

31 A declaration that the second defendant holds the proceeds of the sale of the 

Plaintiffs’ Shares on constructive trust for the benefit of the plaintiffs. 

32 A declaration that the second defendant holds the proceeds of the Kangaroo 

Island Mortgage on constructive trust for the benefit of the second plaintiff. 

Other trust orders 

33 An order that the plaintiffs are entitled to trace the proceeds of the sale of the 

Plaintiffs’ Shares, as against the defendants. 
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34 An order against the defendants jointly and severallydefendant for restitution 

to the plaintiffs in respect of the proceeds of the sale of the Plaintiffs’ Shares. 

35 An order that the second plaintiff is entitled to trace the Kangaroo Island In-

vestment, as against the defendants. 

36 An order against the defendants jointly and severallydefendant for restitution 

to the second plaintiff in respect of the Kangaroo Island Investment. 

37 An order that the plaintiffs are entitled to equitable compensation from the de-

fendants. 

Plaintiffs’ CR Act and unconscionable conduct relief 

38 A declaration that, in the circumstances in which they were made, the loan con-

tract contained in the Kangaroo Island Letter of Offer and the Kangaroo Island 

Mortgage were “unjust”, within the meaning of s 4 of the Contracts Review Act 

1980 (NSW). 

39 An order pursuant to s 7(1) of the Contracts Review Act 1980 (NSW) (CR Act) 

that the loan contract contained in the Kangaroo Island Letter of Offer and the 

Kangaroo Island Mortgage not be enforced, or alternatively be varied such that 

the second plaintiff be relieved of some or all of the repayments required under 

those contracts. 

40 An order pursuant to cl 1 of Sch 1 to the CR Act, that SGBthe defendant pay to 

the second plaintiff an amount considered just by the Court.  

41 A declaration that by entering into the loan contract contained in the Kangaroo 

Island Letter of Offer and by entering into the Kangaroo Island Mortgage and 

by continuing to enforce the loan contract and Kangaroo Island Mortgage, 

SGBthe defendant has engaged in and is engaging in conduct that is uncon-

scionable under the general law and within the meaning of sections 12CB and 

12CC of the ASIC Act. 

42 An order under the general law or pursuant to section 12GM of the ASIC Act  

that the loan contract contained in the Kangaroo Island Letter of Offer and the 

Kangaroo Island Mortgage not be enforced, or alternatively be varied such that 

the second plaintiff be relieved of some or all of the repayments required under 

those contracts. 

43 A declaration that, in the circumstances in which they were made, the loan con-

tracts contained in the Barrack Point Letters of Offer and the Barrack Point 

Mortgage were “unjust”, within the meaning of s 4 of the Contracts Review Act 

1980 (NSW). 
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44 An order pursuant to s 7(1) of the Contracts Review Act 1980 (NSW) (CR Act) 

that the loan contracts contained in the Barrack Point Letters of Offer and the 

Barrack Point Mortgage be varied such that the first plaintiff be relieved of 

some or all of the repayments required under those contracts. 

45 An order pursuant to cl 1 of Sch 1 to the CR Act, that SGBthe defendant pay to 

the first plaintiff an amount considered just by the Court.  

46 A declaration that by entering into the loan contracts contained in the Barrack 

Point Letters of Offer and the Barrack Point Mortgage and by continuing to en-

force the loan contracts and Barrack Point Mortgage, SGBthe defendant has en-

gaged in and is engaging in conduct that is unconscionable under the general 

law and within the meaning of sections 12CB and 12CC of the ASIC Act. 

47 An order under the general law or pursuant to section 12GM of the ASIC Act  

that the loan contracts contained in the Barrack Point Letters of Offer and the 

Barrack Point Mortgage be varied such that the first plaintiff be relieved of 

some or all of the repayments required under those contracts. 

Adopting the terms defined in the Pleadings and Particulars below, after the determi-

nation of the common questions in this proceeding, the Group Members will claim: 

Group Members’ compensation under section 1325(2) of the Corporations Act 

48 An order that the first defendant compensate the Group Members for the loss 

or damage that they have suffered because of the contravention of s 601ED of 

the Corporations Act, pursuant to s 1325(2) of the Corporations Act. 

49 [Intentionally left blank]  

50 [Intentionally left blank]  

49 An order that the second defendant compensate the Group Members for 

the loss or damage that they have suffered because of the contravention 

of s 601ED of the Corporations Act, pursuant to s 1325(2) of the Corpora-

tions Act. 

50 An order that the first defendant compensate the Group Members for 

the loss or damage that they have suffered because of the contravention 

of s 601FA of the Corporations Act, pursuant to s 1325(2) of the Corpora-

tions Act. 

51 An order that the second defendant compensate the Group Members for the 

loss or damage that they have suffered because of the contravention of s 601FA 

of the Corporations Act, pursuant to s 1325(2) of the Corporations Act. 
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52 In the event that the Court finds that the Group Members’ applications for 

compensation under s 1325(2) of the Corporations Act have not been made with-

in the 6 year period provided for in s 1325(4) of the Corporations Act, an order 

pursuant to s 1322(4) of the Corporations Act extending the period for making 

such applications.  

53 [Intentionally left blank]  

54  [Intentionally left blank]  

Group Members’ compensation pursuant to section 1022B of the Corpora-

tions Act 

53 An order that the first defendant compensate the Group Members for 

the loss or damage that they have suffered because of the contravention 

of the requirements of Part 7.9 of the Corporations Act, pursuant to s 

1022B(2) of the Corporations Act. 

54 In the event that the Court finds that the Group Members’ applications for 

compensation under s 1022(B)(2) of the Corporations Act have not been made 

within the 6 year period provided for in s 1022B(6) of the Corporations Act, an 

order pursuant to s 1322(4) of the Corporations Act extending the period for 

making such applications.  

Group Members’ relief pursuant to section 1324 of the Corporations Act 

55 An order that an injunction be granted restraining SGBthe defendant from en-

forcing mortgages held by some or all of the Group Members, pursuant to s 

1324(1) of the Corporations Act. 

56 An order that an injunction be granted requiring SGBthe defendant to restore to 

the Group Members some or all of the Group Members’ Investments, including 

the proceeds of the sale of any shares purchased with the Group Members’ In-

vestments, pursuant to s 1324(1) of the Corporations Act. 

57 An order that SGB the defendant pay damages to some or all of the Group 

Members, pursuant to s 1324(10) of the Corporations Act. 

58 [Intentionally left blank]  

59 [Intentionally left blank]  

60 [Intentionally left blank]  

61 [Intentionally left blank]  
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62 [Intentionally left blank]  

Group Members’ misleading and deceptive conduct relief 

58 Declarations that in making some or all of the Group Member Initial 

Representations, Group Member Implied Representations, and Group 

Member Financial Statements Representations, the first defendant acted 

in contravention of s 1041H of the Corporations Act. 

59 An order that the first defendant compensate the Group Members for 

the loss and damage they have suffered by the contravention of s 1041H 

of the Corporations Act, for the purposes of s 1041I(1). 

60 In the event that the Court finds that the Group Members’ claim for 

compensation under s 1041I(1) of the Corporations Act has not been made 

within the 6 year period provided for in s 1041I(2) of the Corporations 

Act, an order pursuant to s 1322(4) of the Corporations Act extending the 

period for making such a claim.  

61 Declarations that, in making the Group Member Initial Representations, 

Group Member Implied Representations and Group Member Financial 

Statement Representations, the first defendant acted in contravention of 

section 12DA of the Corporations Act. 

62 An order that the first defendant compensate the Group Members for 

the loss and damage they have suffered by the contravention of section 

12DA of the Corporations Act, for the purposes of section 12GF of the 

ASIC Act. 

Group Members’ trust relief  

Declarations 

63 Declarations that the first defendant holdsMr Famularo held some or all of the 

Group Members’ Investments, or the proceeds of the sale of some or all of the 

Group Members’ Investments, on constructive trust for the benefit of those 

Group Members. 

64 Declarations that the second defendant received from the first defendantMr 

Famularo some or all of the Group Members’ Investments, or the proceeds of 

the sale or some or all of the Group Members’ Investments, with the knowledge 

that such conduct by the first defendantMr Famularo was in breach of his fidu-

ciary duty to some or all of the Group Members. 
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65 Declarations that the second defendant knowingly participated in a dishonest 

and fraudulent design by the first defendantMr Famularo, with respect to some 

or all of the Group Members. 

66 Declarations that the second defendant holds some or all of the Group Mem-

bers’ Investments, or the proceeds of the sale of some or all of the Group Mem-

bers’ Investments, on constructive trust for the benefit of those Group Mem-

bers. 

Other trust orders 

67 Orders that the Group Members are entitled to trace the Group Members’ In-

vestments, or the proceeds of the sale of the Group Members’ Investments, as 

against the defendants. 

68 Orders against the defendants jointly and severallydefendant for restitution to 

the Group Members, in respect of the Group Members’ Investments, or the pro-

ceeds of the sale of the Group Members’ Investments. 

69 Orders that the Group Members are entitled to equitable compensation from 

the defendants. 

Other relief 

Further to the above, the plaintiffs and Group Members seek: 

70 Costs. 

71 Interest. 

72 Interest on costs. 

73 Such further or other order as the Court deems fit 
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COMMON QUESTIONS 

The common questions of fact and law between the plaintiffs and the Group Members 

in this proceeding are as follows: 

1 Whether the first defendantMr Famularo traded with a strategy described as 

the “Famularo Strategy”, which had the characteristics pleaded in paragraphs 8 

to 9 of the Pleadings and Particulars. 

2 Whether the first defendantMr Famularo operated a scheme described as the 

“Famularo Scheme”, which had the characteristics pleaded in paragraphs 10 to 

12 of the Pleadings and Particulars. 

3 Whether, in about early 2005, the defendantsSGB and Mr Famualro jointly cre-

ated a product known as “DIY Options”, which had the characteristics pleaded 

in paragraphs 13 to 18 of the Pleadings and Particulars. 

4 Whether the matters pleaded in paragraphs 20 to 23 of the Pleadings and Par-

ticulars occurred. 

5 Whether the matters pleaded in paragraphs 24 to 28 of the Pleadings and Par-

ticulars occurred. 

6 Whether the Famularo Scheme was a “managed investment scheme” within the 

meaning of s 9 of the Corporations Act. 

7 Whether, in contravention of s 601ED of the Corporations Act, the first defend-

antMr Famularo operated a managed investment scheme which was not regis-

tered under s 601EB of that Act. 

8 Whether the second defendant was involved in the first defendant’sMr Famu-

laro’s contravention of s 601ED of the Corporations Act. 

9 Whether the second defendant was ‘knowingly concerned in, or a party to’ the 

first defendant’sMr Famularo’s contravention of s 601ED of the Corporations 

Act. 

10 Whether, in contravention of s 601FA of the Corporations Act, the first defend-

antMr Famularo operated the Famularo Scheme which was not operated by a 

responsible entity which was a public company that held the appropriate Aus-

tralian Financial Services Licence. 

11 Whether the second defendant was involved in the first defendant’sMr Famu-

laro’s contravention of s 601FA of the Corporations Act. 
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12 Whether the second defendant was ‘knowingly concerned in, or a party to’ the 

first defendant’sMr Famularo’s contravention of s 601EDFA of the Corporations 

Act. 

13 Whether, in contravention of s 911A of the Corporations Act, the first defend-

antMr Famularo carried on a business of providing financial services without 

an appropriate Australian Financial Services Licence.  

14 Whether the second defendant was ‘knowingly concerned in, or a party to’ the 

first defendant’sMr Famularo’s contravention of s 911A of the Corporations Act. 

15 [Intentionally left blank]  

15 Whether, in contravention of the requirements of Division 2 of Part 7.9 

of the Corporations Act, the first defendant did not, at any time, offer to 

the plaintiffs or to any Group Member a Product Disclosure Statement 

in relation to the Famularo Scheme which was compliant with Part 7.9 

of the Corporations Act. 

16 Whether the second defendant had the knowledge pleaded in paragraphs 19 to 

21, 110 to 129, 164 to 165, 176 to 177, 181 and 187 to 190. 

17 Whether the first defendantMr Famularo owed a fiduciary duty to the plaintiffs 

and some or all of the Group Members. 
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PLEADINGS AND PARTICULARS 

A. Parties 

A(i) Plaintiffs 

1 The plaintiffs commence these proceedings as representative parties pursuant 

to Part 10 of the Civil Procedure Act 2005 (NSW). 

2 At all times between about 2005 and 2008 inclusive (Relevant Times): 

(a) the plaintiffs were in a de facto relationship; and 

(b) each plaintiff owned some assets individually and not with the other 

plaintiff jointly. 

A(ii) Group Members 

3 The plaintiffs and the persons represented by the plaintiffs in these proceedings 

(Group Members): 

(a) received financial advice or other financial services from the first de-

fendant, AnthonyMr Famularo, or a person or entity related to Mr Fam-

ularo (Famularo Advice); 

(b) pursuant to the Famularo Advice: 

(i) borrowed money from banking institutions forming part of the 

business known as “St George Bank” (SGB), and used the funds 

so borrowed to make investments as recommended by Mr 

Famularo; and/or 

(ii) provided monies or property to, including by making property 

available as security, or purchased or were issued shares in, one 

or more entities controlled by Mr Famularo, which entities had a 

margin loan account with SGB or, alternatively, which entities 

advanced the monies or transferred the property provided by 

the Group Members, either directly or via one or more other en-

tities controlled by Mr Famularo, to an entity controlled by Mr 

Famularo which had a margin loan account with SGB; 
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(c) suffered loss or damage by reason of the conduct of the first defendant 

and/or the second the defendant pleaded below; 

(d) have not settled their claims the subject of these proceedings. 

4 The Group Members number more than seven people. 

A(iii) First Defendant 

A(iii) Mr Famularo 

5 Mr Famularo at all times between 2004 and 2009 inclusive: 

(a) carried on a business of trading in securities and derivatives through the 

Australian Securities Exchange (ASX) on his own behalf and on behalf 

of his clients including, from time to time, the plaintiffs and the Group 

Members; 

(b) carried on a financial advisory business, which included the provision 

of financial product advice, within the meaning of section 766B of the 

Corporations Act, to his clients including, from time to time, the plaintiffs 

and the Group Members; 

(c) did not hold an Australian Financial Services Licence (AFSL); 

(d) was not appointed as an authorised representative by any financial ser-

vices licensor pursuant to section 916A of the Corporations Act; 

(e) held a position as a majority or minority shareholder in, director of, 

and/or authorised representative of a number of corporate entities, in-

cluding but not limited to the entities set out in Schedule A to this 

pleading (the Famularo Entities); 

(f) held the position as sole director and secretary for, and was the “author-

ised representative” on the accounts of, an entity known as Sharequity 

Pty Limited (Sharequity), being a Famularo Entity which was deregis-

tered on or about 14 April 2014. 

A(iv) Second Defendant 

6 The second defendant, Westpac Banking Corporation: 

(a) is a company incorporated pursuant to the Corporations Act and is capa-

ble of being sued in its corporate name;  
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(b) on or about 1 March 2010, became the successor in law in respect of all 

the assets and liabilities of SGB: 

(i) pursuant to section 22 of the Financial Sector (Business Transfer 

and Group Restructure) Act 1999 (Cth) and a certificate of transfer 

issued by the Australian Prudential Regulation Authority under 

section 18 of that Act; and  

(ii) orders made by the Federal Court of Australia under s 413(1)(c) 

of the Corporations Act in Westpac Banking Corporation; Re St 

George Bank Ltd [2010] FCA 148; and 

(c) accordingly, is liable for SGB’s duties and obligations to the plaintiffs 

and the Group Members to the extent SGB would have been liable. 

7 At all Relevant Times, SGB: 

(a) was a trading bank; 

(b) provided banking and financial services, including margin lending, to 

its customers, which from time to time included the plaintiffs and the 

Group Members; and 

(c) operated a division known as St George Margin Lending (SGML), 

which carried on a business of advancing monies to borrowers for the 

purposes of investment by way of loan secured against the investments 

purchased with the loan’s proceedsmargin lending. 
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B. SGB and Famularo 

B(i) Famularo Strategy  

8 During the Relevant Times, Mr Famularo applied an investment and trading 

strategy (Famularo Strategy), which involved the following steps: 

(a) First, Mr Famularo obtained funds, from: 

(i) investments by Famularo clients (such as the plaintiffs and the 

Group Members); and/or 

(ii) borrowing funds by way of margin loans in the names of Famu-

laro Entities. 

(b) Second, Mr Famularo used the funds to purchase “blue-chip” shares on 

the ASX, which shares were used as security for a margin loan. 

(c) Third, Mr Famularo: 

(i) purchased an option (put option) to sell the shares at a fixed 

price (strike price), on or before a particular date in the future, 

such that the strike price of the put option was the same as the 

price that Mr Famularo had paid to purchase the shares; and 

(ii) sold an option (call option) entitling the other party to that op-

tion to purchase those shares at a fixed price, on or before a par-

ticular date in the future, for the same number of shares at the 

same strike price as the put option. 

(d) Fourth, Mr Famularo earnt income from dividends paid on the shares. 

(e) Fifth, the income generated from payment of dividends and from selling 

call options was used to meet the interest on borrowed moneys, with the 

remaining amount, if any, representing a surplus or profit. 

Particulars 

As the put and call options both had the same strike price, the Famu-
laro Strategy was not designed to make a profit on the purchase and 
sale of the security. Rather, holding both a put and a call on the same 
shares at the same strike price was a “hedging” strategy, in that: 

(i) if the share price rose above the purchase price, the call options 
would be exercised at the strike price, resulting in no net loss; 
and 
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(ii) if the share price fell below the purchase price, the put options 
could be exercised at the strike price, resulting in no net loss. 

9 The Famularo Strategy was a hopeless investment strategy that no honest and 

reasonable trader with an understanding of finance and derivatives trading 

would employ and, or alternatively, was a high-risk investment strategy, and, 

or alternatively, was an investment strategy pursuant to which the Famularo 

clients such as the plaintiffs and Group Members could lose their money in 

that: 

(a) the margin loan was secured against the shares, such that in the event 

that the interest payments required under the margin loan were not 

paid, the shares would be redeemed and the proceeds applied to the 

margin loan; 

(b) the interest payments required under the margin loan were serviced 

from the revenue generated by the dividends paid by the shares and the 

selling of call options;  

(c) by reason of the matters pleaded in sub-paragraphs (a) and (b), there 

would not be sufficient income to service the margin loan, and the 

shares would be redeemed and the proceeds applied to the margin loan, 

in the event that either: 

(i) the shares did not pay sufficient dividends to service the interest 

payments; and/or 

(ii) market conditions were such that it was not possible to sell a call 

option over the shares at the same strike price as the put option; 

(d) where the shares were encumbered to 100% of the value of the strike 

price of the put option over the shares, as per the policy pleaded at par-

agraph 17(c)(ii), the investor risked losing the entirety of their invest-

ment in the event that they were unable to make interest payments on 

the margin loan; 

(e) further, as the strike price of the put option was not indexed to inflation, 

in order to be a profitable investment strategy, the overall returns from 

dividends and writing call options, after accounting for interest pay-

ments and inflation, would need to exceed the purchase price of the put 

option; 

(f) the Famularo Strategy would also be likely to fail if the Famu-laro Par-

ties were forced to close out all or a substantial number of their posi-

tions at short notice. 
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Particulars 

Particulars will be provided on the service of expert evidence. 

B(ii) Details of the Famularo Scheme 

10 At some time prior to 2005, Mr Famularo developed a scheme (Famularo 

Scheme) whereby he solicited investment from his clients (including, from time 

to time, the plaintiffs and some or all of the Group Members) in order to trade 

securities and derivatives in accordance with the Famularo Strategy, which op-

erated as follows: 

(a) first, a Famularo client: 

(i) provided money, for the purpose of investment, to a Famularo 

Entity (Investment Vehicle), which company either:  

(A) held a margin loan account with SGB and/or with anoth-

er financial institution; or 

(B) transferred the money provided by the Famularo client, 

directly or via one or more other Famularo Entities, to a 

Famularo Entity which held a margin loan account with 

SGB and/or with another financial institution; and, or al-

ternatively 

(ii) provided to the Investment Vehicle property, including to use as 

security against its margin loan account; and, or alternatively 

(iii) purchased or was issued or allotted shares in the Investment Ve-

hicle; 

(b) second, Mr Famularo caused the Investment Vehicle or the Famularo 

Entity which held a margin loan account with SGB and/or with another 

financial institution to borrow funds by way of margin loan, using  se-

curity provided by Famularo clients as security for the margin loan;  

(c) third, Mr Famularo caused the proceeds of the margin loan, together 

with monies provided by Famularo clients, to be pooled, including 

through: 

(i) transferring monies to other Famularo Entities (Inter-Company 

Cash Transfers); and/or 
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(ii) using securities from a number of different clients to secure a 

particular margin loan; and/or 

(iii) cross-collateralising securities across different margin loan ac-

counts; 

(d) fourth, Mr Famularo ultimately used those pooled monies to: 

(i) trade in securities and derivatives on the ASX pursuant to the 

Famularo Strategy;  

(ii) pay members of the Famularo Scheme a “return” on the invest-

ments which they held from time to time (Return); or 

(iii) pay Mr Famularo’s personal expenses or the expenses of his fam-

ily.  

11 The Famularo clients (including the plaintiffs and some or all of the Group 

Members) did not have any control over the day-to-day operation of the Famu-

laro Scheme, in that: 

(a) Mr Famularo had control, and the Famularo clients had no control, over 

the investments made pursuant to the Famularo Scheme, or over the In-

ter-Company Cash Transfers made or received by the Investment Vehi-

cles; 

(b) where third party security had been provided to an Investment Vehicle 

and used in a margin loan, the clients were unable to deal with the secu-

rity property themselves as they were subject to the terms pleaded in 

paragraph 18 below or substantially similar terms; and 

(c) where monies had been provided to Mr Famularo and the Famularo En-

tities, those monies were subsumed into the general pool of funds con-

trolled by Mr Famularo. 

12 In order to continue to make the payments of Returns to existing clients of the 

Famularo Scheme (including the plaintiffs and some or all of the Group Mem-

bers), Mr Famularo needed to continue to receive investments from new clients, 

and, accordingly, in the event that the Famularo Scheme did not continue to 

grow at an increasing rate, the scheme would cease to generate sufficient reve-

nue to continue to make the payments of the Returns and Mr Famularo would 

not be in a position to refund the investments of all Famularo clients.  
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B(iii) DIY Options 

13 Prior to 2005, SGML offered two products permitting margin lending against 

options: 

(a) Call Options, released in about July 2002, which allowed clients to sell 

specific Exchange Traded (ETO) call options using security held on their 

margins loans as collateral for the Australian Clearing House Limited 

(ACH), against which SGML would lend 75% of the value of the under-

lying stock; and 

(b) Protected Equity Loans (PELs), released in about July 2003, where 

SGML would purchase Over The Counter (OTC) put options on behalf 

of clients, with the cost of the purchase of the put being factored into the 

interest rate payable on the margin loan, and SGML would lend 100% of 

the value of underlying stock secured against the stock and the put op-

tion. 

14 In about early 2005, SGB and Mr Famularo jointly created a margin lending 

product known as “DIY Options”, whereby borrowers with PELs were permit-

ted to write call options against “protected securities” (as defined at paragraph 

17 below).  

15 A “pilot” DIY Options program was commenced with Mr Famularo in about 

June 2005, and the product was released by SGML to the general public from on 

or about 21 April 2006. 

16 The DIY Options agreement developed by SGML and Mr Famularo to give ef-

fect to the DIY Options product was comprised of: 

(a) SGB’s standard margin lending terms and conditions, as contained in a 

document entitled “Margin Lending Terms & Conditions” (SGML 

Terms); and 

(b) supplementary terms and conditions, as contained in a document enti-

tled “DIY Options Supplementary Terms and Conditions” (DIY Options 

Terms).  

17 The DIY Options Terms were expressly designed in order to facilitate trading 

through the Famularo Strategy, in that: 

(a) DIY Options could only be used in connection with protected securities, 

which included only securities: 

(i) which were: 
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(A) ASX-listed shares; or  

(B) units in any property trust, equity trust, cash manage-

ment trust or other trust where more than 20 individuals 

had between them fixed entitlements to at least 75% of 

the income and capital of the trust, the trust had over 300 

beneficiaries, and the trust estate was resident in Austral-

ia; 

(ii) which were specified by SGML as acceptable securities for DIY 

Options; and 

(iii) which were the subject of put options acceptable to SGML. 

Particulars 

DIY Options Terms, cll 2.2 and 10 (definitions of “protected se-
curities” and “securities”). 

(b) DIY Options holders, or third party security providers, were permitted 

to write call options over protected securities, provided that, inter alia, 

the call options had: 

(i) a strike price which was greater than or equal to the protected 

price (the strike price of the put option in respect of the relevant 

protected securities); and 

(ii) an expiry date that occurred no later than the expiry date of the 

put option in respect of the relevant protected securities. 

Particulars 

DIY Options Terms, cll 5.3 and 10 (definition of ‘protected 
price’). 

(c) where a loan was a DIY Option and the value of the protected securities 

was less than the protected price:  

(i) SGML treated the protected price as the value of the securities 

and, subject to certain conditions, SGML would not exercise its 

right to make a margin call in relation to the protected securities;  

(ii) accordingly, in effect, SGML had a policy of lending 100% of the 

protected price of protected securities, which was substantially 

higher than the ‘Loan to Valuation Ratio’ (LVR) (being a calcula-

tion of the proportion of money being borrowed under a loan 
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against the value the property secured) ordinarily permitted by 

SGML on margin loans. 

Particulars 

DIY Options Terms cl 4.1. 

18 SGML had a substantial degree of control over protected securities, in that: 

(a) pursuant to the DIY Options Terms, to obtain a DIY Option, the bor-

rower was required to: 

(i) send to SGML the settlement confirmations relating to the put 

options and the protected securities; and 

(ii) provide to SGML a copy of the client agreement (as defined by 

the ACH Clearing Rules and, where the context required, the cli-

ent agreement entered into between the broker and the borrower 

or a third party security provider in connection with the put op-

tions) in a form satisfactory to SGML and with a broker accepta-

ble to SGML; 

(iii) provide SGML with evidence that SGML was irrevocably au-

thorised to issue instructions to the broker under the client 

agreement and that, to the extent the borrower or the third party 

security provider gave instructions which were inconsistent with 

any instructions given by SGML to the broker in connection with 

the put options, the broker was required to accept SGML’s in-

structions; 

(iv) provide SGML with evidence that the borrower authorised the 

broker, and the broker agreed, to: 

(A) give to SGML copies of any information provided to the 

borrower in connection with the put options or the client 

agreement at the same time it was given to the borrower 

or the third party security provider; and 

(B) give to SGML any information requested by SGML relat-

ing to the put options; 

(v) pay to SGML an amount equal to 2% of the DIY Options, for the 

purpose of SGML paying any costs incurred by SGML in connec-

tion with the acquisition or disposal of protected securities or the 

writing of call options over protected securities; 
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Particulars 

DIY Options Terms cll 2.3 and 10 (definition of “client agree-
ment”). 

(b) pursuant to the DIY Options Terms, borrowers or third party security 

providers under DIY Options were not permitted to sell protected secu-

rities the subject of a DIY Option until there were 3 business days until 

the expiry of the put option, unless, inter alia; 

(i) the net sale price was at least equal to a minimum amount speci-

fied by SGML; 

(ii) the proceeds of the sale were deposited directly into a cash man-

agement trust account held on behalf of the DIY Option holder 

for the purpose of the DIY Option; 

(iii) after the sale of the protected securities, the total of the funds in 

the cash management trust account and the protected prices of 

the unsold protected securities applicable to the DIY Options 

was at least equal to the sum of the amount the borrower owed 

SGML under the DIY Option, plus amounts SGML determined 

may become payable under the DIY Options Terms or in connec-

tion with the DIY Option; 

Particulars 

DIY Options Terms cll 5.1 and 10 (definitions of “notification 
time” and “net sale price”). 

(c) pursuant to the SGML Terms, SGML’s written consent was required be-

fore a security provider could dispose of, create a security interest in, or 

deal with in any way the security property.  

Particulars 

SGML Terms cl 14.1. 

B(iv) Knowledge of SGB arising from DIY Options 

19 From at least about early 2005, the representative or representatives of SGB 

who: 

(a) had responsibility for SGML’s margin lending products; and, or alterna-

tively,  

(b) had responsibility for the creation of margin lending products; and, or 

alternatively,  
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(c) had responsibility for making decisions as to whether to implement or 

continue with a margin lending product including by having regard to 

the risks of those products; and, or alternatively,  

(d) had a duty and opportunity to communicate information about margin 

lending products to persons described in the preceding sub-paragraphs, 

knew and understood: 

(e) the Famularo Strategy;  

(f) that Mr Famularo traded in accordance with the Famularo Strategy;  

(g) the terms of the DIY Options; and 

(h) that SGML had implemented and was using a product, being DIY Op-

tions, designed to facilitate trading by SGML clients and, in particular, 

Mr Famularo, in accordance with the Famularo Strategy. 

 Particulars 

This is inferred from the matters pleaded in paragraphs 13 to 18, in cir-
cumstances where SGML designed and implemented a margin lending 
product (being DIY Options) with Mr Famularo, in order to facilitate 
trading by SGML clients, especially trading by Mr Famularo and the 
Famularo Entities, in accordance with the Famularo Strategy. The 
plaintiffs do not currently know the identity the representatives de-
scribed in paragraph 19. Further particulars will be provided after dis-
covery. 

B(v) Famularo SGML Facilities and SGML’s investigation and audit 

20 In or about:   

(a) late 2006 to early-February 2007, persons at SGML identified that: 

(i) accounts controlled by Mr Famularo, through the Famularo Enti-

ties, held, on aggregate, approximately $159 million in SGML 

debt across the DIY Options product; 

(ii) the approximately $159 million held by Mr Famularo was held in 

individual accounts with each account having an individual lim-

it of between approximately $3 million and $5 million, and with 

a substantial number of accounts being drawn between $3 mil-

lion to $5 million;  
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(iii) on each of the margin loan accounts that the Famularo Entities 

held with SGML, Mr Famularo was listed as an “authorised rep-

resentative”, sole owner, director, major shareholder, and/or 

minor shareholder; 

(b) early 2007, Don Ellett, Risk Manager at SGML, investigated, among oth-

er things, SGML’s relationship with Mr Famularo and the structures of 

the Famularo Entities, and on or about 5 February 2007 informed senior 

representatives of SGB and SGML that: 

(i) Mr Famularo was the largest “advisor” and also the largest client 

of SGML using the DIY Options product; 

(ii) Mr Famularo held, through the DIY Options product, approxi-

mately $104 million worth of loans within his aggregated ac-

counts (50% shareholding or greater) and another $63m with his 

other clients (together, the accounts Mr Famularo held through 

the DIY Options product are referred to as the Famularo SGML 

Facilities); 

(iii) those loans were held in a substantial number of separate ac-

counts, with each account having a facility limit of approximate-

ly $3 million to $5 million; 

(iv) Mr Famularo traded using a trading strategy substantially simi-

lar to the Famularo Strategy; and 

(v) Mr Famularo adopted that strategy for all his accounts as well as 

his client accounts; and 

Particulars 

The matters pleaded in paragraphs (i) to (v) were recorded by 
Mr Ellett in a draft memorandum dated 5 February 2007 enti-
tled, “Tony Famularo - $150M Aggregated Loan Protected Put 
Options”, which memorandum was circulated to senior repre-
sentatives of SGML and SGB, including Peter Ewers, General 
Manager of Credit and Risk Management at SGB, Andrew 
Black, General Manager of Margin Lending at SGML, and Liam 
Aylmer, Operations Manager at SGML (5 February 2007 
Memo).  

(vi) a number of the Famularo SGML Facilities were secured with se-

curities which were invested by or were purchased with invest-

ments provided by clients of Mr Famularo, in circumstances 

where some or all of those clients were also shareholders in an 

account-holder Famularo Entity and on many occasions where 
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one of a number of shareholders in that Famularo Entity, indicat-

ing that the investments of those shareholders had been pooled 

to secure Famularo SGML Facilities;  

Particulars 

This can be inferred from the 5 February 2007 Memo, which 
provided that for a number of the Famularo SGML Facilities, 
Mr Famularo was trading on behalf of accounts of clients, indi-
cating that the security for that account had been provided by 
clients and not Mr Famularo, in circumstances where a number 
of those clients were shareholders of the entities in which the 
accounts were held, and where a breakdown of aggregated ac-
counts including ownership, loans and facility limits was at-
tached to the 5 February 2007 Memo. 

(c) May 2007, an internal audit was commissioned by the SGML Risk Steer-

ing Committee, which committee was chaired by David Curry, General 

Manager Margin Lending and Direct Shares at SGB, and also included 

Greg Polyblank, Risk Manager at SGML, and Liam Aylmer, and: 

(i) that audit was conducted by Michael King, Head of Internal Au-

dit at SGB, and members of SGB’s internal audit team:  

(ii) that audit considered the findings of Mr Ellett’s investigation 

and identified the following: 

(A) that Mr Famularo had a controlling interest in the Famu-

laro Entities; 

(B) that SGB had built up a large exposure to Mr Famularo 

chiefly due to his not disclosing the related nature of the 

Famularo SGML Facilities or his controlling interest in 

the Famularo Entities; 

(C) as a cumulative result of the Famularo SGML Facilities, 

SGB had breached the prudential lending limit of $150 

million in relation to the DIY Options Product imposed 

under SGB’s risk management policies, in circumstances 

where the delegated risk authority for individual cus-

tomers was $3 million to $5 million at the discretion of 

the Head of Margin Lending; 

(D) the aggregation of the Famularo SGML Facilities posed 

an unacceptable credit risk to SGB; 
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(E) that there was heightened settlement and operational risk 

where there were multiple accounts and large exposures 

in a leveraged product; 

(F) where shareholders in companies opening accounts with 

SGB were not identified as part of the account opening 

process there could be increased risk of reputational 

damage if those shareholders were retail customers rely-

ing on an unlicensed advisor to act as intermediary for 

their investments;  

(G) the report was prepared following an audit in response to 

the activity of Mr Famularo, including his having multi-

ple company accounts, and his not disclosing the related 

nature of the entities involved in those accounts, and his 

building up a lending exposure exceeding $150 million 

using the DIY Options product (which he had been in-

volved in designing and piloting) where that exposure 

had been built chiefly through not disclosing the related 

nature of the entities involved and his controlling interest 

in those entities: 

(H) that it was necessary for SGB to improve its account 

opening processes, including because conduct involving 

multiple customer accounts and related party exposure 

gave rise to risks relating to retail investors entering the 

DIY Options product via “unlicensed intermediaries”; 

and 

(I) the importance of identifying shareholders in companies 

holding accounts with SGML because of the risk that 

those shareholders were retail customers relying on an 

unlicensed advisor to act as an intermediary on their in-

vestments; 

(iii) a report was prepared following that audit which was distribut-

ed to Mr Black, as well as Paul Fegan (Group Executive, Wealth 

Management and Retail Financial Services), Geoff Lloyd (Group 

Executive, Wealth Management) and Greg Targett (Chief Risk 

Officer), and was tabled at a meeting of the SGML Risk Steering 

Committee. 
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Particulars 

The matters pleaded in paragraph (c) were recorded in a doc-
ument headed “Internal Audit Executive Summary”, dated 1 
May 2007 under the name of Michael King, Head of Internal 
Audit at SGB (Internal Audit Report).  

21 As at about: 

(a) February 2007, each of Don Ellett, Peter Ewers, Andrew Black, and Liam 

Aylmer had knowledge of the matters pleaded in paragraphs 20(a) and 

20(b) above;  

Particulars 

(i) In the case of Mr Ellett, the relevant knowledge is actual 
knowledge, through his involvement in investigating Mr Fam-
ularo’s position with SGML and preparing or causing to be 
prepared on his behalf the 5 February 2007 Memo. Mr Ellett’s 
investigation involved identifying all facilities related to Mr 
Famularo, investigating the structures of the companies which 
held the accounts, identifying the shareholding of those entities 
including the shareholding of Mr Famularo and his clients, and 
identifying the trading that had been conducted through those 
accounts. He also would have had knowledge of the DIY Op-
tions product given his role. If Mr Ellett did not have actual 
knowledge of the matters, then given the nature of his investi-
gation: 

(A) those matters were there to be seen by Mr Ellett and 
he must have wilfully shut his eyes to such matters; 

(B) he must have suspected the existence of those mat-
ters and must have failed to make enquiries as to the 
existence of the matters, and that was a wilful and 
reckless failure given his role, and an honest and rea-
sonable person in his role would have made such 
enquiries, and if he had made such an inquiry the 
matters pleaded above would have been revealed to 
him; 

(C) Mr Ellett had knowledge that would have indicated 
the matters to an honest and reasonable person in his 
position.  

(ii) In the case of Mr Aylmer and Mr Black, the relevant 
knowledge is actual knowledge, through their involvement 
in being supporters of the 5 February 2007 Memo and re-
viewing and considering a draft, and, or alternatively, 
drafts and, or alternatively, a final version of the 5 Febru-
ary 2007 Memo, and through being the recipients of copies 
of that 5 February 2007 Memo which it can be inferred they 
read; 

(iii) In the case of Mr Ewers, the relevant knowledge is actual 
knowledge, through his receipt of the 5 February 2007 
Memo, which was addressed to him and which it can be 
inferred he read; 
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(iv) In the alternative to (i) to (iii), if some or all of those SGML 
representatives did not have actual knowledge of the mat-
ters pleaded above, then in the circumstances referred to in 
particulars (i) to (iii) above: 

(A) those matters were there to be seen by those persons 
and they must have read (or written or caused to be 
written) the 5 February 2007 Memo and wilfully shut 
their eyes to such matters, or wilfully shut their eyes 
to those matters by not reading the memo; 

(B) they must have suspected the existence of the mat-
ters pleaded above and must have failed to make en-
quiries as to the existence of the matters pleaded 
above by reading the 5 February 2007 Memo to re-
move their suspicions, and that was a wilful and 
reckless failure given their role(s), and an honest and 
reasonable person in their role(s) would have made 
such enquiries, and if they had made such an inquiry 
the matters pleaded above would have been revealed 
to them; or 

(C) in those circumstances, those SGML Representatives 
had knowledge that would have indicated the mat-
ters pleaded above to an honest and reasonable per-
son in their positions. 

(v) Further particulars will be provided after discovery. 

(b) May 2007, each of Michael King, David Curry, Greg Polyblank, and 

Liam Aylmer, as well as other members of SGB’s internal audit depart-

ment whom the plaintiffs cannot presently identify, had knowledge of 

the matters pleaded in paragraphs 20(a), 20(b) and 20(c) above; 

Particulars 

(i) In relation to paragraphs 20(a) and 20(b), the Internal Audit 
Report refers to the identification of SGML’s exposure to Mr 
Famularo by a Business Manager in late 2006 and the subse-
quent investigation into what had been identified by that per-
son. It can be inferred that the persons involved in the decision 
to commission the subsequent audit, and the persons involved 
in conducting the subsequent audit and audit report, consid-
ered those matters including by reading the 5 February 2007 
Memo or a subsequent draft of that memo.  

(ii) In relation to paragraph 20(c), the relevant knowledge is actual 
knowledge, through in the case of Mr King and other members 
of SGB’s internal audit team, his involvement in the conduct of 
the audit and the preparation of the Internal Audit Report and, 
in the case of Mr Curry, Mr Polyblank, and Mr Aylmer, their 
involvement in the decision to commission the audit report, 
and through reading the report which it can be inferred they 
read given that they commissioned it and it was subsequently 
tabled at an SGML Steering Risk Committee meeting. 
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(iii) In the alternative to (ii), if some or all of these individuals did 
not have actual knowledge of the matters pleaded above, then 
in the circumstances referred to in particular (ii) above: 

(A) those matters were there to be seen by those persons and 
they must have read (or written or caused to be written) 
the Internal Audit Report and wilfully shut their eyes to 
such matters, or wilfully shut their eyes to those matters 
by not reading the Internal Audit Report; 

(B) they must have suspected the existence of the matters 
pleaded above and must have failed to make enquiries as 
to the existence of the matters pleaded above by reading 
the Internal Audit Report to remove their suspicions, and 
that was a wilful and reckless failure given their role(s), 
and an honest and reasonable person in their role(s) 
would have made such enquiries, and if they had made 
such an inquiry the matters pleaded above would have 
been revealed to them; or 

(C) in those circumstances, those representatives had 
knowledge that would have indicated the matters plead-
ed above to an honest and reasonable person in their po-
sitions. 

(iv) Further particulars will be provided after discovery. 

(c) May 2007, each of Paul Fegan, Geoff Lloyd, Andrew Black and Greg 

Targett had knowledge of the matters pleaded in paragraph 20(c) above. 

Particulars 

(i) The relevant knowledge is actual knowledge, through being 
recipients of the Internal Audit Report which it can be inferred 
they read. 

(ii) In the alternative to (i), if some or all of these individuals did 
not have actual knowledge of the matters pleaded above, then 
in the circumstances referred to in particular (i) above: 

(A) those matters were there to be seen by those persons and 
they must have read the Internal Audit Report and wil-
fully shut their eyes to such matters, or wilfully shut 
their eyes to those matters by not reading the Internal 
Audit Report; 

(B) they must have suspected the existence of the matters 
pleaded above and must have failed to make enquiries as 
to the existence of the matters pleaded above by reading 
the Internal Audit Report to remove their suspicions, and 
that was a wilful and reckless failure given their role(s), 
and an honest and reasonable person in their role(s) 
would have made such enquiries, and if they had made 
such an inquiry the matters pleaded above would have 
been revealed to them; or 

(C) in those circumstances, those representatives had 
knowledge that would have indicated the matters plead-
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ed above to an honest and reasonable person in their po-
sitions. 

(iii) Further particulars will be provided after discovery. 

22 In the circumstances pleaded in paragraphs 20 to 21 above, senior representa-

tives of SGB and SGML were concerned by Mr Famularo’s conduct and, deter-

mined to close all of the Famularo SGML Facilities and cease trading with Mr 

Famularo, in the following circumstances:  

(a) on or about 20 February 2007, at the direction of Andrew Black, Paul 

Lewis, National Sales Manager at SGML, advised Mr Famularo that 

SGML had determined to terminate all of the Famularo SGML Facilities, 

and that Mr Famularo was required to pay down all such facilities;  

(b) by letter dated 21 February 2007 and signed by Andrew Black, SGML 

advised Mr Famularo in writing that: 

(i) it required that all of the Famularo SGML Facilities be terminat-

ed as soon as possible; 

(ii) options currently in place under Mr Famularo’s DIY Options 

Terms were not to be renewed; 

(iii) no further options were to be written in relation to the securities 

which secured the Famularo SGML Facilities; 

(iv) SGML was agreeable to allowing time to repay the Famularo 

SGML Facilities provided that it was carried out as expeditiously 

as possible; and 

(v) as at 21 February 2007, $165,464,401 was the total amount out-

standing under the Famularo SGML Facilities; 

(c) by letter dated 6 March 2007 and signed by Andrew Black, SGML ad-

vised Mr Famularo in writing that it required repayment of all the Fam-

ularo SGML Facilities by no later than 30 September 2007, and that no 

residual debt was to be left on the Facilities at the end of that period; 

(d) on or about 6 March 2007, a formal agreement outlining the planned 

closure of the Famularo SGML Facilities was mailed to Mr Famularo, 

which he signed and returned. 

23 By letter dated 26 February 2007, Mr Famularo stated to Andrew Black that: 

(a) the business relationship between SGML and Mr Famularo had 

stretched over a two-year period and that Mr Famularo had provided 
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extensive input of time and knowledge in the product development of 

the DIY Options product; 

(b) the size and nature of the Famularo SGML Facilities was such that Mr 

Famularo was unable to quickly reduce the size of his facilities without 

impairing the value of the Famularo SGML Facilities, and any such 

quick reduction would be detrimental to both SGB and Mr Famularo. 

B(vi) Continued engagement with Famularo 

24 Notwithstanding the matters pleaded in paragraphs 20 to 23 above, instead of 

causing all of the Famularo SGML Facilities to be closed and SGML to cease do-

ing business with Mr Famularo, SGML determined to, and did in fact, continue 

doing business with Mr Famularo, including in the following circumstances: 

(a) several meetings were held with Mr Famularo, at which representatives 

of SGML, including Rohan Vincent, Jay Pottenger, and Paul Lewis, dis-

cussed with Mr Famularo ways in which he might continue doing busi-

ness with SGML; 

Particulars 

(i) Meeting between Mr Famularo and Rohan Vincent and Jay 
Pottenger of SGML on or about 26 July 2007. 

(ii) Meeting between Mr Famularo and Paul Lewis of SGML in 
about early August 2007. 

(iii) Further particulars will be provided after discovery. 

(b) correspondence was circulated internally between representatives of 

SGML, including Greg Polyblank, Paul Lewis, Wayne Wilson, Andrew 

Black, Peter Ewers, Rohan Vincent, and Rob Collier, in which the said 

representatives discussed ways in which SGML could continue doing 

business with Mr Famularo;  

Particulars 

(i) Memorandum by Greg Polyblank, Risk Manager at SGML, 
dated 2 August 2007 and circulated to Liam Aylmer and An-
drew Black. 

(ii) Email from Paul Lewis to Wayne Wilson and Andrew Black 
dated 7 August 2007. 

(iii) Email chain dated 28 August 2007 between Jay Pottenger and 
Paul Lewis.  

(iv) Memorandum by Jay Pottenger circulated by Paul Lewis to 
Andrew Black, Peter Ewers, Rohan Vincent, Rob Collier, and 
Greg Polyblank by email dated 12 December 2007. 
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(v) Further particulars will be provided after discovery. 

(c) Mr Famularo was permitted to retain approximately $28 million in 

PELs; 

(d) on about 3 December 2007, Greg Targett of SGML approved the rein-

statement of DIY Options; and 

(e) by and from at least February 2008, Mr Famularo was operating Famu-

laro SGML Facilities, including at least one DIY Options account. 

25 The matters pleaded in the preceding paragraph occurred in the context where, 

by at least May 2007, SGB had put in place a system for ongoing monitoring 

and reporting of the position of SGB in relation to Mr Famularo to ensure that 

“Divisional Group Executives”, the “GEM”, the Chief Executive Officer and the 

Board Risk Management Committee were appropriately appraised of the posi-

tion of SGB and SGML in relation to Mr Famularo. 

26 In April 2008, Lift Capital Partners Pty Limited and Lift Capital Nominees (No 

1) Pty Limited, which together carried on a margin lending business, were 

placed into administration, following parties related to Mr Famularo failing to 

make repayments under loan facility agreements. 

27 In or about July and August 2008, SGML had:  

(a) approximately 46 accounts with Mr Famularo, in amounts totalling 

$15.15 million, comprised of:  

(i) 2 DIY Options accounts;  

(ii) 10 PEL only accounts; and  

(iii) 34 margin loan accounts;  

(b) 3 accounts with Mr Mark Fenech, Mr Famularo’s son in law, in amounts 

totalling $10.5 million, comprised of: 

(i) 1 DIY Options & PEL account;  

(ii) 1 DIY Options only account; and  

(iii) 1 ordinary margin loan account. 

28 In or about July 2008, SGML again determined to terminate the Famularo 

SGML Facilities and to cease doing business with Mr Famularo, and subse-
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quently did in fact cease doing business with Mr Famularo, including in the fol-

lowing circumstances: 

(a) in about early July 2008, SGML reviewed the Famularo SGML Facilities 

and determined to, and did in fact, substantially reduce all of the facility 

limits;  

(b) on or about 24 July 2008, SGML determined to close down all of the re-

maining DIY Options clients; 

(c) by letter dated 30 July 2008 and signed by Greg Polyblank, SGML ad-

vised Mr Famularo that he was required to close out all of his remaining 

positions; 

(d) on or about 5 September 2008, Mr Famularo and Mr Fenech had still not 

closed out their remaining positions; 

(e) on or about 13 October 2008, David Curry provided an update to Mr 

Stuart Walton to be provided to ‘Board Risk’ which indicated that Mr 

Fenech and Mr Famularo had still not closed out their remaining posi-

tions; 

(f) some time after 13 October 2008, on a date not currently known by the 

plaintiffs, Mr Famularo and Mr Fenech closed out their remaining posi-

tions. 
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C. Plaintiffs’ interactions with Famularo and SGB 

C(i) Initial meetings with Famularo 

29 In or about April 2006, the first plaintiff and the second plaintiff attended at the 

office of their acquaintance Jock Murray, a business associate of Mr Famularo’s, 

whose office was on the same floor as Mr Famularo’s office in Kent Street, Syd-

ney, for a meeting with Mr Famularo (Initial Meeting). 

30 At the Initial Meeting, Mr Famularo represented to the plaintiffs that:  

(a) he worked with “margin trading” products that he had developed with 

SGB; 

(b) he had been trading for 13 years and, in that time, had never suffered a 

loss, because he used a strategy involving put options which operated 

as an “insurance policy”; 

(c) he would purchase shares in the names of the plaintiffs; 

(d) he would arrange for the plaintiffs to obtain finance through a mortgage 

broker named Athol Halverson; 

(e) there would be no upfront fee; 

(f) the plaintiffs would be able to sell their shares at any time on two 

weeks’ notice; 

(g) the return on the plaintiffs’ investment would be 10% per annum paya-

ble monthly and an additional 10% per annum payable quarterly; 

(h) he would continue paying the return on the investment whether the 

market rose or dropped; 

(i) the plaintiffs could not lose their money if they invested in accordance 

with Mr Famularo’s advice, 

(collectively, the Plaintiff Initial Representations). 

Particulars 

The Plaintiff Initial Representations were oral and express. 

31 Approximately one week after the Initial Meeting, the plaintiffs returned to Mr 

Murray’s office to meet with Mr Famularo (Second Meeting). 
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32 At the Second Meeting, Mr Famularo repeated the representations pleaded at 

paragraphs 30(b) and 30(f) above (the Plaintiff Repeated Representations).  

Particulars 

The Plaintiff Repeated Representations were oral and express. 

33 Also at the Second Meeting, in reliance upon the Plaintiff Initial Representa-

tions and the Plaintiff Repeated Representations, the plaintiffs signed a number 

of forms which Mr Famularo presented to them.  

34 On or about 7 June 2006, the plaintiffs again met with Mr Famularo (June 2006 

Meeting). 

35 At the June 2006 Meeting, Mr Famularo presented a number of documents to 

the plaintiffs, and represented to the plaintiffs that: 

(a) he had established Sharequity, of which he and the plaintiffs were 

shareholders;  

(b) he would purchase shares in the plaintiffs’ names with monies raised 

from mortgaging the plaintiffs’ home, which would be shares in SGB 

(called “SAINTS”), the Commonwealth Bank of Australia (CBA) (called 

“PERLS”), and Preferred Capital Limited;  

(c) the shares purchased by the plaintiffs would then be used as a “backup” 

for Mr Famularo’s trading; 

(d) the plaintiffs would receive the following interest on their investment: 

(i) 5% per annum, payable monthly, in returns from the shares; 

(ii) 5% per annum, payable monthly, from Sharequity; and 

(iii) 10% per annum, payable quarterly, from Mr Famularo;  

(e) the plaintiffs could sell their shares at any time on two weeks’ notice; 

(f) the plaintiffs should sign the documents which had been presented to 

them in order to “get the ball rolling”; 

(g) the plaintiffs could not lose their money if they invested in accordance 

with Mr Famularo’s advice, 

(collectively, the June 2006 Representations). 
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Particulars 

The June 2006 Representations were oral and express. 

36 In reliance upon the Plaintiff Initial Representations, the Plaintiff Repeated Rep-

resentations and the June 2006 Representations, the plaintiffs signed the docu-

ments which had been presented to them by Mr Famularo, which included:. 

(a) a Third Party Security Form (Plaintiffs’ Third Party Security Form); and 

(b) a document entitled “Account Application Form”, being an application 

form for an account with Andrew West & Co Limited (Andrew West), a 

stock broker. 

37 Shortly after the June 2006 Meeting, Mr Famularo submitted the Account Ap-

plication Form to Andrew West and thereby caused account number 0861111 to 

be opened with Andrew West in the names of the plaintiffs, but with Mr Famu-

laro named as the authorised representative on the account. 

C(ii) Sharequity 

38 Sharequity was an “Investment Vehicle” as defined at paragraph 10 above. 

39 Sharequity was registered as an Australian company on or about 13 July 1998.  

40 Mr Famularo was the sole director and secretary of Sharequity from the time of 

its registration until it was deregistered on or about 14 April 2014. 

41 On or about 9 December 2004, Sharequity, through Mr Famularo, entered into a 

margin lending agreement with SGML which included the SGML Terms, ver-

sion dated March 2004 (Sharequity Margin Loan).  

Particulars 

Particulars of the Sharequity Margin Loan will be provided after dis-
covery. 

42 Mr Famularo was nominated as the “authorised representative” on the Share-

quity Margin Loan. 

43 In or about early 2005, Mr Famularo executed the DIY Options Terms on behalf 

of Sharequity, in order to facilitate his causing Sharequity to trade in accord-

ance with the Famularo Strategy. 

Particulars 

Further particulars will be provided after discovery. 
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44 As at the June 2006 Meeting, Sharequity had the following shareholders, some 

or all of whom were clients of Mr Famularo and had signed a document enti-

tled “Third Party Security Provider” (Third Party Security Form), pursuant to 

which they had agreed to provide to SGML shares owned by them as security 

for the Sharequity Margin Loan, and thereby had each become a “third party 

security provider” as that term was defined in the Glossary to the SGML Terms, 

and each of which documents had been provided by Mr Famularo to SGML: 

(a) Charles Sharpe; 

(b) Bernard and Patricia Burns; 

(c) Tony Molluso; 

(d) Veronica Hoare; 

(e) Judith Anne Watson; 

(f) Andrew Lytton Watson; 

(g) Robert Harvey; 

(h) Graham Healy; 

(i) Mario and Pietra Licciardello 

(j) John and Kerrie Pentecost 

(k) Stephen Marshall; 

(l) Filippo and Maria Amorelli. 

C(iii) Perpetual Mortgages and share purchase 

45 Several days after the Second Meeting, the plaintiffs met with Mr Halvorsen, 

whereupon, in reliance upon the Plaintiff Initial Representations and the Plain-

tiff Repeated Representations, they executed documents which Mr Halvorsen 

provided to them and which they are not able to now identify, in order to apply 

for loans from Perpetual Limited. 

46 On or about 18 and 29 May 2006, the plaintiffs received letters of offer in respect 

of the Perpetual Mortgages (as defined below). 

47 In reliance upon the Plaintiff Initial Representations, the Plaintiff Repeated Rep-

resentations and the June 2006 Representations: 
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(a) on or about 14 June 2006, the first plaintiff executed a mortgage to Per-

petual Limited in the amount of $608,000 over her property at 97 Ryde 

Road, Hunters Hill NSW, Certificate of Title 5/13389 (Hunters Hill 

Property); 

(b) on or about 22 June 2006, the plaintiffs jointly executed a mortgage to 

Perpetual Limited in the amount of $604,000, $ ($166,024.96 of which 

werewas applied to discharge an existing mortgage over the Kirribilli 

Property to the CBA,) over:  

(i) a property which they owned as joint tenants at 1 Boronia Road, 

Bullaburra NSW, Certificate of Title 223/13407 (Bullaburra 

Property); and 

(ii)  a property owned by the second plaintiff at 1/97 Kirribilli Ave, 

Kirribilli NSW, Certificate of Title 1/SP14361 (Kirribilli Proper-

ty), 

(c) in about late June 2006, the plaintiffs pooled proceeds of the mortgages 

to Perpetual Limited of the Hunters Hill Property, the Bullaburra Prop-

erty, and the Kirribilli Property (together, the Perpetual Mortgages) and 

delivered to Mr Famularo through Jock Murray two bank cheques in the 

respective amounts of $433,322.79 and $603,930.75 (a combined amount 

of $1,037,253.54) (Plaintiffs’ Investment), being the net proceeds of the 

Perpetual Mortgages less costs and expenses;  

(d) of the Plaintiffs’ Investment: 

(i) approximately $722,000 had been raised by the first plaintiff by 

mortgaging her interests in real property (First Plaintiff’s In-

vestment); and  

(ii) the balance had been raised by the second plaintiff by mortgag-

ing his interests in real property (Second Plaintiff’s Investment).  

48 Using $1,036,717.87 of the proceeds of the Perpetual Mortgages, in about late 

June 2006, Mr Famularo caused the following shares to be purchased and regis-

tered in the names of the plaintiffs jointly (Plaintiffs’ Shares): 

(a) 1,775 Perpetual Exchangeable Repurchaseable Listed Shares (PERLS III) 

as issued by Preferred Capital Limited (ASX listing code PCAPA), at 

$201.04 per share, for a total of $356,854.13; 

(b) 2,000 Perpetual Exchangeable Resettable Listed Securities (PERLS II), 

being units in the PERLS II Trust, a registered managed investment 
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scheme managed by Commonwealth Managed Investments Limited 

(ASX listing code PCBPA), at $200.45 per share, for a total of $401,897.11; 

(c) 2,650 SGB Subordinated Adjustable Income Non-refundable Tier 1 

Shares (SAINTS) (ASX listing code SGBPA), at $105.27 per share, for a 

total of $278,966.63. 

49 On or about 26 June 2006, Mr Famularo submitted to SGB the Plaintiffs’ Third 

Party Security Form and thereby caused the Plaintiffs’ Shares to be registered as 

a third party security for the Sharequity Margin Loan, whereupon Mr Famularo 

caused Sharequity to pool the Plaintiffs’ Shares with the investments of other 

members of the Famularo Scheme, including by aggregating the Plaintiffs’ 

Shares with other third party security provided with respect to the Sharequity 

Margin Loan. 

Particulars 

Particulars will be provided after discovery and subpoenas. 

50 On or about 12 July 2006, Mr Famularo sent a letter to the plaintiffs on Share-

quity letterhead, which represented that: 

(a) “Commonwealth Perls II, Commonwealth Perls III, and St George Bank 

(Saints)” Bank Preference Shares had been purchased in the names of 

the plaintiffs; 

(b) each of the shares “generally pay 5% fully franked dividend [sic] every 3 

months”, however the plaintiffs would receive a dividend monthly as 

they had 3 different types of shares; 

(c) the plaintiffs were “lending” the shares to Sharequity in return for 10% 

per annum interest paid monthly; 

(d) because they had become shareholders in Sharequity, they could expect 

to receive a fully franked dividend at a rate of 5% per annum, which 

would generally be paid every 3 months, 

(collectively, the Sharequity Letter Representations). 

Particulars 

The Sharequity Letter Representations were written and express. 

51 On or about 28 October 2006, Mr Famularo caused 1,036,717 shares in Share-

quity to be issued in the names of the plaintiffs jointly, with an issue price of 

$0.001 per share. 
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52 In the period between 1 July 2006 and about April 2008, Mr Famularo: 

(a) from time to time, issued to the plaintiffs what purported to be state-

ments of account showing: 

(i) an account onin their joint names with Sharequity earning daily 

interest on the sum of $1,036,717.87 at a rate of 10% per annum; 

(ii) all interest being paid to the plaintiffs monthly on a pro rata ba-

sis, such that their account balance with Sharequity returned to 

$1,036,717.87 after each payment; 

(b) made monthly payments into CBA account 062-182 100-79-628, which 

was in the joint names of the plaintiffs, the amounts of which were re-

flected in the statements of account with Sharequity; 

(c) issued to the plaintiffs quarterly documents on the letterhead of Share-

quity entitled “Dividend Statement”, which indicated that the plaintiffs 

were entitled to receive, and did in fact receive, a quarterly fully franked 

dividend as shareholders of Sharequity of $12,958.96; and 

(d) made quarterly payments of $12,958.96 into CBA account 062-182 100-

79-628.  

53 In the circumstances pleaded in the preceding paragraph, Mr Famularo repre-

sented to the plaintiffs: 

(a) that the plaintiffs had an account with Sharequity which accrued daily 

interest at a rate of 10% per annum; 

(b) that the plaintiffs held shares in Sharequity which returned $12,958.96 

per quarter in fully franked dividends; 

(c) that the monies paid to the plaintiffs by Mr Famularo were interest on 

their investments and dividends from their shares in Sharequity, 

(collectively, the Plaintiff Financial Statements Representations). 

Particulars 

The Plaintiff Financial Statements Representations were express and 
were made in the ‘statements’ as pleaded at paragraph 52 above. 

54 In the premises, from about April 2006, Mr Famularo also represented to the 

plaintiffs: 
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(a) that Mr Famularo was appropriately qualified to provide financial ad-

vice; 

(b) that Mr Famularo was a knowledgeable and experienced trader who 

understood the market and made rational and sensible investment deci-

sions; 

(c) that Mr Famularo was appropriately qualified to run a scheme such as 

the Famularo Scheme; 

(d) that the Famularo Scheme was run in accordance with all applicable 

laws and Mr Famularo had made all necessary disclosures; and 

(e) that the plaintiffs would not, by investing in the Famularo Scheme, risk 

losing their investment. 

(collectively, the Plaintiff Implied Representations). 

Particulars 

The representations were made impliedly through: 

(i) the provision of financial advice to the plaintiffs including in 
the Initial Representations, the Repeated Representations and 
the June 2006 Representations; and, or alternatively 

(ii) the carrying on of the Famularo Scheme and offering the plain-
tiffs the opportunity to invest monies in the Famularo Scheme 
and receive Returns. 

C(iv) Kangaroo Island Mortgage 

55 In the circumstances pleaded at paragraph 21 above, following concerns raised 

by SGML representatives regarding the conduct of Mr Famularo, in or about 

March 2007 SGML reached an agreement with Mr Famularo to, inter alia, close 

out the Sharequity Margin Loan no later than 30 September 2007. 

56 Despite the agreement pleaded in the preceding sub-paragraph, the Sharequity 

Margin Loan continue to be used after that date. 

57 In or about November 2007, by reason of and in reliance on some or all of the 

Plaintiff Initial Representations, the Plaintiff Repeated Representations, the June 

2006 Representations, the Sharequity Letter Representations, and the Plaintiff 

Financial Statement Representations, the second plaintiff determined to mort-

gage a property which he owned at 30 Rawson Street, Kingscote SA, Certificate 

of Title 5985/647 (Kangaroo Island Property) in order to invest the proceeds of 

that mortgage with Mr Famularo.  
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58 In or about November 2007, the second plaintiff met with Mr Halvorsen at a 

café in Catherine Street, Leichhardt, at which meeting: 

(a) the second plaintiff advised Mr Halvorsen that he had determined to 

obtain a mortgage over the Kangaroo Island Property in order to invest 

the proceeds of that mortgage with Mr Famularo; and 

(b) Mr Halvorsen advised that he would arrange for the second plaintiff to 

obtain a mortgage over the Kangaroo Island Property with SGB. 

59 In about early December 2007, the second plaintiff attended at the residence of 

Mr Halvorsen and was presented by Mr Halvorsen with a number of docu-

ments, which the second plaintiff cannot now identify, but which he under-

stood to be application forms for a mortgage with SGB over the Kangaroo Is-

land Property. 

60 By reason of and in reliance on some or all of the Plaintiff Initial Representa-

tions, the Plaintiff Repeated Representations, the June 2006 Representations, the 

Sharequity Letter Representations, and the Plaintiff Financial Statement Repre-

sentations, the second plaintiff signed the documents presented to him by Mr 

Halvorsen without reading or understanding those documents.  

61 On or about 18 December 2007, Mr Halvorsen sent to SGB by facsimile: 

(a) a document entitled “Loan Application”, being a SGB application form 

with handwritten particulars applying for a mortgage over the Kanga-

roo Island Property and purportedly signed by the second plaintiff and 

dated 17 December 2007 (Second Plaintiff’s Mortgage Application), 

which included: 

(i) on page 2, the second plaintiff’s date of birth; 

(ii) on page 2, the second plaintiff’s home address, being the Hunt-

ers Hill Property and described under “Current residential sta-

tus” as “de facto’s property”; 

(iii) on page 13, a declaration purportedly signed by the second 

plaintiff stating that the loan was to be used wholly or predomi-

nantly for a business or investment purpose; 

(b) a letter dated 12 December 2007 signed by Mr Famularo (Tradeshare 

Shares Letter), on the letterhead of Tradeshare Pty Limited 

(Tradeshare), which was a Famularo Entity of which Mr Famularo was 

the sole director and secretary and which had a margin loan facility 

with SGML, which letter stated: 
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I wish to confirm that Thomas Vaarzon-Morel currently has a share 
portfolio with Tradeshare Pty Ltd. The funds of approximately AU 
$216,000 are being raised through Sydney Mortgage Market are allocat-
ed to purchasing additional shares for his Tradeshare Pty Ltd portfolio. 

62 On or about 11 February 2008, SGB provided to the second plaintiff a letter of 

offer entitled “Residential Loan Agreement Offer” (Kangaroo Island Letter of 

Offer), being an offer for a mortgage in the amount of $228,000 secured against 

the Kangaroo Island Property for a term of 30 years with 5 years at a fixed in-

terest rate of 8.29% per annum, reverting to SGB’s Low Doc Variable Rate 

thereafter (Kangaroo Island Mortgage). 

63 On or about 15 February 2008, the second plaintiff executed the Kangaroo Is-

land Letter of Offer. 

64 On or about 28 February 2008, SGB advanced to the second plaintiff $228,000 

pursuant to the Kangaroo Island Letter of Offer. 

65 On or about 28 February 2008, the second plaintiff attended at Mr Halvorsen’s 

residence and collected a bank cheque in the amount of $224,960.20, being the 

net proceeds of the Kangaroo Island Mortgage, after costs and expenses. 

66 Immediately after collecting the proceeds of the Kangaroo Island Mortgage 

from Mr Halvorsen, the second plaintiff telephoned Mr Murray, whereupon Mr 

Murray directed the second plaintiff to deposit the bank cheque into Macquarie 

Bank account number 182-222, 122-609-092, being an account which was con-

trolled by Mr Famularo. 

67 By reason of and in reliance on some or all of the Plaintiff Initial Representa-

tions, the Plaintiff Repeated Representations, the June 2006 Representations, the 

Sharequity Letter Representations, and the Plaintiff Financial Statement Repre-

sentations, on or about 29 February 2008, Mr Vaarzon-Morel deposited into 

Macquarie Bank account number 182-222, 122-609-092 the bank cheque in the 

amount of $224,960.20, being the net proceeds of the Kangaroo Island Mort-

gage, after costs and expenses (Kangaroo Island Investment). 

68 In or about early March 2008, the second plaintiff attended at Mr Famularo’s 

office in Kent Street, whereupon Mr Famularo represented to the second plain-

tiff that: 

(a) the Kangaroo Island Investment had been invested in a company called 

“Sharevest”; 
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(b) the second plaintiff had purchased 224,968 “P Class Shares” in Share-

vest, at $1 per share, which would pay a fully franked dividend of 10% 

per annum, paid monthly; and 

(c) the second plaintiff had purchased 224,968 Ordinary shares in Share-

vest, at $0.001 per share, which would pay a fully franked dividend of 

$0.0125 per share per annum, paid quarterly. 

Particulars 

The representations were oral and express. 

69 By letter dated 4 April 2008 on the letterhead of Sharevest (Aust) Pty Limited 

(Sharevest), which was a Famularo Entity of which Mr Famularo was the sole 

director and secretary, Mr Famularo represented to the second plaintiff that the 

second plaintiff had purchased:  

(a) 224,968 “P Class Shares” in Sharevest, at $1 per share, which would pay 

a fully franked dividend of 10% per annum, paid monthly; 

(b) 224,968 “Ord Class Shares” in Sharevest, at $0.001 per share, which 

would pay a fully franked dividend of $0.0125 per share per annum, 

paid quarterly. 

Particulars 

The representations were written and express. 

70 At no time was the second plaintiff registered with the Australian Securities 

and Investments Commission as a shareholder of Sharevest. 

71 The $224,960.20 provided to Mr Famularo by the second plaintiff was not used 

to purchase shares in Sharevest, but was subsumed into the general pool of 

funds controlled by Mr Famularo for his general benefit. 

Particulars 

(a) The best particulars that the plaintiffs are currently able to provide is that 
the monies were likely transferred to a Famularo Entity which held a mar-
gin loan account with SGB and/or with another financial institution. 

(b) Further particulars will be provided after discovery and subpoenas. 

C(v) Barrack Point Mortgage 

72 In about November 2007, the first plaintiff began marketing the Hunters Hill 

Property, then her primary place of residence, with the purpose of purchasing a 

property located at 320 Headland Parade, Barrack Point NSW, Certificate of Ti-

tle 321/1108249 (Barrack Point Property), in which she wished to reside. 
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73 In about November 2007, the first plaintiff met with Mr Famularo and the fol-

lowing occurred: 

(a) the first plaintiff advised Mr Famularo of her intention to purchase the 

Barrack Point Property and that she would need finance; and  

(b) Mr Famularo told the first plaintiff that Mr Halvorsen could arrange the 

necessary finance. 

74 Shortly after the discussion pleaded in the preceding paragraph, Mr Halvorsen 

telephoned the first plaintiff at Mr Famularo’s instruction, whereupon the first 

plaintiff advised Mr Halvorsen, as was the case, that: 

(a) the purchase price for the Barrack Point Property was $1,025,000; 

(b) she could pay the 5% deposit of $25,625; 

(c) the balance would be $999,375. 

75 Shortly after the telephone conversation pleaded in the preceding paragraph, 

Mr Halvorsen attended at the first plaintiff’s home (the Hunters Hill Property) 

and represented to the first plaintiff that: 

(a) he would arrange finance for the purchase of the Barrack Point Proper-

ty; 

(b) he knew what the bank required when filling in the mortgage applica-

tion; and 

(c) the first plaintiff did not need to worry about all the detail in the mort-

gage application as Mr Famularo had all of the necessary information. 

Particulars 

The representations were oral and express.  

76 On or about 17 January 2008, Mr Halvorsen sent by facsimile to Frank Jerman of 

SGB: 

(a) a signed and completed contract of sale for the Barrack Point Property; 

(b) statements for the previous 3 months for the first plaintiff’s credit card; 

(c) a document described by Mr Halvorsen as a letter from the first plain-

tiff’s investment manager confirming a share investment, which: 
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(i) was a letter dated 16 January 2008 from Mr Famularo to Mr Hal-

vorsen, on the letterhead of Famtrust Pty Limited (Famtrust 

Shares Letter), which was a Famularo Entity of which Mr Famu-

laro was the sole director and which had held a margin loan fa-

cility with SGML since about November 2004; 

(ii) stated that Diana O’Dea was a shareholder and had invested 

funds with Famtrust Pty Ltd which returned a fully franked div-

idend, and that the investment was for around $600,000 with 

partial compounding in place and a monthly dividend return; 

(d) statements for the Perpetual Mortgage over the Hunters Hill Property, 

with advice in the covering letter that “this loan will be discharged as 

property is being sold”. 

77 On or about 2 February 2008, Mr Halvorsen sent by facsimile to SGB a bundle 

of documents (First Plaintiff’s Mortgage Application), including: 

(a) a document entitled, “Customer Mortgage Services—Instruction Sheet”; 

(b) a NSW Land and Property Information Office Land Value Search of the 

Barrack Point Property; 

(c) a document entitled “Valuation Processing System”; 

(d) the “particulars page” of a Law Society of NSW “Contract for the sale of 

land—2000 edition” with particulars inserted for the sale of the Barrack 

Point Property and signed by the vendor; 

(e) a document entitled “Loan Application”, being a SGB application form, 

with handwritten particulars applying for a mortgage for the first plain-

tiff in order to purchase the Barrack Point Property; and 

(f) a document entitled “Income Calculation Worksheet”. 

78 The first plaintiff did not fill out the Loan Application and was not, at any time 

prior to the Barrack Point Mortgage being entered into, shown the Loan Appli-

cation or otherwise made aware of its contents. 

79 In about late April 2008, the first plaintiff met with Mr Famularo and advised 

him:  

(a) that she required an additional $200,000 in order to purchase the Bar-

rack Point property; and  
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(b) that she wished to sell $200,000 of her shares in order to raise those 

funds. 

80 At the meeting in late April 2008, Mr Famularo represented to the first plaintiff 

that: 

(a) he was not able to sell the shares at such short notice; 

(b) instead he would loan the first plaintiff $200,000 of his own money and 

sell her shares at a later date; and 

(c) the sale of the Plaintiffs’ Shares would require the plaintiffs moving into 

a “different investment package”. 

Particulars 

The representations were oral and express. 

81 On or about 29 April 2008, Mr Famularo made a payment of $200,000 to the first 

plaintiff. 

82 On or about 2 May 2008, SGB provided to the first plaintiff two letters of offer, 

each entitled “Residential Loan Agreement Offer” (Barrack Point Letters of Of-

fer), being offers for the following mortgages for the purchase of the Barrack 

Point Property (together, Barrack Point Mortgage): 

(a) a $320,000 variable interest rate loan for a term of 30 years, at an interest 

rate of 0.7% below SGB’s Low Doc Variable Rate; 

(b) a $500,000 loan for a term of 30 years with 5 years at a fixed interest rate 

of 8.4% per annum, reverting to SGB’s Low Doc Variable Rate thereaf-

ter. 

83 On or about 3 May 2008, the first plaintiff executed the Barrack Point Letters of 

Offer. 

84 On or about 5 May 2008, SGB advanced to the first plaintiff $820,000 pursuant 

to the Barrack Point Letters of Offer, the proceeds of which were applied by the 

first plaintiff to the settlement of the purchase of the Barrack Point Property.  

C(vi) Sale of Plaintiffs’ Shares 

85 In about early 2008, the LVR of the Sharequity Margin Loan began approach-

ing, but did not reach, a level which would entitle SGB to make a margin call on 

the loan.  
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Particulars 

Particulars will be provided after discovery. 

86 From about late April or early May 2008, without the knowledge or consent of 

the plaintiffs, Mr Famularo took steps to cause the Plaintiffs’ Shares to be sold 

in order the reduce the balance of the Sharequity Margin Loan and avoid the 

facility going into margin call.  

Particulars 

Particulars will be provided after discovery. 

87 In or about late April or early March 2008, pursuant to cl 14.1 of the SGML 

Terms as pleaded at paragraph 18(c) above, without the knowledge or consent 

of the plaintiffs, a representative of SGML consented to and facilitated the 

Plaintiffs’ Shares being sold and the proceeds being applied to reduce the bal-

ance of the Sharequity Margin Loan. 

Particulars 

Inferred from the fact that the Plaintiffs’ Shares were subject to the 
terms pleaded in paragraph 18 above and were in fact sold with the 
proceeds in fact applied to reduce the balance of the Sharequity Margin 
Loan. Further particulars will be provided after discovery. 

88 Over the course of May and early June 2008, as a result of the steps taken by Mr 

Famularo, with SMGL’s consent, and without the knowledge or consent of the 

plaintiffs:  

(a) the Plaintiffs’ Shares were sold for a total of $1,030,045.23; and  

(b) the proceeds of the sale of the Plaintiffs’ Shares were:  

(i) paid by Mr Famularo to SGB; and then 

(ii) applied by SGB to reduce the balance of the Sharequity Margin 

Loan. 
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Particulars 

Date Shares Number Proceeds 

9 May 2008 SAINTS 1,500 $142,193.41 

9 May 2008 PERLS II 2,000 $398,569.84 

12 May 2008 SAINTS 500 $47,068.90 

12 May 2008 PERLS II 786 $151,727.86 

13 May 2008 SAINTS 650 $61,212.50 

13 May 208 PERLS III 989 $187,962.71 

5 June 2008 PERLS III 101 $19,496.78 

5 June 2008 PERLS III 113 $21,813.23 

   $1,030,045.23 

89 By the letter dated 30 July 2008 described at paragraph 28 above, SGML advised 

Mr Famularo that the Sharequity Margin Loan was to be closed out. 

90 Neither of the plaintiffs were notified by either of Mr Famularo or SGB, prior to 

May or June 2008, or at all, until notified by SGB by letter dated 24 April 2009, 

that: 

(a) all of the Plaintiffs’ Shares were to be or had been sold; or 

(b) the proceeds were to be or had been applied to reduce the balance of the 

Sharequity Margin Loan. 

C(vii) Group Members’ entry into Famularo Scheme 

91 During the Relevant Times, some or all of the Group Members met with Mr 

Famularo, and Mr Famularo made representations to them to the effect that: 

(a) he was an experienced trader who never suffered losses whilst trading;  

(b) they had an opportunity to invest in the Famularo Scheme and would 

thereby receive a Return on their investment; 

(c) he was working with margin call products that he had developed with 

SGB; and, or alternatively 

(d) by investing with him, the Group Members: 

(i) would receive a Return whether the market rose or fell; 
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(ii) would be able to withdraw their money on giving adequate no-

tice; and/or 

(iii) could not lose their money, 

(the Group Member Initial Representations). 

Particulars 

The representations were express and were made by Mr Famularo to 
some or all of the Group Members on one or more occasions prior to 
thateach Group Member making an investment pursuant to the Famu-
laro Scheme. Further particulars will be provided after the determina-
tion of the common questions in this proceeding. 

92 During the Relevant Times, the Group Members provided monies to and/or 

provided property to (including by making property available as security), and 

were issued shares in and/or purchased shares in, a Famularo Entity or Famu-

laro Entities (Group Member Investment Vehicle), which entity or entities held a 

margin loan account with SGB or transferred monies and/or property provided 

by the Group Members to a Famularo Entity which held a margin loan account 

with SGB, for the purposes of facilitating the Famularo Entity or the Famularo 

Entities to make investments pursuant to the Famularo Strategy (the Group 

Members’ Investments).  

93 The Group Members’ Investments were pooled for investment by Mr Famularo. 

Particulars 

The Group Members repeat the matters pleaded at paragraph 10 above. 

94 During the Relevant Times, Mr Famularo represented to some or all of the 

Group Members in documents which purported to be statements of theeach 

Group Member’s account with the relevant Group Member Investment Vehicle 

that: 

(a) the Group Member had an account with the relevant Group Member 

Investment Vehicle;  

(b) the account held by the Group Member with the relevant Group Mem-

ber Investment Vehicle was accruing interest and was returning divi-

dends; and 

(c) the monies paid to the Group Member by Mr Famularo were a return on 

the Group Members’ Investments with Mr Famularo, representing that 

interest and those dividends. 
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Particulars 

The representations were express and contained in the documents 
which purported to be statements of the Group Member’s accounts. 
Further particulars will be provided after the determination of the 
common questions in this proceeding. 

(collectively, the Group Member Financial Statements Representations). 

95 During the Relevant Times, Mr Famularo made representations to some or all 

of the Group Members to the same or materially the same effect as the Plaintiff 

Implied Representations (Group Member Implied Representations). 

Particulars 

The representations were made impliedly by: 

(a) the carrying on of the Famularo Scheme and offering the Group 
Members the opportunity to invest monies in the Famularo Scheme 
and receive Returns; 

(b) the provision of financial advice to the Group Members including 
the by the making of representations to the effect of the representa-
tions pleaded in paragraph 91. 
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D. Unregistered managed investment scheme 

D(i) Requirement of registration 

96 The Famularo Scheme was a “managed investment scheme” within the mean-

ing of section 9 of the Corporations Act, in that: 

(a) in the circumstances pleaded at paragraphs 10, 47, 67 and 92 above, 

members of the scheme contributed money or money’s worth (which 

contributions included the Plaintiffs’ Investment, the Kangaroo Island 

Investment and the Group Members’ Investments) as consideration to 

acquire rights to benefits produced by the scheme (being the Return on 

the investments); 

(b) in the circumstances pleaded at paragraphs 10, 11, 49, 71 and 92 above, 

the contributions of members of the scheme were pooled to produce fi-

nancial benefits consisting of rights or interests in property for members 

who held interests in the scheme (ie the right to receive the Return); and 

(c) in the circumstances pleaded at paragraph 11 above, members of the 

scheme did not have day-to-day control over the operation of the 

scheme. 

97 At all Relevant Times, the Famularo Scheme: 

(a) had more than 20 members, including from time to time the plaintiffs 

and some or all of the Group Members; and 

(b) was promoted by Mr Famularo who was, when the Famularo Scheme 

was promoted, in the business of promoting managed investment 

schemes.  

98 At all Relevant Times, the Famularo Scheme was operated in Australia.  

99 In the premises of paragraphs 96 to 98, the Famularo Scheme was required by s 

601ED of the Corporations Act to be registered under s 601EB of that Act.  

100 In breach of s 601ED of the Corporations Act, the Famularo Scheme was not reg-

istered under s 601EB of the Corporations Act. 
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D(ii) Other breaches by Mr Famularo in operating the Famularo 

Scheme 

101 At all Relevant Times, a managed investment scheme which was required un-

der s 601ED of the Corporations Act to be registered, was required by s 601FA of 

the Corporations Act to be operated by a responsible entity which was a public 

company that held an AFSL authorising it to operate a managed investment 

scheme. 

102 In breach of s 601FA of the Corporations Act, the Famularo Scheme was not op-

erated by a responsible entity which was a public company that held an AFSL 

authorising it to operate a managed investment scheme. 

103 In the circumstances pleaded in paragraph 96:  

(a) the money or property provided by members of the Famularo Scheme, 

as pleaded at sub-paragraphs 10(a) and 96(a)96(a), constituted “financial 

investments” within the meaning of s 763B of the Corporations Act; and  

(b) accordingly, the Famularo Scheme was a facility through which a per-

son makes a financial investment, and was therefore a “financial prod-

uct” within the meaning of s 763A of the Corporations Act. 

104 Further or in the alternative, in the circumstances pleaded in paragraphs 10, 96 

and 97:  

(a) an interest in the Famularo Scheme was an interest in a managed in-

vestment scheme which was required to be registered by s 601ED of the 

Corporations Act; and  

(b) accordingly, an interest in the Famularo Scheme was a “financial prod-

uct” within the meaning of s 764A(1)(ba) of that Act. 

105 By carrying on the Famularo Scheme and making the Plaintiff Initial Represen-

tations, the Plaintiff Repeated Representations, and/or the June 2006 Represen-

tations to the plaintiffs, and making the Group Member Initial Representations 

to some or all of the Group Members, Mr Famularo provided financial product 

advice, within the meaning of s 766B of the Corporations Act and, or alternative-

ly, dealt in financial products, within the meaning of section 766C of the Corpo-

rations Act in that: 

(a) Mr Famularo provided financial product advice to persons, including 

the plaintiffs and some or all of the Group Members, which consisted of 

or included recommendations that those persons acquire interests in the 

Famularo Scheme, in circumstances where: 
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(i) those persons would have acquired (and did acquire) acquired 

interests in the Famularo Scheme by those interests being issued 

or transferred; 

(ii) those persons were retail clients; and 

(iii) the financial product advice was personal advice to those clients; 

(b) in the premises, Mr Famularo was required to give a Product 

Disclosure Statement to those clients, pursuant to s 1012A of the 

Corporations Act; 

(c) further, or alternatively, Mr Famularo offered to issue interests 

in the Famularo Scheme to persons, including the plaintiffs and 

some or all of the Group Members, as retail clients, and/or Mr 

Famularo issued interests in the Famularo Scheme to persons, 

including the plaintiffs and some or all of the Group Members, 

as retail clients in circumstances where there were reasonable 

grounds to believe those persons had not been given a Product 

Disclosure Statement for those interests; 

(d) in the premises, Mr Famularo was required to give a Product 

Disclosure Statement to those clients, pursuant to s 1012B of the 

Corporations Act; 

(e) further, or alternatively, Mr Famularo offered to sell interests in 

the Famularo Scheme to persons, including the plaintiffs and 

some or all of the Group Members, as retail clients, in circum-

stances where: 

(i) Mr Famularo controlled the issuer of the financial prod-

uct; 

(ii) the product was not able to be traded on any licensed 

market; and 

(f) in the premises, Mr Famularo was required to give a Product 

Disclosure Statement to those clients, pursuant to s 1012C of the 

Corporations Act. 

106 In the circumstances pleaded in paragraph 105, in breach of Division 2 of Part 

7.9 of the Corporations Act, Mr Famularo did not, at any time, give to the plain-

tiffs or to any Group Member a Product Disclosure Statement in relation to the 

Famularo Scheme which was compliant with Part 7.9 of that Act. 
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107 In the circumstances pleaded in paragraphs 5, 96, 102 and 105, in contravention 

of s 911A of the Corporations Act, Mr Famularo carried on a business of provid-

ing financial services within the meaning of ss 766A(1) and 911D of that Act, 

without holding an appropriate AFSL (or any AFSL). 

108 [Intentionally left blank]  

109 [Intentionally left blank]  

108 By reason of: 

(a) Mr Famularo’s operation of a managed investment scheme 

which, in breach of s 601ED of the Corporations Act, was not reg-

istered under s 601EB of that Act, as pleaded in paragraphs 96 to 

100; 

(b) Mr Famularo’s operation of a managed investment scheme 

which, in breach of s 601FA of the Corporations Act, was not op-

erated by a responsible entity which was a public company with 

the appropriate AFSL, as pleaded in paragraphs 101 to 102; 

the plaintiffs and some or all of the Group Members suffered loss and 

damage and are entitled to compensation pursuant to s 1325(2) of the 

Corporations Act. 

Particulars 

(i) The plaintiffs claim the difference between their current finan-

cial positions and the positions in which they would have been 

had the Famularo Scheme not been operated at all. 

(ii) Alternatively, the plaintiffs claim the difference between their 

current financial positions and the positions in which they 

would have been had the Famularo Scheme been compliant 

with the relevant provisions (including had it been operated by 

a responsible entity which was a public company with the ap-

propriate AFSL). 

(iii) Particulars of the Group Members’ loss and damage will be 

provided after the determination of the common questions in 

this proceeding. 

109 By reason of Mr Famularo’s failure to offer to the plaintiffs or the Group 

Members a Product Disclosure Statement which was compliant with 

Part 7.9 of the Corporations Act, as pleaded in paragraphs 103 to 106, the 

plaintiffs and the Group Members suffered loss and damage and are en-

titled to compensation pursuant to s 1022B of the Corporations Act. 
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Particulars 

(i) The plaintiffs claim the difference between their current finan-

cial positions and the positions in which they would have been 

had a compliant PDS been provided. Had a compliant PDS 

been provided the plaintiffs would not have made the invest-

ments in the Famularo Scheme that they did. 

(ii) Particulars of the Group Members loss and damage will be 

provided after the determination of the common questions in 

this proceeding. 
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E. SGB’s knowledge 

E(i) Knowledge of managed investment scheme 

110 The plaintiffs repeat paragraph 21 above, including the allegations contained 

therein regarding the knowledge of Mr Ellett, Mr Ewers, Mr Black, Mr Aylmer, 

Mr King, Mr Curry, Mr Polyblank, Mr Fegan, Mr Lloyd and Mr Targett.  

111 .It is inferred from the matters pleaded in paragraphs 20 and 21 above that, as 

at about 2007, senior SGB representatives, including Mr Ellett, Mr Ewers, Mr 

Black, Mr Aylmer, Mr Curry, Mr Polyblank and Mr King (the 2007 SGML Rep-

resentatives) had knowledge that Mr Famularo held the Famularo SGML Facili-

ties with SGB, in circumstances where: 

(a) Mr Famularo had clients who invested with him by providing money or 

money’s worth in order to acquire interests in a scheme, in that: 

(i) the Famularo SGML Facilities were comprised of numerous ac-

counts in the names of Famularo Entities; 

(ii) other than Mr Famularo, the shareholders of the Famularo Enti-

ties included clients of Mr Famularo; 

(iii) Mr Famularo had adopted a particular trading strategy across all 

of his client accounts; and 

(iv) some or all of the Famularo SGML Facilities were secured 

against securities which were invested by or were purchased 

with investments provided by clients of Mr Famularo, in circum-

stances indicating that the investments of those shareholders had 

been pooled to secure Famularo SGML Facilities, including that:  

(A) some or all of those clients were also shareholders in an 

account-holder Famularo Entity and each such entity had 

one or more such clients as shareholders;  

(B) some or all of the Famularo SGML Facilities were secured 

against multiple third-party securities; and 

(C) some of the securities against which the Famularo SGML 

Facilities were secured were cross-collateralised, or Mr 

Famularo had the ability to cause them to be cross-

collateralised if required; 
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(b) the contributions to the scheme made by clients who had invested with 

Mr Famularo had been pooled, or used in a common enterprise, to pro-

duce financial benefits, or benefits consisting of rights or interests in 

property, for the people who held interests in the scheme, in that: 

(i) Mr Famularo was the largest ‘advisor’ using the DIY Options 

product; 

(ii) Mr Famularo had adopted a particular trading strategy across all 

of his client accounts; 

(iii) Mr Famularo’s clients included shareholders of Famularo Enti-

ties which held Famularo SGML Facilities, and his clients did not 

have their own independent margin loan accounts but, rather, 

Mr Famularo had been managing the investments of multiple 

clients per account; 

(c) the members of the scheme did not have day-to-day control over the 

operation of the scheme, as: 

(i) on each account, Mr Famularo was listed as the authorised rep-

resentative and/or was a director and/or a major or minor 

shareholder of the account-holder entity; 

(ii) the Famularo Entities were controlled by Mr Famularo; 

(iii) trading on the accounts of the Famularo Entities was controlled 

by Mr Famularo and conducted in accordance with a particular 

trading strategy; and 

(iv) Mr Famularo directed how the borrowings of the Famularo Enti-

ties under the Famularo SGML Facilities were administered; 

(d) the members of the scheme numbered more than 20 persons, as there 

were substantially in excess of 20 identified shareholders of Famularo 

Entities; 

(e) in the premises, Mr Famularo: 

(i) was operating a “managed investment scheme” as that term is 

defined in the Corporations Act; and, or alternatively 

(ii) was operating a “managed investment scheme” of the type that 

was required, pursuant to section 601ED of the Corporations Act, 
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to be registered under section 601EB of that Act; and, or alterna-

tively 

(iii) dealt in “financial products”, as that term is defined in s 766C of 

the Corporations Act; and, or alternatively  

(iv) was carrying on a “financial services business” as that term is de-

fined in s 911D of the Corporations Act. 

Particulars of knowledge 

The plaintiffs repeat all of the particulars of knowledge of the 2007 
SGML Representatives as pleaded at paragraph 21. 

E(ii) Other relevant knowledge 

112 As at about May 2007, in the circumstances pleaded in paragraph 20(c) above, 

the Internal Audit Report: 

(a) was prepared following an audit in response to the activity of Mr Famu-

laro, including:  

(i) his having multiple company accounts, and his not disclosing 

the related nature of the entities involved in those accounts; and  

(ii) his building up a lending exposure exceeding $150 million using 

the DIY Options product (which he had been involved in design-

ing and piloting) where that exposure had been built chiefly 

through not disclosing the related nature of the entities involved 

and his controlling interest in those entities: 

(b) identified that events such as the aggregation of the Famularo SGML 

Facilities posed regulatory and reputational risks to SGB as there was a 

risk of the shareholders of account-holding companies whose margin 

loans were aggregated being retail customers relying on an unlicensed 

advisor to act as intermediary for their investments;  

(c) identified that it was necessary for SGB to improve its account opening 

processes, including because conduct involving multiple customer ac-

counts and related party exposure gave rise to risks around investors 

entering the DIY Options product via “unlicensed intermediaries”; and 

(d) identified the importance of identifying shareholders in companies 

holding accounts with SGML because of the risk that those shareholders 
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were retail customers relying on an unlicensed advisor to act as an in-

termediary on their investments. 

113 As at about May 2007: 

(a) it was widespread knowledge within the financial services industry 

that:  

(i) standard practice in the financial services industry was for finan-

cial service providers to include their AFSL number on their 

written communications such as on their letterhead;  

(ii) standard practice in the financial services industry was for a reg-

istered scheme to include in its written communications, such as 

on its letterhead, its Australian Registered Scheme Number 

(ARSN), as that term is defined in the Corporations Act and as as-

signed to the scheme pursuant to section 601EB of that Act; 

(iii) a register of AFSL licensees was kept by the Australian Securities 

and Investments Commission pursuant to s 922A of the Corpora-

tions Act which register could, pursuant to s 922B, be inspected 

by any person, including on the website of the Australian Securi-

ties and Investments Commission; 

(iv) a register of ARSNs was kept by the Australian Securities and 

Investments Commission and could easily be accessed by any 

person including on the website of the Australian Securities and 

Investments Commission; 

(b) Mr Famularo did not have an AFSL, he Famularo Scheme did not have 

an ARSN, and Mr Famularo and the Famularo Entities did not include 

an AFSL number or an ARSN on letterhead or otherwise in written cor-

respondence. 

114 In the circumstances pleaded in paragraphs 111, 112 and 113, as well as 19 to 22 

above, those SGML Representatives who were involved in commissioning the 

audit and reviewing the report following the audit, being Mr Curry, Mr Poly-

blank and Mr Aylmer, and those SGML Representatives who in fact conducted 

the audit and prepared the audit report, being Mr King and members of the 

SGB internal audit team whom the plaintiffs cannot presently identify, had 

knowledge that:  

(a) Mr Famularo was operating an unregistered managed investment 

scheme;  
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(b) Mr Famularo was an unlicensed advisor; 

(c) Mr Famularo was acting as an intermediary for the investments of retail 

investors, including the plaintiffs and some or all of the Group Mem-

bers; and 

(d) Mr Famularo’s involvement with SGB and SGML posed regulatory and 

reputational risks to SGB and SGML. 

Particulars 

(i) Knowledge of these matters is actual knowledge and can be in-
ferred from the pleaded circumstances referred to in paragraph 
114 above. 

(ii) In the alternative to (i), if these persons did not have actual 
knowledge of these matters: 

(A) the matters were there to be seen by those persons and 
they must have wilfully shut their eyes to those matters, 
including in circumstances where the Internal Audit Re-
port had identified in the context of an audit in response 
to Mr Famularo’s activities the risks around multiple 
customer accounts and related party accounts in terms of 
an unlicensed advisor advising retail clients, it had been 
identified in the audit that Mr Famularo had in fact en-
gaged in the large scale setting up multiple accounts and 
related party accounts by not disclosing the nature of the 
accounts, it had been identified that Mr Famularo was 
the largest advisor in the DIY Options product with a 
lending exposure exceeding $150 million and with a 
large portion of that exposure in accounts of his clients, it 
was known that Mr Famularo had been involved in the 
designing and piloting of the DIY Options product, Mr 
Famularo was not providing an AFSL number or ARSN 
in his dealings with SGB and SGML in the manner that 
an AFSL holder normally would, and the ease with 
which those persons could have checked whether Mr 
Famularo held an AFSL or an ARSN; 

(B) in all of the circumstances described in (A) above, those 
representatives must have suspected the existence of the 
matters pleaded above and must have failed to make 
such inquiries as an honest and reasonable banker in 
their positions would have made, such as conducting 
basic checks as to whether Mr Famularo held an AFSL or 
that the scheme being operated had an ARSN, and had 
the inquiries been made then the matters pleaded above 
would have been revealed to those representatives; or 

(C) in the circumstances described in (A) above, those repre-
sentatives had knowledge which would have indicated 
the matters pleaded above to honest and reasonable per-
sons in their positions. 
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115 In the circumstances pleaded at paragraphs 20 and 23 above, Andrew Black al-

so had knowledge that: 

(a) the conduct of Mr Famularo in his use of DIY Options and the Famularo 

SGML Facilities through the creation and aggregation of a substantial 

number of separate accounts was conduct: 

(i) which circumvented SGB’s risk management mechanisms; 

(ii) to which SGB should have responded by terminating its rela-

tionship with Mr Famularo and the Famularo Entities; and 

(iii) which created substantial risks for SGB and Famularo clients, in-

cluding a substantial risk that the Famularo Entities could de-

fault under the Famularo SGML Facilities; 

Particulars 

The plaintiffs repeat paragraph 20 and say that the relevant 
knowledge is actual knowledge and can be inferred from Mr 
Black’s conduct in requiring Mr Famularo to terminate all of 
the Famularo SGML Facilities, the decision that SGML should 
cease trading with Mr Famularo, the decision that options cur-
rently in place under the Famularo Entities’ DIY Options 
Terms not be renewed, and the decision that no further options 
were to be written in relation to the securities which secured 
the Famularo SGML Facilities. Further particulars will be pro-
vided after discovery. 

(b) the Famularo Strategy was such that it presented substantial risks for 

the Famularo clients including the plaintiffs and the Group Members, 

including that the positions held in the Famularo SGML Facilities could 

not be exited promptly without significantly impairing the value of in-

vestments by the Famularo clients, including the Plaintiffs’ Investment 

and the Group Members’ Investments; 

Particulars 

The plaintiffs repeat paragraphs 20 and 23 and say that the rel-
evant knowledge is actual knowledge and can be inferred from 
Mr Black’s conduct in agreeing to provide Mr Famularo 6 
months to pay down the Famularo SGML Facilities, and from 
the letter Mr Black received from Mr Famularo dated 26 Febru-
ary 2016 (which it is to be inferred that Mr Black read and to 
which Mr Black subsequently responded) which stated that the 
size and nature of the Famularo SGML Facilities was such that 
Mr Famularo was unable to quickly reduce the size of the facil-
ities without impairing the value of the Famularo SGML Facili-
ty and that any such quick reduction would be detrimental to 
both SGB and the shareholders of the Famularo Entities. Fur-
ther particulars will be provided after discovery. 
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(c) the business relationship between SGML and Mr Famularo had 

stretched over a two-year period and that Mr Famularo had provided 

extensive input of time and knowledge in the product development of 

the DIY Options product. 

Particulars 

The plaintiffs repeat paragraphs 20 and 23 and say that the rel-
evant knowledge is actual knowledge and can be inferred from 
the letter Mr Black received from Mr Famularo dated 26 Febru-
ary 2016 (which it is to be inferred that Mr Black read and to 
which Mr Black subsequently responded). Further particulars 
will be provided after discovery. 

116 It is inferred from the matters pleaded at paragraphs 20 to 23 and 114 to 115 

that senior officers of SGML, including some or all of Andrew Black, Don Ellett, 

David Curry, Greg Polyblank, Michael King, and/or Liam Aylmer, had 

knowledge that: 

(a) the Famularo SGML Facilities: 

(i) were held by companies which were, to a significant extent, 

owned not just by Mr Famularo, but also by Mr Famularo’s cli-

ents; 

Particulars 

The plaintiffs repeat and rely on the matters pleaded in para-
graphs 20(b)(ii), 20(b)(v) and 20(b)(vi) above. 

(ii) were, to a substantial degree, secured against third party securi-

ties provided by Mr Famularo’s clients; 

Particulars 

The plaintiffs repeat and rely on the matters pleaded in para-
graph 20(b)(vi) above. 

(iii) in some or all cases where they were secured against third party 

securities provided by Famularo clients, were DIY Options or 

PELs and were secured against that security at a 100% LVR, 

which was substantially in excess of the ordinarily permissible 

LVR on SGML margin loans; and  

Particulars 

The plaintiffs repeat and rely on the matters pleaded in para-
graphs 20(b)(i) and 20(b)(ii) above. 
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(i) were serviced in whole or in part through income generated 

from Mr Famularo’s trading in accordance with the Famularo 

Strategy; 

Particulars 

This was the case and must have been apparent on the face of 
the margin loan account balances which it is inferred that some 
or all of the relevant SGML representatives must have exam-
ined. 

(b) the Famularo Strategy would be likely to fail, and all of Mr Famularo’s 

margin loans would likely cease to be serviceable, in the event that, ow-

ing to a reasonably foreseeable drop in the market or a protracted peri-

od of lower than average growth in the market: 

(i) there were not sufficient dividends paid on the shares in order to 

service the margin loans; or 

(ii) market conditions precluded the sale of further call options at 

the appropriate strike price over a sustained period, 

such that the interest repayments required to service the Famularo 

SGML Facilities (interest-bearing liabilities) would come to exceed the 

interest earned by the security shares (interest-earning assets); 

Particulars 

(A) The St George Bank Full Financial Report 2005 noted at 
page 65 that a strategy of hedging investments through 
trading options in order to “protect future interest income 
streams in light of uncertain economic variables” entailed 
“the risk of interest rate fluctuations to the degree that the 
interest earning assets exceed the interest bearing liabilities 
or vice versa, in any given maturity or repricing period”; 
and, further, 

(B) this was common knowledge in the margin lending indus-
try at the time and in order to achieve a senior position in a 
margin lending business such as SGML, a person would be 
required to have at least a workable knowledge of such 
risks, which were inherent in margin lending. 

(C) Further particulars will be provided after discovery. 

(c) the Famularo Strategy would also be likely to fail if Mr Famularo was 

forced to close out all or a substantial number of his positions at short 

notice;  
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Particulars 

The plaintiffs repeat and rely on the matters pleaded in para-
graph 23 above. 

(d) Mr Famularo had deliberately circumvented SGB’s risk management 

mechanisms by opening the Famularo SGML Facilities, which individu-

ally had borrowing limits of between $3,000,000 and $5,000,000, and 

thereby creating a combined loan account in the amount of about 

$177,000,000, without advising SGB that this was the case; 

Particulars 

The plaintiffs repeat and rely on the matters pleaded in para-
graphs 20(b)(ii) and 20(b)(iii) above. 

(e) the aggregation of the Famularo SGML Facilities posed an unacceptable 

credit risk to SGB; 

Particulars 

The plaintiffs repeat and rely on the matters pleaded in para-
graph 20(c)(ii)(D) above. 

(f) the aggregation of the Famularo SGML Facilities had caused SGB’s pru-

dential lending limit of $150,000,000 in relation to DIY Options margin 

loans to be breached; 

Particulars 

The plaintiffs repeat and rely on the matters pleaded in para-
graph 20(c)(ii)(C) above. 

(g) in the premises of sub-paragraphs (a) to (f), Mr Famularo had placed 

members of his managed investment scheme, including the plaintiffs 

and some or all of the Group Members, in risky investment positions in 

which they risked losing some or all of the capital they had invested 

and, or alternatively, the property which they had offered as security; 

(h) in the premises of sub-paragraphs (a) to (g), by doing business with 

and/or continuing to do business with Mr Famularo, SGML had or 

would likely: 

(i) breach or risk breaching its risk management policies; 

(ii) be making an imprudent investment decision;  

(iii) be acting contrary to law; and, or alternatively 

(iv) suffer reputational damage. 
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Particulars 

(A) SGML’s risk management policies required that a person’s mar-
gin loan accounts did not breach a limit of $5,000,000. 

(B) Further particulars will be provided after discovery. 

E(iii) Attribution and aggregation of knowledge 

117 The knowledge of the representative or representatives of SGB described in 

paragraph 19 above: 

(a) who had responsibility for SGML’s margin lending products and, or al-

ternatively, responsibility for the creation of margin lending products, 

and, or alternatively responsibility for making decisions as to whether to 

implement or continue with a margin lending product including by hav-

ing regard to the risks of those products, is to be attributed to SGB be-

cause such a representative or representatives could be said to be the di-

recting mind and will of SGB with respect to those responsibilities; and 

(b) who had a duty and opportunity to communicate information about 

margin lending products to persons described in (a), is to be attributed 

to SGB because of that duty and opportunity. 

Particulars 

Further particulars will be provided after discovery. 

118 Don Ellett’s knowledge as pleaded at paragraphs 20 to 21, 114 and 116 above is 

to be attributed to SGB because Mr Ellett:  

(a) was an agent of SGB with the title “Risk Manager”; 

(b) as Risk Manager, had functions, duties and responsibilities which in-

cluded: 

(i) ensuring that risks were appropriately managed and responded 

to within the SGML business; 

(ii) ensuring that applicable SGML risk management policies were 

being followed by SGML; 

(iii) ensuring that SGML did not take any risks which were not in ac-

cordance with such risk management policies; 

(iv) considering the appropriateness of risk management policies 

and SGML’s practices around risk management; 
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(v) conducting investigations and assessments of risks and the man-

agement of risks within the SGML business; 

(vi) reporting on and making recommendations to decision makers 

within SGB in relation to risk management, risk management 

policies, investigations and assessments of risks and the man-

agement of risks, within the SGML business; 

(c) acquired the knowledge pleaded above in the course of his duties; 

(d) was responsible for investigating, and preparing a memorandum re-

porting on, Mr Famularo’s aggregation of various loan accounts with 

SGML in January and early February 2007; 

(e) in the premises, was the directing mind and will of SGB with respect to 

the investigation and assessment of risks relating to Mr Famularo; 

(f) in the premises, also had a duty and opportunity to make reasonable 

enquiries of, and to communicate and report to, any relevant decision 

maker within SGB, any knowledge or concerns he had in relation to: 

(i) the risk management of, and the application of risk management 

policies to, the relationships between SGB and Mr Famularo, the 

Famularo Entities and the Famularo clients (including but not 

limited to the plaintiffs and the Group Members); 

(ii) any investigations and assessments of risks, and the manage-

ment of risks, arising out of the relationship between SGB and 

Mr Famularo, the Famularo Entities and the Famularo clients 

(including but not limited to the plaintiffs and the Group Mem-

bers); 

(iii) SGB acting or potentially acting contrary to law or suffering rep-

utational damage arising out of the relationship between SGB 

and Mr Famularo, the Famularo Entities and the Famularo cli-

ents; 

(g) in the premises, had a duty to: 

(i) cause SGB not to enter into margin loans with the Famularo Enti-

ties and not to accept third party securities from Famularo cli-

ents such as the plaintiffs and the Group Members; and 

(ii) report and recommend to any relevant decision maker that SGB 

not enter into margin loans with the Famularo Entities and not 
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accept third party securities from Famularo clients such as the 

plaintiffs and the Group Members. 

Particulars 

Further particulars of the responsibilities of the relevant SGML 
and SGB representatives will be provided after discovery. 

119 Andrew Black’s knowledge as pleaded at paragraphs  20 to 21, and 114 to 116 

above is to be attributed to SGB because Mr Black: 

(a) was an agent of SGB with the title “General Manager, Margin Lending”; 

(b) as the General Manager, Margin Lending, had functions, duties and re-

sponsibilities which included: 

(i) the general management of SGML’s margin lending business; 

(ii) ensuring that risks were appropriately managed and responded 

to within the SGML business; 

(iii) ensuring that applicable SGML risk management policies were 

being followed by SGML; 

(iv) ensuring that SGML did not take any risks which were not in ac-

cordance with such risk management policies; 

(v) considering the appropriateness of risk management policies 

and SGML’s practices around risk management; 

(vi) receiving reports on the investigations and audits and other as-

sessments of risks and the management of risks within the 

SGML business; 

(vii) reporting on and making recommendations to other decision 

makers within SGB in relation to risk management, risk man-

agement policies, investigations and assessments of risks and the 

management of risks, within the SGML business; 

(viii) managing the development, use and promotion of margin lend-

ing products within SGML; 

(ix) managing relationships with clients of the SGML business in-

cluding making decisions to cease relationships with clients of 

the SGML business;  

(c) acquired the knowledge pleaded above in the course of his duties; 
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(d) was provided with and read the 5 February 2007 Memo, and had re-

sponsibility for adequately responding to and addressing the matters 

raised in that memorandum and corresponding with Mr Famularo in re-

lation to that response; 

(e) was provided with and read the Internal Audit Report; 

(f) in the premises, was a directing mind and will of SGB in relation to the 

management of the SGML business and the approach to the risks arising 

out of the relationship between SGB and Mr Famularo, the Famularo 

Entities and the Famularo clients; 

(g) in the premises, also had a duty and opportunity to make reasonable 

enquiries of, and to communicate and report to, any other relevant deci-

sion maker within SGB, any knowledge or concerns he had in relation 

to: 

(i) the management of the relationship between SGB and Mr Famu-

laro, the Famularo Entities and the Famularo clients (including 

but not limited to the plaintiffs and the Group Members); 

(ii) any investigations and audits and other assessments of risks, and 

the management of risks, arising out of the relationship between 

SGB and Mr Famularo, the Famularo Entities and the Famularo 

clients (including but not limited to the plaintiffs and the Group 

Members); 

(iii) SGB acting or potentially acting contrary to law or suffering rep-

utational damage arising out of the relationship between SGB 

and Mr Famularo, the Famularo Entities and the Famularo cli-

ents; 

(h) in the premises, had a duty to: 

(i) cause SGB not to enter into margin loans with the Famularo Enti-

ties and not to accept third party securities from Famularo cli-

ents such as the plaintiffs and the Group Members and not to 

otherwise have dealings with the managed investment scheme 

operated by Mr Famularo; and 

(ii) report and recommend to any other relevant decision maker that 

SGB not enter into margin loans with the Famularo Entities and 

not accept third party securities from Famularo clients such as 

the plaintiffs and the Group Members and not otherwise have 
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dealings with the managed investment scheme operated by Mr 

Famularo. 

Particulars 

Further particulars of the responsibilities of the relevant SGB 
representatives will be provided after discovery. 

120 Liam Aylmer’s knowledge as pleaded at paragraphs 20 to 21, 114 and 116 

above is to be attributed to SGB because Mr Aylmer: 

(a) was an agent of SGB with the title “Operations Manager”; 

(b) as Operations Manager, had functions, duties and responsibilities which 

included: 

(i) the management of SGML’s margin lending operations; 

(ii) ensuring that risks were appropriately managed and responded 

to within the SGML business; 

(iii) ensuring that applicable SGML risk management policies were 

being followed by SGML; 

(iv) ensuring that SGML did not take any risks which were not in ac-

cordance with such risk management policies; 

(v) considering the appropriateness of risk management policies 

and SGML’s practices around risk management; 

(vi) receiving reports on the investigations and assessments of risks 

and the management of risks within the SGML business; 

(vii) sitting on, and commissioning reports such as audit reports for, 

the SGML Risk Steering Committee; 

(viii) reporting on and making recommendations to other decision 

makers within SGB in relation to risk management, risk man-

agement policies, investigations and assessments of risks and the 

management of risks, within the SGML business; 

(ix) managing the development, use and promotion of margin lend-

ing products within SGB; 

(x) managing relationships with clients of the SGML business;  

(c) acquired the knowledge pleaded above in the course of his duties; 
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(d) was provided with and read the 5 February 2007 Memo and the Internal 

Audit Report; 

(e) in the premises, was a directing mind and will of SGB in relation to the 

management of its margin lending operations and the approach to the 

risks arising out of the relationship between SGB and Mr Famularo, the 

Famularo Entities and the Famularo clients; 

(f) in the premises, had a duty and opportunity to make reasonable enquir-

ies of, and to communicate and report to, any other relevant decision 

maker within SGB, any knowledge or concerns he had in relation to: 

(i) the management of the relationship between SGB and Mr Famu-

laro, the Famularo Entities and the Famularo clients (including 

but not limited to the plaintiffs and the Group Members); 

(ii) any investigations and assessments of risks, and the manage-

ment of risks, arising out of the relationship between SGB and 

Mr Famularo, the Famularo Entities and the Famularo clients 

(including but not limited to the plaintiffs and the Group Mem-

bers); 

(iii) SGB acting or potentially acting contrary to law or suffering rep-

utational damage arising out of the relationship between SGB 

and Mr Famularo, the Famularo Entities and the Famularo cli-

ents; 

(g) in the premises, had a duty to: 

(i) cause SGB not to enter into margin loans with the Famularo Enti-

ties and not to accept third party securities from Famularo cli-

ents such as the plaintiffs and the Group Members and not to 

otherwise have dealings with the managed investment scheme 

operated by Mr Famularo; and 

(ii) report and recommend to any other relevant decision maker that 

SGB not enter into margin loans with the Famularo Entities and 

not accept third party securities from Famularo clients such as 

the plaintiffs and the Group Members and not otherwise have 

dealings with the managed investment scheme operated by Mr 

Famularo. 

Particulars 

Further particulars of the responsibilities of the relevant SGML 
and SGB representatives will be provided after discovery. 
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121 Peter Ewers’s knowledge as pleaded at paragraphs 20 to 21, 114 and 116 above 

is to be attributed to SGB because Mr Ewers: 

(a) was an agent of SGB with the title “General Manager, Credit & Risk 

Management”; 

(b) as General Manager, Credit & Risk Management, had functions, duties 

and responsibilities which included: 

(i) ensuring that risks were appropriately managed and responded 

to within the SGML business; 

(ii) ensuring that applicable SGML risk management policies were 

being followed by SGML; 

(iii) ensuring that SGML did not take any risks which were not in ac-

cordance with such risk management policies; 

(iv) considering the appropriateness of risk management policies 

and SGML’s practices around risk management; 

(v) investigating and assessing risks and the management of risks 

within the SGML business, and receiving reports on such inves-

tigations and assessments; 

(vi) reporting on and making recommendations to other decision 

makers within SGB in relation to risk management, risk man-

agement policies, investigations and assessments of risks and the 

management of risks, within the SGML business;  

(c) acquired the knowledge pleaded above in the course of his duties; 

(d) was provided with and read the 5 February 2007 Memo; 

(e) in the premises, was a directing mind and will of SGB in relation to the 

risk management of its margin lending operations and the approach to 

the risks arising out of the relationship between SGB and Mr Famularo, 

the Famularo Entities and the Famularo clients; 

(f) in the premises, had a duty and opportunity to make reasonable enquir-

ies of, and to communicate and report to, any other relevant decision 

maker within SGB, any knowledge or concerns he had in relation to: 

(i) the management of the relationship between SGB and Mr Famu-

laro, the Famularo Entities and the Famularo clients (including 

but not limited to the plaintiffs and the Group Members); 
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(ii) any investigations and assessments of risks, and the manage-

ment of risks, arising out of the relationship between SGB and 

Mr Famularo, the Famularo Entities and the Famularo clients 

(including but not limited to the plaintiffs and the Group Mem-

bers); 

(iii) SGB acting or potentially acting contrary to law or suffering rep-

utational damage arising out of the relationship between SGB 

and Mr Famularo, the Famularo Entities and the Famularo cli-

ents; 

(g) in the premises, had a duty to: 

(i) cause SGB not to enter into margin loans with the Famularo Enti-

ties and not to accept third party securities from Famularo cli-

ents such as the plaintiffs and the Group Members and not to 

otherwise have dealings with the managed investment scheme 

operated by Mr Famularo; and 

(ii) report and recommend to any other relevant decision maker that 

SGB not enter into margin loans with the Famularo Entities and 

not accept third party securities from Famularo clients such as 

the plaintiffs and the Group Members and not otherwise have 

dealings with the managed investment scheme operated by Mr 

Famularo. 

Particulars 

Further particulars of the responsibilities of the relevant SGML 
and SGB representatives will be provided after discovery. 

122 David Curry’s knowledge as pleaded at paragraphs 20 to 21, 114 and 116 above 

is to be attributed to SGB because Mr Curry: 

(a) was an agent of SGB with the title “General Manager, Margin Lending 

and Direct Shares”; 

(b) as the General Manager, Margin Lending and Direct Shares, had func-

tions, duties and responsibilities which included: 

(i) the general management of SGML’s margin lending business; 

(ii) ensuring that risks were appropriately managed and responded 

to within the SGML business; 
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(iii) ensuring that applicable SGML risk management policies were 

being followed by SGML; 

(iv) ensuring that SGML did not take any risks which were not in ac-

cordance with such risk management policies; 

(v) considering the appropriateness of risk management policies 

and SGML’s practices around risk management; 

(vi) receiving reports on the investigations and audits and other as-

sessments of risks and the management of risks within the 

SGML business; 

(vii) reporting on and making recommendations to other decision 

makers within SGB in relation to risk management, risk man-

agement policies, investigations and assessments of risks and the 

management of risks, within the SGML business; 

(viii) managing the development, use and promotion of margin lend-

ing products within SGB; 

(ix) managing relationships with clients of the SGML business in-

cluding making decisions to cease relationships with clients of 

the SGML business;  

(c) acquired the knowledge pleaded above in the course of his duties; 

(d) was provided with and read the 5 February 2007 Memo and the Internal 

Audit Report; 

(e) in the premises, was a directing mind and will of SGB in relation to the 

management of the SGML business and the approach to the risks arising 

out of the relationship between SGB and Mr Famularo, the Famularo 

Entities and the Famularo clients; 

(f) in the premises, also had a duty and opportunity to make reasonable 

enquiries of, and to communicate and report to, any other relevant deci-

sion maker within SGB, any knowledge or concerns he had in relation 

to: 

(i) the management of the relationship between SGB and Mr Famu-

laro, the Famularo Entities and the Famularo clients (including 

but not limited to the plaintiffs and the Group Members); 
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(ii) any investigations and audits and other assessments of risks, and 

the management of risks, arising out of the relationship between 

SGB and Mr Famularo, the Famularo Entities and the Famularo 

clients (including but not limited to the plaintiffs and the Group 

Members); 

(iii) SGB acting or potentially acting contrary to law or suffering rep-

utational damage arising out of the relationship between SGB 

and Mr Famularo, the Famularo Entities and the Famularo cli-

ents; 

(g) in the premises, had a duty to: 

(i) cause SGB not to enter into margin loans with the Famularo Enti-

ties and not to accept third party securities from Famularo cli-

ents such as the plaintiffs and the Group Members and not to 

otherwise have dealings with the managed investment scheme 

operated by Mr Famularo; and 

(ii) report and recommend to any other relevant decision maker that 

SGB not enter into margin loans with the Famularo Entities and 

not accept third party securities from Famularo clients such as 

the plaintiffs and the Group Members and not otherwise have 

dealings with the managed investment scheme operated by Mr 

Famularo. 

Particulars 

Further particulars of the responsibilities of the relevant SGB 
representatives will be provided after discovery. 

123 Greg Polyblank’s knowledge as pleaded at paragraphs 20 to 21, 114 and 116 

above is to be attributed to SGB because Mr Polyblank: 

(a) was an agent of SGB with the title “Risk Manager”; 

(b) as Risk Manager, had functions, duties and responsibilities which in-

cluded: 

(i) ensuring that risks were appropriately managed and responded 

to within the SGML business; 

(ii) ensuring that applicable SGML risk management policies were 

being followed by SGML; 
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(iii) ensuring that SGML did not take any risks which were not in ac-

cordance with such risk management policies; 

(iv) considering the appropriateness of risk management policies 

and SGML’s practices around risk management; 

(v) conducting investigations and assessments of risks and the man-

agement of risks within the SGML business; 

(vi) reporting on and making recommendations to decision makers 

within SGB in relation to risk management, risk management 

policies, investigations and assessments of risks and the man-

agement of risks, within the SGML business; 

(c) acquired the knowledge pleaded above in the course of his duties; 

(d) sat on, and commissioned reports such as audit reports for, the SGML 

Risk Steering Committee; 

(e) was involved in commissioning the audit in about May 2007 and the 

subsequent Internal Audit Report; 

(f) in the premises, was the directing mind and will of SGB with respect to 

the management of risks in its margin lending operations and the ap-

proach to those risks, including risks arising out of or relating to the re-

lationship between SGB and Mr Famularo, the Famularo Entities and 

the Famularo clients; 

(g) in the premises, had a duty and opportunity to make reasonable enquir-

ies of, and to communicate and report to, any relevant decision maker 

within SGB, any knowledge or concerns he had in relation to: 

(i) the risk management of, and the application of risk management 

policies to, the relationships between SGB and Mr Famularo, the 

Famularo Entities and the Famularo clients (including but not 

limited to the plaintiffs and the Group Members); 

(ii) any investigations and assessments of risks, and the manage-

ment of risks, arising out of the relationship between SGB and 

Mr Famularo, the Famularo Entities and the Famularo clients 

(including but not limited to the plaintiffs and the Group Mem-

bers); 

(iii) SGB acting or potentially acting contrary to law or suffering rep-

utational damage arising out of the relationship between SGB 
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and Mr Famularo, the Famularo Entities and the Famularo cli-

ents; 

(h) in the premises, had a duty to: 

(i) cause SGB not to enter into margin loans with the Famularo Enti-

ties and not to accept third party securities from Famularo cli-

ents such as the plaintiffs and the Group Members; and 

(ii) report and recommend to any relevant decision maker that SGB 

not enter into margin loans with the Famularo Entities and not 

accept third party securities from Famularo clients such as the 

plaintiffs and the Group Members. 

Particulars 

Further particulars of the responsibilities of the relevant SGML 
and SGB representatives will be provided after discovery. 

124 Michael King’s knowledge as pleaded at paragraphs 20 to 21, 114 and 116 

above is to be attributed to SGB because Mr King: 

(a) was an agent of SGB with the title “Head of Internal Audit”; 

(b) as Head of Internal Audit, had functions, duties and responsibilities 

which included: 

(i) conducting audits regarding whether risks were being appropri-

ately managed and responded to within the SGB and SGML 

business; 

(ii) conducting audits regarding whether applicable risk manage-

ment policies were being followed by SGB; 

(iii) conducting audits regarding whether SGB and SGML were tak-

ing any risks which were not in accordance with such risk man-

agement policies; 

(iv) conducting audits regarding the appropriateness of risk man-

agement policies and SGB’s and SGML’s practices around risk 

management; 

(v) reporting on and making recommendations to decision makers 

within SGB in relation to risk management, risk management 

policies, investigations and assessments of risks and the man-

agement of risks; 
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(c) acquired the knowledge pleaded above in the course of his duties; 

(d) conducted the Internal Audit Report and was the person responsible for 

the Internal Audit Report; 

(e) in the premises, was the directing mind and will of SGB with respect to 

the conducting of audits into risks in its margin lending operations, in-

cluding risks arising out of or relating to the relationship between SGB 

and Mr Famularo, the Famularo Entities and the Famularo clients; 

(f) in the premises, had a duty and opportunity to make reasonable enquir-

ies of, and to communicate and report to, any relevant decision maker 

within SGB, any knowledge or concerns he had in relation to: 

(i) the risk management of, and the application of risk management 

policies to, the relationships between SGB and Mr Famularo, the 

Famularo Entities and the Famularo clients (including but not 

limited to the plaintiffs and the Group Members); 

(ii) any audits of risks, and the management of risks, arising out of 

the relationship between SGB and Mr Famularo, the Famularo 

Entities and the Famularo clients (including but not limited to 

the plaintiffs and the Group Members); 

(iii) SGB acting or potentially acting contrary to law or suffering rep-

utational damage arising out of the relationship between SGB 

and Mr Famularo, the Famularo Entities and the Famularo cli-

ents; 

(g) in the premises, had a duty to: 

(i) cause SGB not to enter into margin loans with the Famularo Enti-

ties and not to accept third party securities from Famularo cli-

ents such as the plaintiffs and the Group Members; and 

(ii) report and recommend to any relevant decision maker that SGB 

not enter into margin loans with the Famularo Entities and not 

accept third party securities from Famularo clients such as the 

plaintiffs and the Group Members. 

Particulars 

Further particulars of the responsibilities of the relevant SGB 
representatives will be provided after discovery. 
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125 Greg Targett’s knowledge as pleaded at paragraphs 20(c) and 21(c) above is to 

be attributed to SGB because Mr Targett: 

(a) was an agent of SGB with the title “Chief Risk Officer”; 

(b) as the Chief Risk Officer, had functions, duties and responsibilities 

which included: 

(i) ensuring that risks were appropriately managed and responded 

to within SGB; 

(ii) ensuring that applicable risk management policies were being 

followed by SGB; 

(iii) ensuring that SGB did not take any risks which were not in ac-

cordance with such risk management policies; 

(iv) considering the appropriateness of risk management policies 

and SGB’s practices around risk management; 

(v) receiving reports on the investigations and audits and other as-

sessments of risks and the management of risks within the SGB 

business; 

(vi) reporting on and making recommendations to other decision 

makers within SGB in relation to risk management, risk man-

agement policies, investigations and assessments of risks and the 

management of risks, within SGB; 

(c) acquired the knowledge pleaded above in the course of his duties; 

(d) was provided with and read the Internal Audit Report; 

(e) in the premises, was a directing mind and will of SGB in relation to the 

management of risk and the approach to the risks arising out of the rela-

tionship between SGB and Mr Famularo, the Famularo Entities and the 

Famularo clients; 

(f) in the premises, had a duty and opportunity to make reasonable enquir-

ies of, and to communicate and report to, any other relevant decision 

maker within SGB, any knowledge or concerns he had in relation to: 

(i) the management of the relationship between SGB and Mr Famu-

laro, the Famularo Entities and the Famularo clients (including 

but not limited to the plaintiffs and the Group Members); 
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(ii) any investigations and audits and other assessments of risks, and 

the management of risks, arising out of the relationship between 

SGB and Mr Famularo, the Famularo Entities and the Famularo 

clients (including but not limited to the plaintiffs and the Group 

Members); 

(iii) SGB acting or potentially acting contrary to law or suffering rep-

utational damage arising out of the relationship between SGB 

and Mr Famularo, the Famularo Entities and the Famularo cli-

ents; 

(g) in the premises, had a duty to: 

(i) cause SGB not to enter into margin loans with the Famularo Enti-

ties and not to accept third party securities from Famularo cli-

ents such as the plaintiffs and the Group Members and not to 

otherwise have dealings with the managed investment scheme 

operated by Mr Famularo; and 

(ii) report and recommend to any other relevant decision maker that 

SGB not enter into margin loans with the Famularo Entities and 

not accept third party securities from Famularo clients such as 

the plaintiffs and the Group Members and not otherwise have 

dealings with the managed investment scheme operated by Mr 

Famularo. 

Particulars 

Further particulars of the responsibilities of the relevant SGB 
representatives will be provided after discovery. 

126 Paul Fegan’s knowledge as pleaded at paragraphs 20(c) and 21(c) above is to be 

attributed to SGB because Mr Fegan: 

(a) was an agent of SGB with the title “Group Executive, Wealth Manage-

ment and Retail Financial Services”; 

(b) as Group Executive, Wealth Management and Retail Financial Services, 

had functions, duties and responsibilities which included: 

(i) the management of SGB’s wealth management and retail finan-

cial services; 

(ii) the management of relationships with SGB clients, including 

making decisions to cease relationships with clients of the SGML 

business; 
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(iii) ensuring that risks were appropriately managed and responded 

to within SGB; 

(iv) ensuring that applicable risk management policies were being 

followed by SGB; 

(v) ensuring that SGB did not take any risks which were not in ac-

cordance with such risk management policies; 

(vi) considering the appropriateness of risk management policies 

and SGB’s practices around risk management; 

(vii) receiving reports on the investigations and audits and other as-

sessments of risks and the management of risks within the SGB 

business; 

(viii) reporting on and making recommendations to other decision 

makers within SGB in relation to risk management, risk man-

agement policies, investigations and assessments of risks and the 

management of risks, within SGB; 

(c) acquired the knowledge pleaded above in the course of his duties; 

(d) was provided with and read the Internal Audit Report; 

(e) in the premises, was a directing mind and will of SGB in relation to the 

management of risk and the approach to the risks arising out of the rela-

tionship between SGB and Mr Famularo, the Famularo Entities and the 

Famularo clients; 

(f) in the premises, had a duty and opportunity to make reasonable enquir-

ies of, and to communicate and report to, any other relevant decision 

maker within SGB, any knowledge or concerns he had in relation to: 

(i) the management of the relationship between SGB and Mr Famu-

laro, the Famularo Entities and the Famularo clients (including 

but not limited to the plaintiffs and the Group Members); 

(ii) any investigations and audits and other assessments of risks, and 

the management of risks, arising out of the relationship between 

SGB and Mr Famularo, the Famularo Entities and the Famularo 

clients (including but not limited to the plaintiffs and the Group 

Members); 
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(iii) SGB acting or potentially acting contrary to law or suffering rep-

utational damage arising out of the relationship between SGB 

and Mr Famularo, the Famularo Entities and the Famularo cli-

ents; 

(g) in the premises, had a duty to: 

(i) cause SGB not to enter into margin loans with the Famularo Enti-

ties and not to accept third party securities from Famularo cli-

ents such as the plaintiffs and the Group Members and not to 

otherwise have dealings with the managed investment scheme 

operated by Mr Famularo; and 

(ii) report and recommend to any other relevant decision maker that 

SGB not enter into margin loans with the Famularo Entities and 

not accept third party securities from Famularo clients such as 

the plaintiffs and the Group Members and not otherwise have 

dealings with the managed investment scheme operated by Mr 

Famularo. 

Particulars 

Further particulars of the responsibilities of the relevant SGB 
representatives will be provided after discovery. 

127 Geoff Lloyd’s knowledge as pleaded at paragraphs 20(c) and 21(c) above is to 

be attributed to SGB because Mr Lloyd: 

(a) was an agent of SGB with the title “Group Executive, Wealth Manage-

ment”; 

(b) as Group Executive, Wealth Management, had functions, duties and re-

sponsibilities which included: 

(i) the management of SGB’s wealth management and retail finan-

cial services; 

(ii) the management of relationships with SGB clients including 

making decisions to cease relationships with clients of the SGML 

business; 

(iii) ensuring that risks were appropriately managed and responded 

to within SGB; 

(iv) ensuring that applicable risk management policies were being 

followed by SGB; 
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(v) ensuring that SGB did not take any risks which were not in ac-

cordance with such risk management policies; 

(vi) considering the appropriateness of risk management policies 

and SGB’s practices around risk management; 

(vii) receiving reports on the investigations and audits and other as-

sessments of risks and the management of risks within the SGB 

business; 

(viii) reporting on and making recommendations to other decision 

makers within SGB in relation to risk management, risk man-

agement policies, investigations and assessments of risks and the 

management of risks, within SGB; 

(c) acquired the knowledge pleaded above in the course of his duties; 

(d) was provided with and read the Internal Audit Report; 

(e) in the premises, was a directing mind and will of SGB in relation to the 

management of risk and the approach to the risks arising out of the rela-

tionship between SGB and Mr Famularo, the Famularo Entities and the 

Famularo clients; 

(f) in the premises, had a duty and opportunity to make reasonable enquir-

ies of, and to communicate and report to, any other relevant decision 

maker within SGB, any knowledge or concerns he had in relation to: 

(i) the management of the relationship between SGB and Mr Famu-

laro, the Famularo Entities and the Famularo clients (including 

but not limited to the plaintiffs and the Group Members); 

(ii) any investigations and audits and other assessments of risks, and 

the management of risks, arising out of the relationship between 

SGB and Mr Famularo, the Famularo Entities and the Famularo 

clients (including but not limited to the plaintiffs and the Group 

Members); 

(iii) SGB acting or potentially acting contrary to law or suffering rep-

utational damage arising out of the relationship between SGB 

and Mr Famularo, the Famularo Entities and the Famularo cli-

ents; 

(g) in the premises, had a duty to: 
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(i) cause SGB not to enter into margin loans with the Famularo Enti-

ties and not to accept third party securities from Famularo cli-

ents such as the plaintiffs and the Group Members and not to 

otherwise have dealings with the managed investment scheme 

operated by Mr Famularo; and 

(ii) report and recommend to any other relevant decision maker that 

SGB not enter into margin loans with the Famularo Entities and 

not accept third party securities from Famularo clients such as 

the plaintiffs and the Group Members and not otherwise have 

dealings with the managed investment scheme operated by Mr 

Famularo. 

Particulars 

Further particulars of the responsibilities of the relevant SGB 
representatives will be provided after discovery. 

128 The knowledge of the SGB Representatives pleaded at paragraphs 117 to 127 

above is to be aggregated in that: 

(a) those Representatives each had a duty and opportunity to communicate 

and report that knowledge to the relevant decision makers in SGB and 

SGML in relation to the management of significant risks within the 

SGML business; 

(b) as pleaded in paragraph 25, by at least May 2007, SGB and SGML had 

put in place a system for ongoing monitoring and reporting of the posi-

tion of SGB and SGML in relation to Mr Famularo, including in relation 

to significant risks arising from that position, to ensure that “Divisional 

Group Executives”, the “GEM”, the Chief Executive Officer and the 

Board Risk Management Committee were appropriately appraised of 

matters relating to SGB and SGML’s relationship with Mr Famularo; 

(c) the duties and opportunities of those representatives to communicate 

and report included communicating and reporting:  

(i) any knowledge or concerns arising from investigations and as-

sessments that there were significant risks for SGB and SGML as 

a result of the relationship between SGB and Mr Famularo, the 

Famularo Entities and the Famularo clients; 

(ii) any knowledge or concerns that SGB iswas acting or may poten-

tially have been acting contrary to law or in a way that would 

cause it to suffer reputational damage, as a result of the relation-
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ship between SGB and Mr Famularo, the Famularo Entities and 

the Famularo clients;  

(iii) a recommendation that SGB not enter into margin loans with the 

Famularo Entities and not accept third party securities from 

Famularo clients such as the plaintiffs and the Group Members 

and not otherwise have dealings with the managed investment 

scheme operated by Mr Famularo. 

129 The knowledge of the SGB Representatives pleaded at paragraphs 19 to 21 and 

117 to 128 above is to be aggregated with the knowledge of the SGB representa-

tives who approved the Barrack Point Mortgage and/or who approved the 

Kangaroo Island Mortgage, in that: 

(a) each of those SGB representatives had a duty to report the knowledge 

and matters pleaded to the SGB representatives who approved the Bar-

rack Point Mortgage and/or who approved the Kangaroo Island Mort-

gage; and, or alternatively 

(b) all of those SGB representatives had a duty and opportunity to report 

the knowledge and matters to the SGB representatives responsible for 

formulating and implementing SGB’s credit policy with respect to Fam-

ularo clients or loans known to SGB to be sought by Famularo clients, 

and to officers responsible for supervising the SGB representatives likely 

to receive and review the First Plaintiff’s Mortgage Application and/or 

the Second Plaintiff’s Mortgage Application, and such supervisory or 

credit policy officers upon receipt of the knowledge and matters in turn 

had a duty to implement procedures which prevented SGB from enter-

ing into agreements with Famularo clients to facilitate the making of in-

vestments pursuant to the Famularo Scheme.  

E(iv) Liability of SGB 

130 In the premises of paragraphs 110 to 129, and in all the circumstances pleaded 

in paragraphs 9, 17, 20 to 22, and 24 to 25, on and from at least about late 2006 

or, alternatively, 5 February 2007 or, alternatively, March 2007, or, alternatively, 

May 2007, SGB was “involved in”, within the meaning of s 1325(2) of the Corpo-

rations Act:  

(a) .Mr Famularo’s operation of a managed investment scheme which, in 

contravention of s 601ED of the Corporations Act, was not registered un-

der s 601EB of that Act, as pleaded in paragraphs 96 to 100; and, or al-

ternatively 
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(b) Mr Famularo’s operation of a managed investment scheme which, in 

contravention of s 601FA of the Corporations Act, was not operated by a 

responsible entity which was a public company with the appropriate 

AFSL, as pleaded in paragraphs 101 to 102. 

131 By reason of the matters pleaded in paragraph 130, the plaintiffs and some or 

all of the Group Members suffered loss and damage and are entitled to com-

pensation pursuant to s 1325(2) of the Corporations Act. 

Particulars 

(a) The plaintiffs claim the difference between their current financial positions 
and the positions in which they would have been had the Famularo Scheme 
not been operated at all. 

(b) Alternatively, the plaintiffs claim the difference between their current fi-
nancial positions and the positions in which they would have been had the 
Famularo Scheme been compliant with the relevant provisions (including 
had it been operated by a responsible entity which was a public company 
with the appropriate AFSL). 

(c) Particulars of the Group Members loss and damage will be provided after 
the determination of the common questions in this proceeding. 

132 Further or in the alternative, in the premises of paragraphs 110 to 126, and in all 

the circumstances pleaded above and in particular the circumstances pleaded at 

paragraphs 8 to 28 and 96 to 109 above, on and from at least about late 2006, or, 

alternatively, 5 February 2007 or, alternatively, March 2007, or, alternatively, 

May 2007, SGB was “directly or indirectly, knowingly concerned in or party 

to”, within the meaning of section 1324(1) of the Corporations Act: 

(a) Mr Famularo’s operation of a managed investment scheme which, in 

contravention of s 601ED of the Corporations Act, was not registered un-

der s 601EB of that Act, as pleaded in paragraphs 96 to 100;  

(b) Mr Famularo’s operation of a managed investment scheme which, in 

contravention of s 601FA of the Corporations Act, was not operated by a 

responsible entity which was a public company with the appropriate 

AFSL, as pleaded in paragraphs 101 to 102; and, or alternatively; 

(c) Mr Famularo’s carrying on a business of providing financial services 

without holding any AFSL, in contravention of s 911A of the Corpora-

tions Act, as pleaded in paragraph 107. 

133 By reason of the matters pleaded in paragraphs 130 to 132, the plaintiffs and 

some or all of the Group Members are persons whose interests have been af-

fected by the conduct of SGB, and (in the case of the plaintiffs) are entitled to: 
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(a) an injunction, pursuant to s 1324(1) of the Corporations Act, restraining 

SGB from enforcing the Barrack Point Mortgage and, or alternatively, 

the Kangaroo Island Mortgage;  

(b) an injunction, pursuant to s 1324(1) of the Corporations Act, requiring 

SGB to restore to the plaintiffs the proceeds of the sale of the Plaintiffs’ 

Shares; and, or alternatively 

(c) damages from SGB, pursuant to s 1324(10) of the Corporations Act. 

Particulars of damages claim 

(i) The plaintiffs claim the difference between their current financial 
positions and the positions in which they would have been had the 
Famularo Scheme not been operated at all. 

(ii) Alternatively, the plaintiffs claim the difference between their cur-
rent financial positions and the positions in which they would have 
been had the Famularo Scheme and Mr Famularo been compliant 
with the relevant provisions (including had the Famularo Scheme 
been operated by a responsible entity which was a public company 
with the appropriate AFSL). 

(iii) Particulars of the Group Members’ loss and damage will be pro-
vided after the determination of the common questions in this pro-
ceeding. 

F.   Misleading and deceptive conduct 
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F.   Misrepresentations by Mr Famularo 

F(i) Misrepresentations to plaintiffs 

134 The Plaintiff Initial Representations pleaded at sub-paragraphs 30(a), 30(b), 

30(f), 30(g), 30(h), and 30(i) were misleading and deceptive for the following 

reasons: 

(a) as to 30(a), Mr Famularo did not work with “margin trading” products 

that he had developed with SGB, but in fact traded shares and deriva-

tives using monies borrowed from margin lending products that he had 

developed with SGB; 

(b) as to 30(b), the put options which Mr Famularo employed in his trading 

strategy did not insure against all potential losses; 

(c) as to 30(f), this was a representation as to a future matter within the 

meaning of section 12BB of the ASIC Act and was not based on reasona-

ble grounds, because the plaintiffs would not be able to sell their shares 

at any time on two weeks’ notice as Mr Famularo intended to use their 

shares as a third party security for an SGML Margin Loan and a DIY 

Option and, accordingly, the shares would be subject to the terms 

pleaded at paragraph 18; 

(d) as to 30(g), this was a representation as to a future matter within the 

meaning of section 12BB of the ASIC Act and was not based on reasona-

ble grounds, because the return estimated by Mr Famularo was vastly in 

excess of the return ordinarily achieved through investments of the type 

he was proposing in accordance with the Famularo Strategy, being the 

purchase of low-risk shares hedged through the purchase of puts and 

the sale of calls; 

(e) as to 30(h), this was a representation as to a future matter within the 

meaning of section 12BB of the ASIC Act and was not based on reasona-

ble grounds, because Mr Famularo would be unable to pay any return 

on the investment in the event that the market dropped, for the reasons 

pleaded in paragraph 9; 

(f) as to 30(i), this was a representation as to a future matter and was not 

based on reasonable grounds, because the plaintiffs had a substantial 

chance of losing their money if they invested in accordance with Mr 

Famularo’s advice as: 
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(i) for the reasons pleaded in paragraph 9, the Famularo Strategy 

was a hopeless investment strategy that no honest and reasona-

ble trader with an understanding of finance and derivatives trad-

ing would employ and, or alternatively, a high-risk investment 

strategy and, or alternatively, was an investment strategy pursu-

ant to which the plaintiffs could lose their money if they invested 

in accordance with Mr Famularo’s advice; and 

(ii) in the circumstances pleaded in paragraphs 8 to 12, it was likely 

that the Famularo Scheme would collapse, leaving Mr Famularo 

without a pool of funds from which he could continue to pay Re-

turns to members of the Famularo Scheme. 

135 The Plaintiff Repeated Representations pleaded in paragraph 32 were mislead-

ing and deceptive for the same reasons as set out for sub-paragraphs 30(b) and 

30(f) as pleaded in the preceding paragraph. 

136 The June 2006 Representations pleaded in sub-paragraphs 35(a), 35(c), 35(d), 

35(e), and 35(g) were misleading and deceptive for the following reasons: 

(a) as to 35(a), the plaintiffs were not yet shareholders of Sharequity, and 

Sharequity had in fact been established by Mr Famularo about 8 years 

prior; 

(b) as to 35(c), the description of the shares being used as a “backup” for Mr 

Famularo’s trading would not have disclosed that Mr Famularo intend-

ed to use them as security for a margin loan without the provision of or 

an explanation of the SGML Terms, and in circumstances where the Ini-

tial Representations had been made and the balance of the June 2006 

Representations were being made; 

(c) as to 35(d), this was a representation as to future matters within the 

meaning of section 12BB of the ASIC Act and was not based on reasona-

ble grounds, because the return estimated by Mr Famularo was vastly in 

excess of the return ordinarily achieved through investments of the type 

he was proposing to make using the Famularo Strategy, being the pur-

chase of low-risk shares hedged through the purchase of puts and the 

sale of calls, and because the shares proposed to be bought did not pay a 

dividend of 5% per month, but, in fact, each paid quarterly dividends at 

a variable rate; 

Particulars 

(i) PERLS II paid dividends quarterly and in arrears (in preference to 
dividends paid to holders of ordinary shares of the CBA, but sub-
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ject to satisfaction of certain conditions), at a floating rate, which 
was calculated each quarter as the sum of the Bank Bill Swap Rate 
(being the average mid rate for bills of a term of 90 days, as dis-
played on the page of Reuters Monitor System designated 
“BBSW”) per annum plus a variable margin, less corporate income 
tax (see PERLS II Terms of Issue—Appendix A to the PERLS II 
Product Disclosure Statement dated 2 December 2003). 

(ii) PERLS III paid dividends quarterly and in arrears (in preference to 
dividends paid to holders of ordinary shares of the CBA, but sub-
ject to satisfaction of certain conditions, including availability of 
profits and the board of Preferred Capital Limited resolving to pay 
a dividend), at a floating rate, which was calculated each quarter as 
the sum of the Bank Bill Swap Rate per annum plus a margin of be-
tween 1.05% and 2.05% per annum, less corporate income tax (see 
PERLS II Terms of Issue—Appendix A to the PERLS III Prospectus 
dated 3 March 2006). 

(iii) SAINTS paid dividends quarterly and in arrears (in preference to 
dividends paid to holders of ordinary shares of the SGB, but sub-
ject to satisfaction of certain conditions, including availability of 
profits and the board of SGB resolving to pay a dividend), at a 
floating rate, which was calculated each quarter as the sum of the 
Bank Bill Swap Rate per annum plus a margin, less corporate in-
come tax (see SAINTS Terms of Issue—Appendix A to the SAINTS 
Prospectus dated 2 July 2004). 

(d) as to 35(e), this was a representation as to a future matter within the 

meaning of section 12BB of the ASIC Act and was not based on reasona-

ble grounds, because the plaintiffs would not be able to sell their shares 

at any time on two weeks’ notice as Mr Famularo intended to use their 

shares as a third party security for a margin loan, subject to the terms 

pleaded at paragraph 18; 

(e) as to 35(g), this was a representation as to a future matter within the 

meaning of section 12BB of the ASIC Act and was not based on reasona-

ble grounds, because the plaintiffs had a substantial chance of losing 

their money and could lose their money if they invested in accordance 

with Mr Famularo’s advice: 

(i) for the reasons pleaded in paragraph 9; and 

(ii) because, in the circumstances pleaded in paragraphs 8 to 12, it 

was likely that the Famularo Scheme would collapse. 

137 The Sharequity Letter Representations pleaded in sub-paragraphs 50(b), 50(c), 

and 50(d) were misleading and deceptive for the following reasons: 

(a) the plaintiffs repeat and rely on the matters pleaded in paragraph 136(c); 
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(b) further, as to 50(c), what was in fact the case was that the Plaintiffs’ 

Shares had been provided to SGML as third party security in relation to 

the Sharequity Margin Loan. 

138 The Plaintiff Financial Statements Representations pleaded at paragraph 53 

were misleading and deceptive for the following reasons: 

(a) as to sub-paragraph 53(a), the plaintiffs did not in fact have an account 

with Sharequity, and the monies which they were paid were not in fact 

interest accruing in such an account, but were paid from the pool of 

funds held or controlled by Mr Famularo which did not reflect interest 

which had accrued in any such account; 

(b) as to sub-paragraph 53(b), the shares owned by the plaintiffs in Share-

quity did not in fact return $12,958.96 per quarter in fully franked divi-

dends, and the monies paid to the plaintiff and Mr Vaarzon-Morel pur-

porting to be such dividends were in fact paid from the pool of funds 

held or controlled by Mr Famularo which did not reflect any such divi-

dends; 

(c) as to sub-paragraph 53(c), the monies paid to the plaintiffs by Mr Famu-

laro were in fact paid from the pool of funds held or controlled by Mr 

Famularo. 

139 The Plaintiff Implied Representations pleaded at paragraph 54 were misleading 

and deceptive for the following reasons: 

(a) as to sub-paragraph 54(a), the plaintiffs repeat and rely on the matters 

pleaded in paragraph 107; 

(b) as to sub-paragraph 54(b), the plaintiffs repeat and rely on the matters 

pleaded in paragraph 9; 

(c) as to sub-paragraph 54(c), the plaintiffs repeat and rely on the matters 

pleaded in paragraphs 105 and 107; 

(d) as to sub-paragraph 54(d), the plaintiffs repeat and rely on the matters 

pleaded in paragraphs 100, 102, 1(a)1(a) and 107; 

(e) as to sub-paragraph 54(e), the plaintiffs repeat and rely on the matters 

pleaded in paragraphs 8 to 12; 

140 In the premises of paragraphs 33, 36, 45 to 47, and 60 to 6745 to 47, and 60 to 67 

the plaintiffs relied on the Plaintiff Initial Representations, the Plaintiff Repeat-
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ed Representations, the June 2006 Representations and the Plaintiffs’ Implied 

Representations and/or each of them to enter into the Famularo Scheme. 

141 The Plaintiff Initial Representations, the Plaintiff Repeated Representations, the 

June 2006 Representations, the Sharequity Letter Representations, the Plaintiff 

Implied Representations, the Plaintiff Financial Statement Representations 

and/or each of them, were ongoing representations and had continuous effect 

and, by reason of such continuous effect, for so long as the representations con-

tinued, the plaintiffs relied on those representations in: 

(a) remaining in the Famularo Scheme; and, or alternatively 

(b) not withdrawing the Plaintiffs’ Investment and/or the Kangaroo Island 

Investment from the Famularo Scheme; and, or alternatively 

(c) not attempting to withdraw the Plaintiffs’ Investment and/or the Kan-

garoo Island Investment from the Famularo Scheme until about mid-

2010. 

142 [Intentionally left blank] 

143 [Intentionally left blank] 

142 In the premises of paragraphs 134 to 141, in making and/or continuing 

to make the Plaintiff Initial Representations, the Plaintiff Repeated Rep-

resentations, the June 2006 Representations, the Sharequity Letter Rep-

resentations, the Plaintiff Financial Statement Representations and/or 

the Plaintiff Implied Representations, Mr Famularo engaged in conduct: 

(a) in trade or commerce and in relation to financial services, within 

the meaning of s 12DA(1) of the ASIC Act; and/or 

(b) in relation to a financial product or financial service within the 

jurisdiction of the Corporations Act, within the meaning of s 

1041H of that Act; and 

(c) in contravention of s 12DA of the ASIC Act and, or alternatively, 

s 1041H of the Corporations Act. 

143 By reason of the breaches of s 12DA of the ASIC Act and, or alternative-

ly, s 1041H of the Corporations Act pleaded in paragraph 141(a), in the 

circumstances pleaded in paragraphs 140 and 141, the plaintiffs suffered 

loss and damage. 
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Particulars 

The plaintiffs claim the difference between their current financial positions 
and their positions had they: 

(a) not executed the Perpetual Mortgages and invested the proceeds 

with Mr Famularo; and/or 

(b) not signed the Plaintiffs’ Third Party Security Form; and/or 

(c) withdrawn the Plaintiffs’ Investment and/or the Kangaroo Island 

Investment from the Famularo Scheme; and/or 

attempted to withdraw the Plaintiffs’ Investment and/or the Kangaroo Island 

Investment prior to about mid-2010. 

144 In the circumstances pleaded at paragraphs 60 to 67, in entering into the Kanga-

roo Island Mortgage and paying the Kangaroo Island Investment to Mr Famu-

laro, the second plaintiff relied on The Plaintiff Initial Representations, the 

Plaintiff Repeated Representations, the June 2006 Representations, the Share-

quity Letter Representations, the Plaintiff Financial Statement Representations 

and/or the Plaintiff Implied Representations. 

145 In the circumstances pleaded at paragraphs 72 to 84, in entering into the Bar-

rack Point Mortgage, the first plaintiff relied on The Plaintiff Initial Representa-

tions, the Plaintiff Repeated Representations, the June 2006 Representations, the 

Sharequity Letter Representations, the Plaintiff Financial Statement Representa-

tions and/or the Plaintiff Implied Representations. 

146 [Intentionally left blank]  

146 Further, or in the alternative, to paragraph 143, in the circumstances 

pleaded at paragraphs 140, 141 and 144 to 145, by reason of the breaches 

of s 12DA of the ASIC Act and, or alternatively, s 1041H of the Corpora-

tions Act pleaded in paragraph 142, the plaintiffs suffered loss and dam-

age. 

Particulars 

The plaintiffs claim the difference between their current financial positions 
and their respective positions had: 

(a) the first plaintiff not entered into the Barrack Point Mortgage; 

(b) the second plaintiff not entered into the Kangaroo Island Mortgage; 

and, or alternatively 

(c) the second plaintiff not paid the Kangaroo Island Investment to Mr 

Famularo. 
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F(ii) Misrepresentations to Group Members 

147 The Group Member Initial Representations pleaded at paragraph 91 above 

were misleading and deceptive for the same reasons that those of the Plaintiff 

Initial Representations which were to the same or materially the same effect as 

the Group Member Initial Representations were misleading and deceptive, as 

pleaded in paragraph 134 above. 

148 The Group Member Financial Statements Representations pleaded at paragraph 

94 above were misleading and deceptive for the following reasons: 

(a) as to the representations pleaded in sub-paragraph 94(a), the Group 

Members did not in fact hold accounts with Mr Famularo which repre-

sented real investments that accrued interest and returned dividends; 

and 

(b) as to the representations pleaded in sub-paragraph 94(c), the monies 

paid to the Group Members by Mr Famularo were in fact paid from the 

aggregate pool of funds held by Mr Famularo. 

Particulars 

Further particulars will be provided after the determination of the 
common questions in this proceeding. 

149 The Group Member Implied Representations pleaded at paragraph 95 above 

were misleading and deceptive for the same reasons that the Plaintiff Implied 

Representations (which were to the same or materially the same effect of the 

Group Member Implied Representations) were misleading and deceptive, as 

pleaded in paragraph 139 above. 

150 Some or all of the Group Members relied upon the Group Member Implied 

Representations and/or each of them to, and some or all of the Group Members 

relied upon the Group Member Financial Statements Representations and/or 

each of them, and some of all of the Group Members relied upon the Group 

Member Initial Representations and/or each of them to: 

(a) provide the Group Members’ Investments to the Group Members’ In-

vestment Vehicles; 

(b) encumber property which they owned, by way of mortgage, to invest 

the proceeds in one or more of the Group Members’ Investment Vehi-

cles; and/or 

(c) sign Third Party Security Forms in relation to the Group Members’ In-

vestments, in order that Mr Famularo might use those investments as 
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security in relation to the SGML margin loan held by the relevant In-

vestment Vehicle, and all such forms (Group Member Third Party Secu-

rity Forms) were provided by Mr Famularo to SGB. 

Particulars 

Further particulars will be provided after the determination of 
the common questions in this proceeding. 

151 The Group Member Implied Representations, the Group Member Initial Repre-

sentations and the Group Member Financial Statements Representations 

and/or each of them were ongoing representations and had continuous effect 

and, by reason of such continuous effect, for so long as the representations con-

tinued, the Group Members relied on those representations to remain in the 

Famularo Scheme and not to take any measures available to them to exit that 

scheme. 

152 [Intentionally left blank]  

153 [Intentionally left blank]  

152 In the premises of paragraphs 147 to 151, in making the Group Member 

Implied Representations, and the Group Member Initial Representations 

and the Group Member Financial Statements Representations, Mr Fam-

ularo engaged in conduct: 

(a) in trade or commerce and in relation to financial services (within 

the meaning of s 12DA(1) of the ASIC Act; and/or 

(b) in relation to a financial product or financial service within the 

jurisdiction of the Corporations Act, within the meaning of s 

1041H of that Act; and 

(c) in contravention of s 12DA of the ASIC Act and, or alternatively, 

s 1041H of the Corporations Act. 

Particulars 

Further particulars will be provided after the determination of 
the common questions in this proceeding. 

153 By reason of the breaches of s 12DA of the ASIC Act and, or alternative-

ly, s 1041H of the Corporations Act pleaded in paragraph 152, in the cir-

cumstances pleaded in paragraphs 147 to 151, some or all of the Group 

Members suffered loss and damage. 
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Particulars 

Particulars will be provided following determination of the common 
questions in this proceeding. 
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G. Breach of fiduciary duty and constructive trust 

G(i) Existence of fiduciary duty 

154 At the time of the Initial Meeting, the first plaintiff had the following circum-

stances (First Plaintiff’s Circumstances): 

(a) she owned the following assets: 

(i) a half share, unencumbered, in the Bullaburra Property; and 

(ii) the Hunters Hill Property, unencumbered; 

(b) she had been retired from her career as an administration manager since 

November 2002; 

(c) she had lodged no income tax returns between the year ended 30 June 

2004 and the year ended 30 June 2006 inclusive, because she had been 

living on savings and her income was below the tax-free threshold; 

(d) she had not undergone any tertiary education and had achieved no de-

grees, diplomas, or other higher qualifications; 

(e) she had not, at any time: 

(i) taken out a margin loan; or 

(ii) invested or traded in any such areas as: 

(A) the stock market; 

(B) listed securities; 

(C) managed funds; 

(D) managed investment schemes; or 

(E) options and derivatives; 

(f) she had no real understanding of such matters as: 

(i) margin lending; 

(ii) investing or trading in any such areas as: 

(A) the stock market; 
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(B) listed securities; 

(C) managed funds; 

(D) managed investment schemes; or 

(E) options and derivatives. 

155 At the time of the Initial Meeting, the second plaintiff had the following circum-

stances (Second Plaintiff’s Circumstances): 

(a) he owned the following assets: 

(i) Holden Rodeo one-tonne truck with a Pantech; 

(ii) a half share, unencumbered, in the Bullaburra Property; 

(iii) the Kangaroo Island Property, unencumbered—which was then 

a large block of land which the second plaintiff intended to de-

velop; 

(iv) the Kirribilli Property, subject to a mortgage to the CBA; 

(b) he was a sole trader and operated a furniture removal business; 

(c) he had an annual income of approximately $30,000; 

(d) he had not completed high school and had obtained no subsequent 

qualifications; 

(e) he had not, at any time: 

(i) taken out a margin loan; or 

(ii) invested or traded in any such areas as: 

(A) the stock market; 

(B) listed securities; 

(C) managed funds; 

(D) managed investment schemes; or 

(E) options and derivatives; 

(f) he had no real understanding of such matters as: 
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(i) margin lending; 

(ii) investing or trading in any such areas as: 

(A) the stock market; 

(B) listed securities; 

(C) managed funds; 

(D) managed investment schemes; or 

(E) options and derivatives. 

156 The first plaintiff: 

(a) at the time of the Initial Meeting, had the First Plaintiffs’ Circumstances 

as pleaded at paragraph 154; 

(b) was provided with financial advice by Mr Famularo, including at the In-

itial Meeting, the Second Meeting and the June 2006 Meeting, and re-

ceived documents purporting to be statements of account from Mr 

Famularo; 

(c) was at all Relevant Times an unsophisticated investor with no real 

knowledge or experience with respect to margin lending or trading se-

curities and derivatives; 

(d) provided Mr Famularo with the First Plaintiff’s Investment and had 

thereafter:  

(i) entrusted Mr Famularo not to lose any of that investment; and 

(ii) ceded control of her investments to Mr Famularo; 

(e) did not receive any independent legal or financial advice in relation to 

her dealings with Mr Famularo; 

(f) at all Relevant Times was retired and relied on the dividends from the 

Plaintiff’s Shares and the income generated from her investment with 

Mr Famularo as her sole source of income; 

(g) in signing the Plaintiffs’ Third Party Security Form, had ceded her right 

to deal with the Plaintiffs’ Shares as she chose and was instead subject to 

the terms pleaded at paragraph 18;  
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(h) after the Plaintiffs’ Investment was given to Mr Famularo, risked losing 

her sole source of income in the event that Mr Famularo was not able to 

service the Sharequity Margin Loan or was directed by SGB to close his 

position with respect to the Sharequity Margin Loan; 

(i) after the Plaintiffs’ Investment was given to Mr Famularo, risked losing 

the First Plaintiffs’ Investment in circumstances where Mr Famularo had 

represented to her that she could not lose that investment if it was in-

vested in accordance with his advice., as alleged in paragraphs 30(i) and 

35(g). 

157 The second plaintiff: 

(a) at the time of the Initial Meeting, had the Second Plaintiffs’ Circum-

stances as pleaded at paragraph 155; 

(b) was provided with financial advice by Mr Famularo, including at the In-

itial Meeting, the Second Meeting and the June 2006 Meeting, and re-

ceived documents purporting to be statements of account from Mr 

Famularo; 

(c) was at all Relevant Times an unsophisticated investor with no real 

knowledge or experience with respect to margin lending or trading se-

curities and derivatives;  

(d) provided Mr Famularo with the Second Plaintiff’s Investment and the 

Kangaroo Island Investment and had thereafter:  

(i) entrusted Mr Famularo not to lose any of that investment; and 

(ii) ceded control of his investments to Mr Famularo; 

(e) did not receive any independent legal or financial advice in relation to 

his dealing with Mr Famularo; 

(f) relied on the dividends from the Plaintiffs’ Shares and the income gen-

erated from his investment with Mr Famularo in order to pay his vari-

ous liabilities, including his share of the Perpetual Mortgages and, when 

relevant, the Kangaroo Island Mortgage; 

(g) in signing the Plaintiffs’ Third Party Security Form, had ceded his right 

to deal with the Plaintiffs’ Shares as he chose and was instead subject to 

the terms pleaded at paragraph 18;  
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(h) after the Plaintiffs’ Investment was given to Mr Famularo, risked losing 

a significant source of income and being unable to pay his various liabil-

ities in the event that Mr Famularo was not able to service the Share-

quity Margin Loan or was directed by SGB to close his position with re-

spect to the Sharequity Margin Loan; and 

(i) after the Plaintiffs’ Investment was given to Mr Famularo, risked losing 

the Second Plaintiff’s Investments in circumstances where Mr Famularo 

had represented to him that he could not lose his investment if it was 

invested in accordance with Mr Famularo’s advice., as alleged in para-

graphs 30(i) and 35(g). 

158 In the circumstances pleaded at paragraphs 29 to 95, 134 to 145, and 154 to 157, 

at the time that the Plaintiffs’ Third Party Security Form was signed, and at all 

subsequent times, Mr Famularo owed a fiduciary duty to the first and second 

plaintiffs. 

Particulars 

The plaintiffs rely in particular on the following: 

(a) Mr Famularo purported to act as the professional financial advisor 
of the plaintiffs; 

(b) Mr Famularo provided an implicit undertaking to act in the best in-
terests of the plaintiffs and not in his own interests in acting in his 
role; 

(c) the plaintiffs were in a position of disadvantage or vulnerability 
relative to, and were dependent upon, Mr Famularo; 

(d) the plaintiffs had reposed trust and confidence in Mr Famularo; 

(e) the plaintiffs had vested with Mr Famularo the power and discre-
tion to detrimentally affect their interests, and Mr Famularo had 
scope to unilaterally exercise that power and discretion. 

159 The fiduciary duty owed by Mr Famularo to the first and second plaintiffs re-

quired him: 

(a) not to obtain a benefit by use of his position, or from an opportunity or 

knowledge gained by him by reason of that position, without the fully 

informed consent of the plaintiffs; and 

(b) to avoid conflict, or a real or substantial possibility of conflict, between 

the interests of the plaintiffs and his own interests, without the fully in-

formed consent of the plaintiffs. 
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G(ii) Breach of fiduciary duty: Plaintiffs’ Shares 

160 In the premises pleaded at paragraphs 85 to 90, by causing the Plaintiffs’ Shares 

to be sold and applied to reduce the balance of the Sharequity Margin Loan 

without the knowledge or consent of the plaintiffs and contrary to the terms of 

the plaintiffs’ investment with him, Mr Famularo acted in breach of his fiduci-

ary duty to the plaintiffs, in that he knowingly and dishonestly dealt with, and 

converted to his own use, the Plaintiffs’ Shares and in doing so: 

(a) obtained a benefit by use of his position as their fiduciary without the 

fully informed consent of the plaintiffs, namely, he applied the proceeds 

of the sale of the Plaintiffs’ Shares to reduce the balance of the Share-

quity Margin Loan to avoid the facility going into margin call; and 

(b) acted in his own interests in applying the plaintiffs’ investment for his 

own use to seek to avoid the Sharequity Margin Loan going into margin 

call, which interests conflicted with the interests of the plaintiffs. 

Particulars of breach 

Further particulars of the benefit obtained by Mr Famularo will  be 
provided following discovery. 

Particulars of Mr Famularo’s knowledge 

Mr Famularo’s relevant knowledge is actual knowledge and can be in-
ferred from the circumstances pleaded in paragraphs 30, 35, 46 to 48, 
52, 96 and 162. 

161 After the Plaintiffs’ Shares had been sold, in all the circumstances, Mr Famularo 

held the proceeds of the sale of those shares on constructive trust for the benefit 

of the first plaintiff and/or the second plaintiff, and:. 

(a) the first and/or the second plaintiff is entitled to recover that 

property which is the subject of the constructive trust from Mr 

Famularo, or trace that property and recover property into 

which the trust property can be traced, or recover money on ac-

count of the wrongful distribution of that trust property;  

(b) Mr Famularo was unjustly enriched by obtaining the benefit of 

the proceeds of the sale of the Plaintiffs’ Shares, in a manner 

which in the circumstances described above caused an injustice 

to the first plaintiff and/or the second plaintiff such that the first 

plaintiff and/or the second plaintiff is entitled to restitution from 

Mr Famularo; and, or alternatively 

(c) the first and/or second plaintiff is entitled to equitable compen-

sation from Mr Famularo. 
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G(iii) Breach of fiduciary duty: Kangaroo Island Mortgage 

162 In the premises pleaded at paragraphs 55 to 71, Mr Famularo, by permitting the 

Kangaroo Island Investment to be subsumed into the general pool of funds con-

trolled by him for his own general purposes, without the knowledge or consent 

of the second plaintiff and contrary to his representations to the second plaintiff 

as to how the Kangaroo Island Investment was to be invested, acted in breach 

of his fiduciary duty to the second plaintiff, in that he knowingly and dishon-

estly dealt with, and converted to his own use, the Kangaroo Island Investment 

and in doing so: 

(a) obtained a benefit by use of his position as the second plaintiff’s fiduci-

ary without the fully informed consent of the second plaintiff, namely, 

he subsumed the Kangaroo Island Investment into the general pool of 

funds controlled by him for his own general purposes, rather than ap-

plying that investment to the second plaintiff’s benefit in the manner 

which he had represented to the second plaintiff; and 

(b) acted in his own interests in applying the second plaintiff’s investment 

for his own use, which interests conflicted with the interests of the sec-

ond plaintiff. 

Particulars of breach 

Further particulars of the benefit obtained by Mr Famularo will be pro-
vided following discovery. 

Particulars of Mr Famularo’s knowledge 

Mr Famularo’s relevant knowledge is actual knowledge and can be in-
ferred from the circumstances pleaded in paragraphs 30, 35, 46 to 48, 
52, 68 to 69 and 96. 

163 After the Kangaroo Island Investment had been subsumed into Mr Famularo’s 

general pool of funds, in all the circumstances, Mr Famularo held that invest-

ment on constructive trust for the benefit of the second plaintiff, and:. 

(a) the second plaintiff is entitled to recover that property which is 

the subject of the constructive trust from Mr Famularo, or trace 

that property and recover property into which the trust property 

can be traced, or recover money on account of the wrongful dis-

tribution of that trust property;  

(b) Mr Famularo was unjustly enriched by obtaining the benefit of 

the Kangaroo Island Investment, in a manner which in the cir-

cumstances described above caused an injustice to the second 
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plaintiff such that the second plaintiff is entitled to restitution 

from Mr Famularo; and, or alternatively 

(c) the second plaintiff is entitled to equitable compensation from 

Mr Famularo. 

G(iv) Knowing receipt of trust property by SGB 

164 The plaintiffs repeat and rely on the knowledge of SGB as pleaded in para-

graphs 19 to 21 and 110 to 116, aggregated and attributed to SGB as pleaded in 

paragraphs 117 to 129, including in particular: 

(a) the knowledge pleaded at paragraphs 19 to 21 and 111 including: 

(i) knowledge that Mr Famularo had a controlling interest in the 

Famularo entities, that he was the largest “advisor” client of 

SGML, that he traded on behalf of clients, that he traded on be-

half of his clients using his own Famularo Strategy, and that he 

had day-to-day control of the accounts; 

(ii) knowledge as to the terms of the DIY Options; 

(b) the knowledge pleaded at paragraph 19 as to the nature of the Famularo 

Strategy, that Mr Famularo traded in accordance with the Famularo 

Strategy, and that SGML was using a product, being DIY Options, spe-

cifically designed to facilitate trading by SGML clients and, in particular, 

Mr Famularo, in accordance with the Famularo Strategy; 

(c) the knowledge that the Famularo Strategy was such that: 

(i) as pleaded at paragraph 115, it presented substantial risks to 

persons in the position of the plaintiffs and the Group Members 

in that it could not be exited promptly without significantly im-

pairing the investments of the Famularo clients; 

(ii) as pleaded at paragraph 116(b) and 116(c), the Famularo Strategy 

would be likely to fail, in the event of a reasonably foreseeable 

drop in the market, or protracted period of lower than average 

growth, or if Mr Famularo was forced to close out a substantial 

number of his positions at short notice; 

(d) the knowledge pleaded at paragraphs 20 and 21 including that: 
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(i) as at about late 2006 or early 2007, Mr Famularo held, on aggre-

gate, approximately $159 million in SGML debt across the DIY 

Options product, in individual accounts with each account hav-

ing a limit of between $3 million and $5 million, and that Mr 

Famularo used the Famularo Strategy or a trading strategy sub-

stantially similar to the Famularo Strategy across all of his ac-

counts; 

(ii) the Famularo SGML Facilities were secured against securities 

provided by, or securities purchased with investments provided 

by, clients of Mr Famularo, in circumstances where some or all of 

those clients were also shareholders in an account-holder Famu-

laro Entity; 

(iii) SGB had built up a large exposure to Mr Famularo chiefly due to 

his not disclosing the related nature of the Famularo SGML Fa-

cilities or his controlling interest in the Famularo Entities, such 

that SGB had over $150 million in lending in circumstances 

where the delegated risk authority for individual customers was 

$3 million to $5 million; 

(iv) in the context of an audit conducted by its Head of Internal Au-

dit specifically into the activities of Mr Famularo, that: 

(A) where shareholders in companies opening accounts with 

SGB were not identified as part of the account opening 

process there could be increased regulatory or reputa-

tional risk if those shareholders were retail customers re-

lying on an unlicensed advisor to act as intermediary for 

their investments;  

(B) it was necessary for SGB to improve its account opening 

processes, including because conduct involving multiple 

customer accounts and related party exposure gave rise 

to risks around investors entering the DIY Options prod-

uct via “unlicensed intermediaries”;  

(e) the knowledge pleaded at paragraph 111 and 114(a) that Mr Famularo 

was operating an unregistered managed investment scheme; 

(f) the knowledge pleaded at paragraphs 112 to 114 that Mr Famularo was 

an unlicensed advisor; 
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(g) the knowledge pleaded at paragraphs 20 to 21 and 114 of the potential 

regulatory and reputational risk to SGB posed by its involvement with 

Mr Famularo; 

(h) the knowledge pleaded at paragraph 115 that Mr Famularo had not dis-

closed the aggregation of his accounts and had thereby circumvented 

SGML’s risk management policies, and that this was conduct to which 

SGB should have responded by terminating its relationship with him; 

(i) the knowledge pleaded at paragraphs 20(b)(vi) and 116(a) regarding the 

third party securities against which Famularo SGML Facilities were se-

cured; 

(j) the knowledge pleaded at paragraph 116(g) that Mr Famularo had 

placed members of his managed investment scheme into risky positions. 

165 In the circumstances pleaded at paragraph 164, it can be inferred that SGB had 

knowledge that Mr Famularo owed a fiduciary duty to clients in the position of 

the first and second plaintiffs, in that it can be inferred that SGB had knowledge 

that: 

(a) Mr Famularo was purporting to act as the professional financial advisor 

of such persons; 

(b) in doing so, Mr Famularo must have been under an obligation to act in 

the best interests of such persons; 

(c) such persons were in a position of disadvantage or vulnerability relative 

to, and were dependent upon, Mr Famularo; 

(d) such persons had reposed trust and confidence in Mr Famularo; 

(e) such persons had vested with Mr Famularo the power and discretion to 

detrimentally affect their interests, and Mr Famularo had scope to uni-

laterally exercise that power and discretion. 

166 In the circumstances pleaded at paragraphs 160 to 161 and 164 to 165, it can be 

inferred that in receiving the proceeds of the Plaintiffs’ Shares from Mr Famu-

laro to reduce the balance of the Sharequity Margin Loan, that SGB had 

knowledge that such conduct by Mr Famularo was in breach of his fiduciary 

duty to the plaintiffs.  

Particulars of knowledge 

(a) SGB had such knowledge because in all the circumstances pleaded at para-
graphs 164 and 165, as well as in circumstances where SGB had conducted 
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the investigation into Mr Famularo, conducted the internal audit in re-
sponse to Mr Famularo’s conduct run by its Head of Internal Audit, and 
put in place measures to monitor and report the position of SGB in relation 
to Mr Famularo where appropriate to senior SGB representatives such as 
“Divisional Group Executives”, the “GEM”, the Chief Executive Officer and 
the Board Risk Management Committee: 

(i) the fact that Mr Famularo was acting in breach of his fiduciary du-
ties to the plaintiffs was there to be seen by senior SGB representa-
tives and they must have wilfully shut their eyes to that fact; 

(ii) senior SGB representatives must have suspected that Mr Famularo 
was acting in breach of his fiduciary duties to persons such as the 
plaintiffs and must have failed to make such inquiries as an honest 
and reasonable bankers in their positions would have made, in-
cluding by making an inquiry of the plaintiffs, and had such in-
quiries been made then the matters pleaded above would have 
been revealed to those representatives. 

(b) Further particulars will be provided following discovery. 

167 In the circumstances pleaded in the preceding paragraph, by reason of SGB re-

ceiving the proceeds of the sale of the Plaintiffs’ Shares and converting those 

proceeds to its own use, knowing that a competing interest existed with respect 

to that property and it could not in good conscience convert that property to its 

own use and benefit without the knowledge or consent of the rightful owners, 

SGB holds those proceeds on constructive trust for the benefit of the first plain-

tiff and/or the second plaintiff, and: 

(a) the first and/or the second plaintiff is entitled to recover that property 

which is the subject of the constructive trust from SGB, or trace that 

property and recover that property from SGB, or recover money from 

SGB on account of the wrongful distribution of that trust property;  

(b) SGB was unjustly enriched by receiving the proceeds of the sale of the 

Plaintiffs’ Shares, in a manner which in the circumstances described 

above caused an injustice to the first plaintiff and/or the second plaintiff 

such that the first plaintiff and/or the second plaintiff is entitled to resti-

tution from SGB; and, or alternatively 

(c) the first and/or second plaintiff is entitled to equitable compensation 

from SGB. 

G(v) SGB’s involvement in breach of fiduciary duty and constructive 

trust 

168 By reason of and on and after the discovery of the matters pleaded in para-

graph 20(a) in about late 2006 or early 2007, and, or alternatively, the conduct 

and/or the findings of Mr Ellett’s investigation, as pleaded in paragraph 20(b), 
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and, or alternatively the conduct and/or the findings of the internal audit, as 

pleaded in paragraph 20(c), SGB had knowledge that: 

(a) the shares or monies being invested by Mr Famularo in the Famularo 

SGML Facilities or advanced to Mr Famularo through the Famularo 

SGML Facilities were not Mr Famularo’s shares or monies and belonged 

to persons other than Mr Famularo and were being dealt with by Mr 

Famularo in a way not likely to be authorised; 

Particulars 

(i) SGB had such knowledge because in all the circumstances pleaded 
at paragraphs 164 and 165, as well as in circumstances where SGB 
had conducted the investigation into Mr Famularo, conducted the 
internal audit in response to Mr Famularo’s conduct run by its 
Head of Internal Audit, and put in place measures to monitor and 
report the position of SGB in relation to Mr Famularo where ap-
propriate to senior SGB representatives such as “Divisional Group 
Executives”, the “GEM”, the Chief Executive Officer and the Board 
Risk Management Committee: 

(A) the fact that Mr Famularo was dealing with moneys and 
shares of his clients in a way not likely to be authorised was 
there to be seen by senior SGB representatives and they must 
have wilfully shut their eyes to that fact; 

(B) senior SGB representatives must have suspected that Mr 
Famularo was Mr Famularo was dealing with moneys and 
shares of his clients in a way not likely to be authorised and 
must have failed to make such inquiries as an honest and 
reasonable banker in their positions would have made, in-
cluding by making an inquiry of the plaintiffs, and had such 
inquiries been made then the matters pleaded above would 
have been revealed to those representatives. 

(ii) Further particulars will be provided following discovery. 

(b) in circumstances where SGB had knowledge that Mr Famularo was like-

ly dealing with his clients’ shares and monies in a manner not likely to 

be authorised, and had knowledge that Mr Famularo owed clients such 

as the plaintiffs a fiduciary duty as pleaded in paragraph 165 above, and 

had the knowledge pleaded at paragraph 111 that contributions to Mr 

Famularo had been pooled or used in a common enterprise, SGB had 

knowledge that Mr Famularo must have been dishonestly converting 

his clients’ property to his own use and acting in breach of his fiduciary 

duties to clients such as the plaintiffs by acting in a manner which pre-

ferred his own interests over those of his clients, or must have been act-

ing in a manner to obtain a benefit for himself at the expense of his cli-

ents, by subsuming investments into the general pool of funds con-

trolled by him for his own general purposes; and 
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(c) in the circumstances pleaded in the preceding sub-paragraphs, that Mr 

Famularo’s clients’ shares and monies were being dealt with by Mr 

Famularo as part of a dishonest and fraudulent design.  

169 Despite the knowledge pleaded in paragraph 168, throughout the period be-

tween late 2006 and about July 2008, SGB continued to: 

(a) permit Famularo clients, including the second plaintiff, to grant  mort-

gages to SGB, including the Kangaroo Island Mortgage, which were 

known by SGB to be for the purpose of raising monies to invest with Mr 

Famularo; 

Particulars 

(i) With respect to the Kangaroo Island Mortgage, this was ad-
vised in the Tradeshare Shares Letter, as pleaded in paragraph 
61(b), and the plaintiffs repeat and rely on the matters pleaded 
in paragraph 129 and. 

(ii) Particulars of other Group Members will be provided after the 
determination of the common questions in this proceeding. 

(b) permit Mr Famularo to operate the Famularo SGML Facilities and to in-

vest further monies in and receive further advances from those facilities, 

including the Sharequity Margin Loan; 

Particulars 

The plaintiffs rely on the following advances made on the Sharequity 
Margin Loan and undertake to provide further particulars after discov-
ery: 

 Date (apprx) Amount 

(i)  4 December 2006 $50,000 

(ii)  4 December 2006 $50,000 

(iii)  4 December 2006 $20,000 

(iv)  4 December 2006 $40,000 

(v)  22 January 2007 $40,000 

(vi)  30 January 2007 $40,000 

(vii)  26 March 2007 $40,000 

(viii)  30 May 2007 $50,000 

(ix)  8 June 2007 $30,000 
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 Date (apprx) Amount 

(x)  13 May 2008 $70,000 

(c) permit Mr Famularo to cause the Plaintiffs’ Shares to be sold in May and 

June 2008 and applied to reduce the balance of the Sharequity Margin 

Loan. 

170 By engaging in the conduct pleaded in sub-paragraphs 169(a) to (c), despite the 

knowledge pleaded in paragraph 168, SGB knowingly participated in Mr 

Famularo’s dishonest and fraudulent design, such that the plaintiffs are entitled 

to: 

(a) trace and/or recover by way of restitution against SGB the following 

property: 

(i) the proceeds of the sale of the Plaintiffs’ Shares; and, or alterna-

tively 

(ii) the proceeds of the Kangaroo Island Mortgage; 

(b) equitable compensation from SGB. 

G(vi) Fiduciary duty and constructive trust: Group Members and Mr 

Famularo 

171 Some or all of the Group Members: 

(a) were provided with financial advice by Mr Famularo; 

(b) received documents purporting to be statements of account from Mr 

Famularo; 

(c) were unsophisticated investors with no real knowledge or experience 

with respect to margin lending or trading securities and derivatives;  

(d) provided Mr Famularo with the Group Members’ Investments, and en-

trusted him not to lose any of that investment; 

(e) ceded control of their investments to Mr Famularo; 

(f) did not receive any independent legal or financial advice in relation to 

their dealings with Mr Famularo; 
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(g) relied on the dividends and income generated from their investments 

with Mr Famularo in order to pay their various liabilities; 

(h) in signing the Group Members Third Party Security Forms, had ceded 

their rights to deal with their investments in the Famularo Scheme as 

they chose and were instead subject to the terms pleaded at paragraph 

18. 

(i) risked losing a significant source of income and being unable to repay 

their various liabilities in the event that Mr Famularo was not able to 

service relevant margin loans or was directed by SGB to close his posi-

tion with respect to relevant margin loans;   

(j) risked losing their investments in circumstances where Mr Famularo 

had represented to them that they could not lose his investmenttheir in-

vestments if it wasthey were invested in accordance with his advice; 

(k) were not, prior to signing the Group Member Third Party Security 

Forms, provided with a copy of the SGML Terms, and did not have 

those terms explained to them; 

(l) had the Group Member Representations made to them, which were mis-

leading and deceptive, as pleaded at paragraph 147; 

(m) were not advised or properly advised of the nature of the investment 

portfolio held on their behalves by Mr Famularo or his associated and 

related entities; 

(n) were not provided with share certificates, contracts, or other evidence of 

some or all of the securities and/or derivatives held on their behalves by 

Mr Famularo or his associated and related entities; 

(o) where an Inter-Company Cash Transfer had been made, were not pro-

vided with any loan contract or other documentation recording or evi-

dencing the transfer; and 

(p) were not provided with any statements of account with which to verify 

the return on their investments, other than the statements generated by 

Mr Famularo. 

Particulars 

Further particulars will be provided after the determination of the 
common questions in this proceeding. 
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172 In the circumstances pleaded in the preceding paragraph, Mr Famularo owed a 

fiduciary duty to some or all of the Group Members, including in circumstances 

where: 

(a) Mr Famularo purported to act as the professional financial advisor to 

those Group Members; 

(b) Mr Famularo provided an implicit undertaking to act in the best inter-

ests of those Group Members and not in his own interests in acting in 

his role; 

(c) those Group Members were in a position of disadvantage or vulnerabil-

ity relative to, and were dependent upon, Mr Famularo; 

(d) those Group Members had reposed trust and confidence in Mr Famu-

laro; 

(e) those Group Members had vested with Mr Famularo the power and dis-

cretion to detrimentally affect their interests, and Mr Famularo had 

scope to unilaterally exercise that power and discretion. 

173 The fiduciary duty owed by Mr Famularo to some or all of the Group Members 

required him: 

(a) not to obtain a benefit by use of his position, or from an opportunity or 

knowledge gained by him by reason of that position, without the fully 

informed consent of the relevant Group Member; and 

(b) to avoid conflict, or a real or substantial possibility of conflict, between 

the interests of the Group Member and his own interests, without the 

fully informed consent of the Group Member. 

174 In breach of his fiduciary duty to some of all of the Group Members, Mr Famu-

laro, dealt with some or all of the Group Members’ Investments, without those 

Group Members’ knowledge or consent, in such a way that: 

(a) caused Mr Famularo to obtain a benefit by reason of his position as fi-

duciary; 

(b) there was a conflict, or a real or substantial possibility of conflict, be-

tween the interests of those Group Members and Mr Famularo’s own in-

terest. 
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Particulars 

Further particulars will be provided after the determination of the 
common questions in this proceeding. 

175 In all the circumstances, Mr Famularo held some or all of the Group Members’ 

Investments, or the proceeds of the sale of the Group Members’ Investments, on 

constructive trust for the benefit of those Group Members, and:. 

(a) they are entitled to recover that property which is the subject of 

the constructive trust from Mr Famularo, or trace that property 

and recover property into which the trust property can be traced, 

or recover money on account of the wrongful distribution of that 

trust property;  

(b) Mr Famularo was unjustly enriched by obtaining the benefit of 

the Group Members’ Investments, in a manner which in the cir-

cumstances described above caused an injustice to those Group 

Members, and those Group Members are entitled to restitution 

from Mr Famularo; and, or alternatively 

(c) those Group Members are entitled to equitable compensation 

from Mr Famularo. 

Particulars 

Further particulars will be provided after the determination of 
the common questions in this proceeding. 

G(vii) SGB’s involvement in breach of fiduciary duty and constructive 

trust: Group Members 

176 The plaintiffs repeat the knowledge of SGB pleaded in paragraph 164 above. 

177 In the circumstances pleaded at paragraphs 164 and 176, it can be inferred that 

SGB had knowledge that Mr Famularo owed a fiduciary duty to clients in the 

position of some or all of the Group Members, in that it can be inferred that 

SGB had knowledge that: 

(a) Mr Famularo was purporting to act as the professional financial advisor 

of such persons; 

(b) in doing so, Mr Famularo must have been under an obligation to act in 

the best interests of such persons; 

(c) such persons were in a position of disadvantage or vulnerability relative 

to, and were dependent upon, Mr Famularo; 
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(d) such persons had reposed trust and confidence in Mr Famularo; 

(e) such persons had vested with Mr Famularo the power and discretion to 

detrimentally affect their interests, and Mr Famularo had scope to uni-

laterally exercise that power and discretion. 

178 In the circumstances pleaded at paragraphs 174 to 177, it can be inferred that in 

receiving some or all of the Group Members’ Investments, or the proceeds of 

the sale of some or all of the Group Members’ Investments, that SGB had 

knowledge that such conduct by Mr Famularo was in breach of his fiduciary 

duty to some or all of the Group Members.  

Particulars of knowledge 

(a) The Group Members repeat the particulars to paragraph 166. 

(b) Further particulars will be provided following resolution of the common 
questions in these proceedings.  

179 In the circumstances pleaded in the preceding paragraph, SGB holds some or 

all of the Group Members’ Investments or the proceeds of the sale of the Group 

Members’ Investments on constructive trust for the benefit of some or all of 

those Group Members, and: 

(a) those Group Members are entitled to recover that property which is the 

subject of the constructive trust from SGB, or trace that property and re-

cover that property from SGB, or recover money from SGB on account 

of the wrongful distribution of that trust property;  

(b) SGB was unjustly enriched by receiving those Group Members’ Invest-

ments or some or all of the proceeds of those Group Members’ Invest-

ments, in a manner which in the circumstances described above caused 

an injustice to those Group Members such that those Group Members 

are entitled to restitution from SGB; and, or alternatively 

(c) those Group Members are entitled to equitable compensation from SGB. 

Particulars 

Further particulars will be provided following resolution of the com-
mon questions in these proceedings.  

180 Further or in the alternative, the Group Members repeat paragraph 168 to 169(c) 

above, and say that in the circumstances of the knowledge of SGB pleaded in 

those paragraphs, and including where, as pleaded in those paragraphs, SGB 

engaged in conduct such as permitting Famularo clients, such as some or all of 

the Group Members, to grant mortgages to SGB which were known by SGB to 

be for the purpose of raising monies to invest with Mr Famularo and to ad-
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vance monies to Mr Famularo for him to invest in an unauthorised manner, 

SGB knowingly participated in Mr Famularo’s dishonest and fraudulent design, 

such that some or all of the Group Members are entitled to: 

(a) trace and/or recover by way of restitution against SGB the following 

property: 

(i) the proceeds of the sale of Group Members Investments which 

were applied to repay advances made on the margin loans dur-

ing that period; and, or alternatively 

(ii) the proceeds of mortgages;  

(b) equitable compensation from SGB. 

Particulars of knowledge 

Further particulars will be provided following resolution of the com-
mon questions in these proceedings.  
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H. Contracts Review Act claim/Unjustness of Kangaroo Island 

Mortgage 

181 The plaintiffs repeat the matters pleaded at paragraphs 8 to 129, and say that 

SGB knew at the time that it made the Kangaroo Island Letter of Offer and en-

tered into the Kangaroo Island Mortgage, and it was the fact, that: 

(a) the plaintiffs had provided $1,036,717.87 worth of shares as a third party 

security for the Sharequity Margin Loan, which loan was subject to the 

DIY Options Terms; 

(b) SGML had serious concerns about Mr Famularo’s aggregated loan ac-

counts and had already determined to terminate all such accounts; 

(c) the Sharequity Margin Loan was nearing default; 

(d) SGML was considering terminating all of Mr Famularo’s positions once 

and for all; 

(e) as indicated in the Tradeshare Shares Letter, the stated purpose of the 

loan funds to be advanced to the second plaintiff under the Kangaroo Is-

land Letter of Offer was to fund the acquisition of additional shares by 

Tradeshare; 

(f) Tradeshare was a Famularo Entity with a Margin Loan account with 

SGML; 

(g) Mr Famularo was operating an unregistered managed investment 

scheme, of which the Tradeshare Margin Loan account was a part;  

(h) the Famularo Strategy was such that it presented substantial risks for 

the Famularo clients including the second plaintiff, including that the 

positions held in the Famularo SGML Facilities could not be exited 

promptly without significantly impairing the value of investments by 

the Famularo clients; 

(i) at SGML’s direction, Mr Famularo was closing and consolidating most 

of his margin loan positions, and it was likely that the Tradeshare Mar-

gin Loan would soon be closed. 
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182 Further, prior to entering into the Kangaroo Island Mortgage: 

(a) the second plaintiff did not fill out the Second Plaintiff’s Mortgage Ap-

plication and was not at any time prior to entry into the Kangaroo Is-

land Mortgage made aware of its content; 

(b) the second plaintiff entrusted the mortgage application to Mr Halver-

son, and played no part in the negotiations of the terms of the Kangaroo 

Island Mortgage nor was it practical for him to negotiate the terms of 

the Kangaroo Island Mortgage, having entrusted Mr Halverson and 

having not received any direct communication from an SGB representa-

tive;  

(c) the second plaintiff obtained no independent legal advice, and no other 

advice except advice from Mr Famularo and Mr Halvorsen in the cir-

cumstances pleaded at paragraphs 57 to 71 above. 

182A Further, in the circumstances pleaded at paragraphs 60 to 67, in entering into 

the contracts made by the second plaintiff’s acceptance of the Kangaroo Island 

Letter of Offer and by the Kangaroo Island Mortgage, the second plaintiff relied 

on the Plaintiff Initial Representations, the Plaintiff Repeated Representations, 

the June 2006 Representations, the Sharequity Letter Representations, the Plain-

tiff Financial Statement Representations and/or the Plaintiff Implied Represen-

tations, each of which were misleading and deceptive as alleged in paragraphs 

134 to 139 above. 

183 In the premises of paragraphs 181 to 191182A and the Second Plaintiff’s Cir-

cumstances, the contracts made by the second plaintiff’s acceptance of the Kan-

garoo Island Letter of Offer and by the parties entering into the Kangaroo Is-

land Mortgage were “unjust”, within the meaning of s 4 of the CR Act. 

184 TheBy reason of the unjustness of the contracts made by the second plaintiff’s 

acceptance of the Kangaroo Island Letter of Offer and by the parties entering in-

to the Kangaroo Island Mortgage, the second plaintiff ought to be relieved of 

some or all of his liability under those contracts pursuant to s 7 of the CR Act. 

185 Further or in the alternative, in the premises of paragraphs 181 to 182 and the 

Second Plaintiff’s Circumstances, by entering into the loan contract contained in 

the Kangaroo Island Letter of Offer and by entering into the Kangaroo Island 

Mortgage and by continuing to enforce the loan contract and Kangaroo Island 

Mortgage, SGB engaged in and is engaging in conduct that is unconscionable 

under the general law and within the meaning of sections 12CB and 12CC of 

the ASIC Act. 
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I. Contracts Review Act claim/Unjustness of Barrack Point Mort-

gage 

186 The First Plaintiff’s Mortgage Application was not in fact completed or signed 

or ever seen by the first plaintiff, and it contained a number of material anoma-

lies, including: 

(a) under “Current residential status” on page 2 of the Loan Application 

was written “Sold—moving to new house” when, in fact, the first plain-

tiff’s existing residence at the Hunters Hill Property, whose address was 

written on the same page, had not been sold and, further, neither the 

Hunters Hill property nor any cash from the purported sale of that 

property were recorded on page 5 under the heading “Assets”; 

(b) under “Occupation” on page 2 of the Loan Application was written 

“Consultant in department management”, under “Length of employ-

ment” was written “5 years”, and under “Base income” was written 

“$160,000”, when in fact the first plaintiff had been unemployed since 

November 2002 and had never worked as a “consultant in department 

management”, and the first plaintiff’s sole source of income was the in-

come she received from Mr Famularo; 

(c) on page 5 of the Loan Application, which was headed “Financial Posi-

tion”, under “Assets” was not written any property, despite the first 

plaintiff owning the Hunters Hill Property, and despite the first plaintiff 

also owning, at that time, a half share in the Bullaburra Property; 

(d) on page 5 of the Loan Application, under “Assets”, was written $700,000 

in “shares”, but no resulting dividend income was written on page 2 

under “Other income”, which conflicted with the advice in the Famu-

laro Shares Letter; 

(e) on page 5 of the Loan Application, under “Liabilities”, no home loans 

were recorded, despite the first plaintiff owing monies under the Per-

petual Mortgages over the Hunters Hill Property and the Bullaburra 

Property; 

(f) page 14 of the Loan Application, which was headed “Declaration”, con-

tained a signature, but failed to include in the signature section the first 

plaintiff’s full name or the date of signature; 

(g) the signature on page 14 of the Loan Application was in fact not the 

plaintiff’s signature; 
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(h) the Income Calculation Worksheet estimated the first plaintiff’s annual 

living expenses at $12,120—which was substantially below the poverty 

line—and it was highly unlikely, or in the alternative, unlikely, that a 

person earning a base salary of $160,000 per annum would incur such 

few living expenses; 

Particulars 

The Henderson Poverty Line for the March 2008 quarter in 
Australia was $13,230.88 per annum of income for a single per-
son, not including housing, or $19,235.32 for a couple. 

(i) the first plaintiff was applying for an $820,000 advance, less costs and 

expenses, in order to purchase a property for $1,025,000 and, on the face 

of the application, she did not have sufficient cash to afford the balance 

of the purchase price. 

187 At the time that the First Plaintiff’s Mortgage Application was processed and 

approved, it can be inferred that SGB representatives responsible for reviewing 

and approving that application had knowledge of the matters pleaded in para-

graph 186 (except for the matter pleaded at paragraph 186(g)) as follows: 

(a) the knowledge of Mr Jerman, who received and, it can be inferred, read, 

the First Plaintiff’s Mortgage Application, and who it can be inferred 

had knowledge of matters apparent from the face of the application 

such as the matters at sub-paragraphs 186(h) and 186(i) and would have 

considered the application in order to ensure that the application com-

plied with SGB policies and procedures; 

(b) the knowledge of any bank representatives responsible for reviewing 

and approving the First Plaintiff’s Mortgage Application, who it can be 

inferred read the First Plaintiff’s Mortgage Application, and who it can 

be inferred had knowledge of matters apparent from the face of the ap-

plication such as the matters at sub-paragraphs 186(h) and 186(i) and 

would have considered the application in order to ensure that the appli-

cation could be approved in accordance with SGB policies and proce-

dures; 

(c) as to sub-paragraphs 186(a), 186(c), and 186(e): 

(i) that the first plaintiff continued to own the Hunters Hill Proper-

ty, own a half share in the Bullaburra Property, and owe the 

Perpetual Mortgages over those properties, was readily ascer-

tainable from rudimentary searches including on the NSW Land 

and Property Information database, and in can be inferred that 
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such rudimentary searches were in fact undertaken in the pro-

cess of approving the First Plaintiff’s Mortgage Application and 

drawing relevant documents, such as a mortgage form; and, fur-

ther 

(ii) that each of the Barrack Point Letters of Offer contained an ex-

press term that the first plaintiff was to provide evidence that the 

Hunters Hill mortgage had been discharged prior to the settle-

ment of the mortgage, which evidence was never provided by 

the first plaintiff (and neither could it have been provided); 

(d) further as to sub-paragraph 186(a) as pleaded in paragraph 76(d), Mr 

Jerman had been provided with statements for the Perpetual Mortgage 

over the Hunters Hill property and advice that the loan would be dis-

charged as the property was being sold; 

(e) as to sub-paragraph 186(d): 

(i) Mr Jerman had been sent the Famularo Shares Letter, as pleaded 

at paragraph 76(c), and it can be inferred that he and/or another 

relevant SGB representative had read that letter for the purpose 

of ensuring that the first plaintiff qualified for the mortgage for 

which she was applying; and 

(ii) in the circumstances pleaded at paragraphs 49 and 20 to 25, it 

was known to SGB that the first plaintiff jointly owned the Plain-

tiffs’ Shares and that these were likely to be redeemed; 

(f) as to sub-paragraph 186(b): 

(i) as was verified by a representative of SGB in assessing the first 

plaintiff’s application, the first plaintiff had registered for Goods 

and Services Tax in about December 2007, which indicated that 

her total revenue for the year ended 30 June 2007 had been be-

low $50,000; and 

(ii) as advised in the Famularo Shares Letter, the first plaintiff re-

ceived income from Mr Famularo; 

(g) alternatively, if the matters pleaded in this paragraph above were not 

actually known to SGB representatives, then: 

(i) in the circumstances pleaded in paragraph 186 (except for the 

matter pleaded at paragraph 186(g)), Mr Jerman and, or alterna-

tively, another relevant bank representative must have suspected 
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those matters, and an honest and reasonable person in the posi-

tion of Mr Jerman and/or those bank representatives would 

have conducted inquiries which would have revealed such mat-

ters to that person, in that: 

(A) a careful review of the Mortgage Application, such as 

would have been required by an honest and reasonable 

bank representative approving a mortgage in the amount 

sought on the basis of the documents provided by Mr 

Halvorsen, would have revealed some or all of the mat-

ters pleaded in sub-paragraphs 186(h) and 186(i); 

(B) further, as to sub-paragraphs 186(a), 186(c), and 186(e), it 

was standard industry practice at the time to have, and 

an honest and reasonable bank officer would have, con-

ducted rudimentary searches on the NSW Land and 

Property Information database which would have re-

vealed the matters pleaded in those sub-paragraphs; 

(C) further, as to sub-paragraph 186(a), an honest and rea-

sonable banking officer in the position of Mr Jerman 

would have verified that the Hunters Hill property had 

in fact been sold and the amount at which it had been 

sold and would have verified that the Perpetual Mort-

gage over that property had in fact been fully discharged; 

(D) further, as to sub-paragraph 186(d), an honest and rea-

sonable bank officer in the position of Mr Jerman would 

have read the Famularo Shares Letter and would have 

verified whether the first plaintiff had any existing ac-

counts with SGB and would accordingly have discovered 

that the first plaintiff owned the Plaintiffs’ Shares and 

that these had been provided as third party security for 

the Sharequity Loan; 

(E) as to sub-paragraph 186(b), where a person purported to 

be self-employed and to earn a salary in the magnitude of 

$160,000 per annum, it was standard industry practice at 

the time to have, and an honest and reasonable bank of-

ficer exercising due skill and care would have, verified 

the purported salary through requesting documents such 

as tax returns, bank statements, or Business Activity 

Statements in order to verify the person’s cash flow; 
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Particulars 

I. The first plaintiff had filed no tax return for the 
years ended 30 June 2004 to 30 June 2006, in-
clusive, which indicated that she had received 
no taxable income during that period. 

II. The first plaintiff’s tax return for the year end-
ed 30 June 2007 had declared $33,587 in taxable 
income. 

(F) on becoming aware of any of the matters pleaded in par-

agraph 186, an honest and reasonable bank officer would 

have contacted the first plaintiff directly in order to verify 

the information provided to SGB and, or alternatively, 

would have sought other information to verify the infor-

mation provided to SGB; 

(ii) alternatively, in the circumstances pleaded in paragraph 186 and 

in this sub-paragraph (g), the matters pleaded in paragraph 186 

(except for the matter pleaded at paragraph 186(g)) were there to 

be seen by Mr Jerman and/or another relevant bank officer, and 

Mr Jerman and/or that officer must have wilfully shut his or her 

eyes to those matters; or 

(iii) alternatively, in the circumstances pleaded in paragraph 186 and 

in this sub-paragraph (g), Mr Jerman and/or another relevant 

bank officer had knowledge which would have indicated the 

matters pleaded in paragraph 186 (except for the matter pleaded 

at paragraph 186(g)) to an honest and reasonable person in Mr 

Jerman’s and/or that bank officer’s position. 

188 The knowledge of the SGB representatives referred to in paragraph 187 is to be 

attributed to SGB because: 

(a) they were agents of SGB and had acquired the knowledge in the course 

of their duties with SGB; 

(b) the functions, duties and responsibilities of those representatives in-

cluded: 

(i) approving and processing loan and mortgage applications; 

(ii) ensuring that all necessary documents had been provided with 

such loan applications, and checking that all such documents 

were accurate, including by conducting rudimentary investiga-
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tions of public records and SGB’s internal records where it is 

clear that the person has separate dealings with SGB; 

(iii) ensuring that SGB did not enter into loans and mortgages con-

trary to the policies and procedures of SGB; 

(iv) reporting to relevant decision makers in SGB any questions or 

concerns that they had in relation to a loan or mortgage applica-

tion; 

(c) in the premises, they were the directing mind and will of SGB in relation 

to approving and processing the application, as well as ensuring that all 

necessary documents had been provided for such an application, and 

that the proposed mortgage complied with all of the relevant SGB lend-

ing policies and procedures and was otherwise an appropriate transac-

tion for SGB to enter into; 

(d) in the premises, they had a duty and opportunity to make reasonable 

enquiries of, and to communicate and report to, any relevant decision 

maker within SGB, any knowledge or concerns they had in relation to 

the first plaintiff’s application; 

(e) in the premises, they had a duty to cause SGB not to enter into the Bar-

rack Point Mortgage on the terms that it did, and/or report and recom-

mend to any relevant decision maker not to enter into the Barrack Point 

Mortgage.  

Particulars 

Further particulars will be provided after discovery. 

189 The plaintiffs repeat the matters pleaded at paragraphs 20 to 28, 46 to 49 and 

110 to 121, and also say that in those circumstances, SGB knew, and it was the 

fact, that: 

(a) the plaintiffs had provided $1,036,717.87 worth of shares as a third party 

security for the Sharequity Margin Loan, which loan was subject to the 

DIY Options Terms; 

(b) SGML had serious concerns about Mr Famularo’s aggregated loan ac-

counts and had already determined to terminate all such accounts; 

(c) at SGML’s direction, Mr Famularo was closing and consolidating most 

of his margin loan positions, and it was likely that the Sharequity Mar-

gin Loan would soon be closed; 
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(d) the Sharequity Margin Loan was nearing default; 

(e) SGML was considering terminating all of Mr Famularo’s positions once 

and for all, as in fact occurred in July 2008; and 

(f) accordingly, it was highly probable and, or alternatively, likely, that the 

Plaintiffs’ Shares would be redeemed and applied to the Sharequity 

Margin Loan and that the plaintiffs would therefore lose those shares as 

a source of income; 

(g) further, because the purchase price of the Barrack Point Property, as ad-

vised in the Plaintiffs’ Loan Application, was $1,025,000, and the total 

amount of the Barrack Point Mortgages was $820,000, SGB’s position 

with respect to those mortgages was protected in the event that, as was 

likely, the first plaintiff was unable to service those mortgages and, ac-

cordingly, in advancing funds pursuant to the Barrack Point Mortgage, 

SGB was engaging in “pure asset lending”. 

190 The plaintiffs repeat the matters pleaded at paragraphs 125 and 129 in relation 

to the aggregation of SGB’s knowledge. 

191 Further, prior to accepting the Barrack Point Letters of Offer and entering into 

the Barrack Point Mortgage: 

(a) the first plaintiff did not fill out the Loan Application and was not at any 

time prior to entry into the Barrack Point Mortgage made aware of its 

contents, and in fact the Loan Application was signed by someone other 

than the first plaintiff purporting to be the first plaintiff, indicating that 

it had been fraudulently prepared; 

(b) in the circumstances pleaded at paragraphs 154 and 156 above, the first 

plaintiff was an unsophisticated investor with no higher qualifications, 

was retired and was reliant on the “returns” from her investment with 

Mr Famularo as her sole source of income; 

(c) the first plaintiff entrusted the mortgage application to Mr Halverson, 

and played no part in the negotiations of the terms of the Barrack Point 

Mortgage nor was it practical for her to negotiate the terms of the Bar-

rack Point Mortgage, having entrusted Mr Halverson and having not re-

ceived any direct communication from an SGB representative;  

(d) in entering into the loan contracts contained in the Barrack Point Letters 

of Offer and the Barrack Point Mortgage in the circumstances pleaded at 
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paragraphs 186 to 190 above, SGB was indifferent as to whether the first 

plaintiff could pay back the Barrack Point Mortgage; 

(e) in the circumstances pleaded at paragraphs 186 to 190 above, SGB knew, 

and it was a fact, that it would be unreasonably difficult for the first 

plaintiff to comply with the terms of the loan contracts contained in the 

Barrack Point Letters of Offer and the Barrack Point Mortgage over the 

period of the mortgage; 

(f) in the circumstances pleaded at paragraphs 72 to 89 above, the first 

plaintiff was the subject of unfair tactics from Mr Halverson and Mr 

Famularo in relation to her entry into the loan contracts contained in the 

Barrack Point Letters of Offer and the Barrack Point Mortgage; 

(g) the first plaintiff obtained no independent legal advice, and no other 

advice except advice from Mr Famularo and Mr Halvorsen in the cir-

cumstances pleaded at paragraphs 72 to 89 above. 

191A Further, in the circumstances pleaded at paragraphs 72 to 84, in entering into 

the loan contracts contained in the Barrack Point Letters of Offer and the Bar-

rack Point Mortgage, the first plaintiff relied on The Plaintiff Initial Representa-

tions, the Plaintiff Repeated Representations, the June 2006 Representations, the 

Sharequity Letter Representations, the Plaintiff Financial Statement Representa-

tions and/or the Plaintiff Implied Representations, each of which were mislead-

ing and deceptive as alleged in paragraphs 134 to 139 above. 

192 In the premises of paragraphs 187 to 191191A and the First Plaintiff’s Circum-

stances, the loan contracts contained in the Barrack Point Letters of Offer and 

the Barrack Point Mortgage waswere “unjust”, within the meaning of s 4 of the 

CR Act. 

193 By reason of the unjustness of the loan contracts contained in the Barrack Point 

Letters of Offer and the Barrack Point Mortgage, the first plaintiff ought to be 

relieved of some or all of her liability under those contracts pursuant to s 7 of 

the CR Act. 

194 Further or in the alternative, in the premises of paragraphs 181 to 191 and the 

First Plaintiff’s Circumstances, by entering into the loan contracts contained in 

the Barrack Point Letters of Offer and the Barrack Point Mortgage and by con-

tinuing to enforce the loan contracts and the Barrack Point Mortgage, SGB en-

gaged in and is engaging in conduct that is unconscionable under the general 

law and within the meaning of sections 12CB and 12CC of the ASIC Act. 
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26 July 2016 
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J. Schedule A: Famularo Entities which held a margin loan ac-

count with SGB 

No Company  Facility held by Client Ref No 

1.  Angjos Pty Ltd St George Bank Limited 34040 

2.  Atrade Pty Ltd St George Bank Limited 50201 

3.  Ausdorian Pty Ltd St George Bank Limited 35148 

4.  Avertrau Trade Pty Ltd St George Bank Limited 51853 

5.  Azoth (Aust) Pty Ltd St George Bank Limited 34593 

6.  Bacnet Pty Ltd St George Bank Limited 51239 

7.  Beacontrade Pty Ltd St George Bank Limited 34959 

8.  Biovest Pty Ltd St George Bank Limited 50275 

9.  Biovest Pty Ltd St George Bank Limited 50275 

10.  Brosfam Pty Ltd St George Equity Finance Ltd 2731 

11.  Brosfam Pty Ltd St George Equity Finance Ltd 
St George Bank Limited 
St George Bank Limited 

2731 
35062 
32175 

12.  Brosis Pty Ltd St George Bank Limited 54433 

13.  Bvh Trade Pty Ltd St George Bank Limited 50244 

14.  Casatrade Pty Ltd St George Bank Limited 50230 

15.  Ccoa Investments Pty St George Bank Limited 51205 

16.  Cgtrade Pty Ltd St George Bank Limited 50602 

17.  Coaust Pty Ltd St George Bank Limited 
St George Bank Limited 

33910 
32964 

18.  Columcille Trading St George Bank Limited 34564 

19.  Cotrade Pty Ltd St George Bank Limited 53806 

20.  Daas Trade Pty Ltd St George Bank Limited 212346 

21.  Dello Pty Ltd St George Bank Limited 50970 

22.  Delltrade Pty Ltd St George Bank Limited 50265 
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23.  Embedded Design Pty Ltd St George Bank Limited 51276 

24.  Fambros Pty Ltd St George Bank Limited 34506 

25.  Famgroup Pty Ltd St George Equity Finance Ltd 4084 

26.  Famnet Pty Ltd St George Bank Limited 34553 

27.  Famtrade Pty Ltd St George Bank Limited 54998 

28.  Famtrust Pty Ltd St George Bank Limited 34446 

29.  Fictrade Pty Ltd St George Bank Limited 34453 

30.  Frankston Daf St George Bank Limited 54388 

31.  Fraseba Pty Ltd St George Bank Limited 34504 

32.  Fs Trade (Aust) Pty Ltd St George Bank Limited 34542 

33.  Fundtrade Pty Ltd St George Bank Limited 
St George Bank Limited 

34623 
34614 

34.  Gibache (Aust) Pty Ltd St George Bank Limited 53586 

35.  Gibache Pty Ltd St George Bank Limited 50251 

36.  Gp Trade Pty Ltd St George Bank Limited 50129 

37.  Gratrade Pty Ltd St George Bank Limited 35206 

38.  Grillstix Trade Pty St George Bank Limited 54430 

39.  Hamich Trading Pty Ltd St George Bank Limited 35138 

40.  Hypertrade Pty Ltd St George Bank Limited 34960 

41.  Ishgra Pty Ltd St George Bank Limited 50680 

42.  Jafam Pty Ltd St George Bank Limited 33999 

43.  Jamasco Pty Ltd St George Bank Limited 212345 

44.  Jamtrade Pty Ltd St George Bank Limited 50683 

45.  Jbdv Trade Pty Ltd St George Bank Limited 35258 

46.  Jft Trade Pty Ltd St George Bank Limited 51883 

47.  Joamark Pty Ltd St George Bank Limited 35416 

48.  Josmar Pty Ltd St George Bank Limited 50252 

49.  Laf Trade Pty Ltd St George Bank Limited 50682 
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50.  Luella Trade Pty Ltd St George Bank Limited 50202 

51.  Martong Pty Ltd St George Bank Limited 34563 

52.  Mbtrade Pty Ltd St George Bank Limited 34873 

53.  Meltrade Pty Ltd St George Bank Limited 50255 

54.  Micgra Pty Ltd St George Bank Limited 35260 

55.  Mirtrade Pty Ltd St George Bank Limited 34781 

56.  Mlt Trade Pty Ltd St George Bank Limited 
St George Bank Limited 

54934 
34723 

57.  Murwal Pty Ltd St George Bank Limited 212072 

58.  Musgard Pty Ltd St George Bank Limited 34500 

59.  Mytrade (Aust) Pty Ltd St George Bank Limited 51240 

60.  Net Trade Pty Ltd St George Bank Limited 55460 

61.  Nrg Trade Pty Ltd St George Bank Limited 50614 

62.  Pagtrade Pty Ltd St George Bank Limited 50254 

63.  Parucco Pty Ltd St George Bank Limited 50972 

64.  Paztrade Pty Ltd St George Bank Limited 34765 

65.  Pennabroker Trading Pty Ltd St George Bank Limited 35387 

66.  Pentrade Pty Ltd St George Bank Limited 50031 

67.  Pgn Trade Pty Ltd St George Bank Limited 50269 

68.  Pintrade Pty Ltd St George Bank Limited 50081 

69.  Proptrade Pty Ltd St George Bank Limited 34043 

70.  Rento Pty Ltd St George Bank Limited 34598 

71.  Saad Trade Pty Ltd St George Bank Limited 35056 

72.  Sharebank Pty Ltd St George Bank Limited 34656 

73.  Sharefund Pty Ltd St George Equity Finance Ltd 4171 

74.  Sharequity Pty Ltd St George Bank Limited 34724 

75.  Sharetrade Pty Ltd St George Bank Limited 50974 

76.  Skabo Pty Ltd St George Bank Limited 50966 
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77.  Soundlab Trade Pty Ltd St George Bank Limited 35302 

78.  Stockmax Pty Ltd St George Bank Limited 34606 

79.  Stocknet Pty Ltd St George Equity Finance Ltd 1889 

80.  Stocktrade Pty Ltd St George Bank Limited 34988 

81.  S-Trade Pty Ltd St George Bank Limited 50238 

82.  Sygat Pty Ltd St George Bank Limited 50638 

83.  T & T Trade Pty Ltd St George Bank Limited 54968 

84.  Teal Trading Pty Ltd St George Bank Limited 51238 

85.  Tf Trade Pty Ltd St George Bank Limited 35215 

86.  Tkb Trade Pty Ltd St George Bank Limited 50189 

87.  Tma Trade Pty Ltd St George Bank Limited 55461 

88.  Toang Pty Limited St George Bank Limited 50274 

89.  Toaust Pty Ltd St George Bank Limited 34576 

90.  Tomfra Trading P/Pty L td St George Bank Limited 35352 

91.  Trade 2 Pty Ltd St George Equity Finance Ltd 3823 

92.  Tradeaust Pty Ltd St George Bank Limited 33899 

93.  Tradeco Pty Ltd St George Bank Limited 53429 

94.  Tradefuture Pty Ltd St George Bank Limited 50416 

95.  Tradenet(Aust) Pty LLtd St George Bank Limited 51517 

96.  Tradeshare Pty Ltd St George Bank Limited 212590 

97.  Tritrade Pty Ltd St George Bank Limited 34883 

98.  Trustvest Pty Ltd St George Bank Limited 35417 

99.  Vertrade Pty Ltd St George Bank Limited 34496 

100.  Vinang Pty Ltd St George Bank Limited 34599 

101.  Windos Pty Ltd St George Bank Limited 35418 
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NOTICE TO DEFENDANTS 

If you do not file a defence within 28 days of being served with this statement of 

claim: 

• You will be in default in these proceedings. 

• The court may enter judgment against you without any further notice to you. 

The judgment may be for the relief claimed in the statement of claim and for the plain-

tiff’s costs of bringing these proceedings. The court may provide third parties with de-

tails of any default judgment entered against you. 

HOW TO RESPOND 

Please read this statement of claim very carefully. If you have any trouble under-

standing it or require assistance on how to respond to the claim you should get legal 

advice as soon as possible. 

You can get further information about what you need to do to respond to the claim 

from: 

• A legal practitioner. 

• LawAccess NSW on 1300 888 529 or at www.lawaccess.nsw.gov.au. 

• The court registry for limited procedural information. 

You can respond in one of the following ways: 

1 If you intend to dispute the claim or part of the claim, by filing a defence 

and/or making a cross-claim. 

2 If money is claimed, and you believe you owe the money claimed, by: 

• Paying the plaintiff all of the money and interest claimed. If you file a 

notice of payment under UCPR 6.17 further proceedings against you 

will be stayed unless the court otherwise orders. 

• Filing an acknowledgement of the claim. 

• Applying to the court for further time to pay the claim. 

3 If money is claimed, and you believe you owe part of the money claimed, by: 

• Paying the plaintiff that part of the money that is claimed. 

• Filing a defence in relation to the part that you do not believe is 

owed. 
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Court forms are available on the UCPR website at www.lawlink.nsw.gov.au/ucpr 

or at any NSW court registry. 

 

REGISTRY ADDRESS 

Street address Law Courts Building, 184 Phillip Street, Sydney NSW 2000 

Postal address Supreme Court of NSW, GPO Box 3, Sydney NSW 2001 

Telephone 1300 679 272 

 

NOTICE AS TO LISTING 

This matter will be listed for an initial case conference at 9am on the Wednesday af-

ter the expiration of 42 days after this claim has been filed. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

http://www.lawlink.nsw.gov.au/ucpr
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DIANA LEONIE O'DEA 

Address 30 Headland Parade, Barrack Point NSW 2528 

Occupation 

Date 

I affirm: 

1 I am the first plaintiff. 

Retired 

25 July 2016 

2 I believe that the allegations of fact in this further amended statement of claim 

are true. 

J)tRNR O'Df:A 

AFFIRMED at 

Signature of deponent 

Name of witness 

Address of witness Levitt Robinson, solicitors, Ground Floor, 162 Goul
burn Street, Sydney East NSW 2010 

Capacity of witness Solicitor 

And as a wimess, I certify the following matters concerning the person who made this affidavit (the deponent): 
1 # I saw the face of the deponent. 
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I affirm: 
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THOMAS VAARZON-MOREL 

1 Boronia Road, Bullaburra NSW 2784 

Owner-operator truck driver 

2s July 2016 , :i D.ec eJ;1lt � io , 1-

1 I am the second plaintiff. 

2 I believe that the allegations of fact in this further amended statement of claim 

are true. 

AFFIRMED at 

Signature of deponent 

Name of witness 

Address of witness 

Capacity of witness 

:!fA�µ fYJ · a�r -JLJ 
Dav1;ef M-eu-wowih- kui,h 
Levitt Robinson, solicitors, Ground Floor, 162 Gaul
burn Street, Sydney East NSW 2010 

Solicitor 

And as a wib.less, I certify the following matters concerning the person who made this affidavit (the depo
nent): 

1 #I saw the face of the deponent. 

2 #I have known the deponent for at least 12 months. 

Identification document relied on (may be original or certified 

Signature of witness 
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-?P 
Note: The deponent and wib.less must sign each page of the affidavit. See UCPR 35.7B. 
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